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Dissertation Abstract

This dissertation consists of two parts: Let’s Do, a collection of original short stories, and a scholarly article entitled “The ‘Larger, Unfinished Story’ of Contemporary African American Short Fiction.” The story collection, Let’s Do, offers an evocative study in grief. A range of characters — including a teenage anorexic, a failed lawyer, a pregnant art teacher, and a retiree in the wilderness — fumble through and triumph over losses arising from divorce, encroachment, and abandonment. Through first, second, and third person narration, the author explores a number of responses to personal anguish: some characters recover through humor and irreverence, others hold fast to their siblings and children, and a few wound themselves or their loved ones with violence. Pushing the boundaries — sometimes tragically — of caretaking, discipline, legacy, and duty, the characters of Let’s Do are poised to take steps into uncertain terrain. The article, “The ‘Larger, Unfinished Story’ of Contemporary African American Short Fiction,” investigates the publication of short fiction by black writers at the end of the twentieth century. After identifying prevailing “pathological” literary images of black life and the stylistic commonalities of anthologized stories, the author presents the work of several writers outside of the mainstream as a means of questioning their omission. The author concludes that myriad elements — including college curriculum, lack of family support, and low numbers of African American editors and agents — contribute to the dearth of published short stories by black American writers.
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Conduct your blooming in the noise and whip of the whirlwind

Gwendolyn Brooks
Simple As That

If she is to grieve, Lila reasons, she will do so Hollywood-style, with exaggerated gestures, crescendoing sobs, flowing gowns that sweep her ankles. After searching her closet for diva-wear, she wraps herself in a pink bathrobe the shade and texture of marshmallow candy. The robe is spectacular—the perfect pitch of melodrama. It is a Christmas present from her mother, who has long tried to kindle Lila’s theatricality. Last week, her mother sent a box of beaded dragonfly hair-clips that flutter from silver springs. One jiggles over Lila’s bangs. Inside the robe, Lila is tiny and rigid. She feels like she’s in drag.

Still, she wants to wrap her sorrow in a turban, bejewel it fabulously, ride it to the hilt. Hilt is a word she never uses; the robe is making Lila think in a new vocabulary, in words like horror! and splendid!, in exclamation points, in vibrato. Wearing the robe makes her want to taffy-pull despair until it snaps and disappears. Wearing the robe, she believes it’s possible for sorrow to be whipped into frothy peaks—to be made confectionery—and so dissolve, melt away like sugar in rain. It seems possible that in this way, her husband’s absence could shrink to granules, something easily evaporated. Something that would leave and actually stay gone, and not return for forgotten books or visits with the dog.

But he does not want to stay gone, her husband tells her at every chance he gets. He does not want the marriage to be over. He calls from work every day and leaves rumbly, rambling messages. He e-mails her with haikus for their dog, with the requisite lines about sniffing, peeing, birding. He attempts good cheer on a limited budget: carnations, Hallmark cards, week-old Easter chocolates. In their separation, he constantly surprises her with
clichés, and this, along with everything, is very disappointing. Lila had expected more from him, something swashbuckling in reconciliation. But then, she had also expected a more innovative break-up. In fact, what enrages her lately is that the break-up has made her a cliché—a jilted wife, a spurned spouse, a Dear Abby archetype. Couldn’t you be more original?

she had screamed at him from her car phone on the day she fled, the Day of Discovery. She was driving distant country roads looking for motels, sleet spitting at her windshield, when he called her car to plead forgiveness. He rationalized: It didn’t mean anything, it happened once and now it’s totally over. He was trying to negotiate Lila’s surrender, trying to talk her in. But Lila held herself hostage and drove to a Motel 6. Huddled in her car in the parking lot, she told him to move out; her three-year marriage was ending, like a Jr. High break-up, in a histrionic phone call. When all was said and done, she still couldn’t believe the sheer triteness of it all: a strange credit card receipt, an other woman, a blond, for heaven’s sake. I thought you writers were supposed to be more creative! she had yelled into the car phone, her words floating through an open channel, carried over public airwaves so that somewhere, she was certain, perverts and sixth graders gleefully collected the cells of her distress.

But tonight, the pink cloud of the robe envelops her and softens edges, smears Vaseline on the lens of memory, and pulling the collar tight, Lila tries to locate a clean glass in the wreckage of their—now her—kitchen counter. In the month that’s rippled from ground zero, she has been overwhelmed by the simple mechanics of order and nutrition. Looking around, it seems unreal that the kitchen was once a bustling, aromatic place, where she and her husband cracked peppercorns and sautéed shrimp in spontaneous sauces. That kitchen is a foreign country where they made weekend soups from scratch. And oh! the
bounty once housed here — leeks, turmeric, andouille sausage. But now, crystallized ginger looks to her like mutant raisins or mummified kidneys. Feeding has been reduced to binary steps: toasting, buttering. Boiling, pouring. Microwaving, rotating. Her major food group consists of hydrogenated oils baked into various shapes — some cream-filled, some with corners. Lila worries about folic acid. “I’ve been eating nothing but cheese and crackers for dinner for two weeks,” she has told her mother. “At least you’re getting calcium,” her mother encourages. “Calcium and grains.”

It occurs to her that being alone could be more fun if she had a tall, bright cup to sip from. Healing could be as simple as that. Beneath a Poptart wrapper, she finds a notepad and writes a Thing To Do: Stop Moping Around! Buy Cute Tumblers! She has never imagined writing such a Thing. Perhaps the pink robe is making her write this. Perhaps the dragonfly hair-clip is channeling messages from her mother. It is, after all, a night charged with psychic potential— thunderheads crackle the evening sky.

This spring has been turbulent, with hard snowfalls and explosive blossoms, predawn thunderstorms that bring Lila’s dog bounding onto her husband’s side of the bed. Of course, she wishes that the weather, too, could be more original— could offer something beyond song titles or film noir— especially when she’s suffering. But beyond their capacity for cruel metaphor, the storms are terrifying, and she has taken to moving her Chagall wedding print from the wall to the pantry every night. For a week, the storms have hit around four in the morning, whipping small trees onto the Interstate and clogging the morning rush hour. Downtown, people yawn on the streets, move flaccidly, thudding into each other with mumbled apology. In the food court where she lunches, strangers linger on
benchens to recount near-disasters: the sirens that sent them scurrying to basements, the trees
uprooted, the shingles or sandbox toys swept into sky. Babies loll, invertebrate, in their
strollers. Children are quick to whine. Lila watches and listens but eats alone, somehow
soothed by murmured weariness. She is not in the mood for conversation; these days, even
consonants seem like effort. Before the storms, she occasionally ate with Cindy, the other
human resource secretary in her department-store office, but Cindy is a Pentecostal, and
though Lila isn’t sure about their policies, the weather has rooted Cindy to her desk, where
she reads the Bible instead of grabbing a cheesesteak.

The T.V. weathermen have become over-earnest, and now, like every other evening,
most of the news is devoted to Doppler projections, batteniug tips, the sturdiest interior
locations. Some of the channels quiz the audience on hail formation; some maps take
viewers on rollicking rides through developing systems. Lila imagines it must be comforting
to map and scale upheaval. On the screen behind one weathercaster, wind and rainfall
intensities spiral in rainbow bands, swirling around the patchy Metro area like a tie-dye shirt
design. It is horrifying and beautiful.

It is possible, she realizes, that she could die in a storm, alone, on the couch, in this
robe, a dragonfly clip sproinging from her severed head. Dead at thirty in a pink confection,
a beaded insect in her hair. She wells at the thought— not because in the thought, she is
dead, but because it reminds her of a game she and her husband used to play, a game borne
of their own bad habits: *What Would the Coroner Think?* As a child, Lila had been fascinated
by the T.V. show “Quincy,” the way Jack Klugman linked a drowned teenager to bad weed,
or traced killer spores to a stadium water fountain. For awhile, during puberty, she made it a
practice to pack clues to her death somewhere on her body: if the Skittles she was eating looked old and funny, she left three in the pack, tucked in her pocket for later forensic testing. Even then, she was the kind of person who tried to make things easier for others.

With her husband, though, the game had grown sillier, especially when they left the apartment untended—when the laundry heaped and they wore desperate, ratty things, when all of their light bulbs burned out and they squinted like moles to find each other. Still, Lila knows there are worse ways to be found. She recalls the story her husband told of a body discovered in a caretaker’s apartment above a fitness club—a body wrapped entirely in athletic tape, with red high heels poking out. Nobody was aware of the caretaker’s murderous tendencies, but suspiciously, he was missing, too. When the police untaped the body, of course, they found the missing man dead inside, an amazing case of auto-erotic asphyxiation. It was no wonder the red high heels were size thirteen and very, very wide. For crowds, her husband usually ended the story with I just hope I die with a smile on my face! Alone, with her, when he wanted to appear soulful, he finished with a line from his favorite poem: There is no telling what we’ll do in our fierce drive to come together. Fierce drive. No telling. She considers this as she flips through T.V. weathermen. Should she have noticed his fondness for this poem? Was her husband tagging his own dying fidelity, tucking clues into the pockets of something he would later kill?

That’s the thing about the traumatized, she knows from listening to herself, to her own wronged friends—they are so boring, so undyingly morbid. Terminal with their own darkness, the woeful could smother every light conversation, kill off all diversion. But the pink candy robe should protect her from solemnity. She thinks now she should wear the
robe to bed. Some mornings, she wakes with mysterious aches. Sometimes she calls in sick. It has been too easy lately to lie in bed until noon, leaden with gravity; when she finally rises, she expects her body will have grooved the mattress like a snow angel. Lila is new to negativity. She is surprised by angry voices in her head, hateful characters who never existed before, not even when her husband wagged his finger at her numerous domestic failures.

But being stunned—really stunned—has unleashed Lila’s cattiness, which has taken form in a campy voice that surfaces randomly to mock. A large woman in a bright green dress might walk up to her desk in search of a job, and handing her an application, Lila thinks *Mm-Mmm!* *You can’t wear that honey, that’s why God made the watermelon.* Or when Bill, the ancient store detective, strides heroically by, the campy voice clucks *If brains were dynamite, that man couldn’t blow his nose.* Lila resents her husband for creating this voice inside her head. She doesn’t want to think like this. She is such a nice person, inside and out—so full of integrity she never reveals people’s salaries, never gossips about who’s taking lithium or neglecting child support. When she senses people may be talking about her, even nicely, she covers her ears and walks away. She really, really does.

At seven-thirty, her husband calls, which is odd because his apartment does not have a phone. However, he has taken up jogging to gas stations, and as he leaves a message, Lila hears city noises in the background. The station bell dings as he says he loves her; a siren rises as he says he misses her. He bids her a good night’s sleep to the enormous whoosh of a bus. He says he will be over tomorrow to walk the dog, the sad custody arrangement they’ve hammered while she thinks things over—while he goes, and she goes, and they all go to therapy. Therapy has become something to conjugate, and Lila knows conjugation
well. Despite the fact that she’s now a secretary, she has a Master’s in English Education, and her teacher’s training volunteers itself at inappropriate times. Like now: Lila is constantly struck by the grammar of separation, the renaming, the claiming, the circuitry of language. Pronouns have acquired a newfound importance. Moving out, her husband resented the couch Lila called “my couch,” even though it was. She loathes his account of the affair “We decided had to stop,” and can’t help wondering when, exactly, he joined someone else’s we. She reprimands his passive constructions: “No, you can’t say ‘There was kissing.’ Where’s the Subject? Your we is the Subject.” Still, Lila is weary of being the Object of impossible, bullying active verbs. So what if she can diagram loss? Appositives, despite their optimism, never successfully restructure the rubble. The meaning always remains the same. No matter how he tells it, no matter how she grades, her husband’s story can never pass.

On the advice of her therapist, she decides to take a relaxing herbal bath. The robe makes her pour seven capfuls of bubbles beneath the faucet, and to honor the hair clip, she roots through facial cremes until she finds one that hasn’t calcified. Upon noticing her absent wedding ring, Lila’s boss recommended Pastoral therapy, which Lila — trained to cull meaning from context— assumed would take place in the country, or with a preacher, or with a country preacher. Her boss gave Lila the name of a personal friend, and so Lila had to make an appointment, and so today she left work early to drive angrily through traffic. The therapist’s office was located above a store called “Cabinet Masters.” The therapist, Jaden, was fortyish, with long gray hair and light, serene eyes that Lila associated with Californians. She wore loose, maroon clothes and carved stone pendants. When she opened
her office door, the smell of sage drifted out, and she was surprised to see a waterfall fountain and a pillowy bed surrounded by tall plants. This did indeed seem like the country, or perhaps a country all its own.

“I just want to honor you for coming here today,” the therapist began.

Lila immediately felt awkward, and said, “It’s an...honor...to be honored.” She had never been to therapy before, and didn’t want to do it wrong; what if she had a total breakdown right there, in the office, and had to be hauled away?

Next, Jaden, if that was her real name, spent ten minutes discussing her fee, which Lila, embarrassingly, had to negotiate. She joked that she was a payroll secretary who earned almost next to nothing. “I should work harder on my figure...s,” she laughed, trying to make a good impression, trying to show the wit of someone trained to teach the puns of Shakespeare. Jaden smiled in a way that seemed to transcend the earthly and the material, but still wrote on Lila’s patient form: “Further Sessions Subject to Full Fee.” The rest of the session went downhill from there. No matter how tightly she closed her eyes, Lila couldn’t imagine herself as a disc of spinning sunlight, big enough to beam all over the city, all over the world, when even watching T.V. weather maps made her slightly carsick. She couldn’t cosmically rise and shine; even her breathing was too shallow to match Jaden’s tranquil sighs. All she could think was if she was a wheel of sunlight, she’d burn her husband to a crisp like an ant trapped under glass.

And if she could be the sun, she wouldn’t have paid eighty dollars for this handout on self-care advice: *Drink cocoa. Cry for thirty minutes. Hit a pillow. Give yourself a facial.* As the bath water foams, Lila checks off each of these, removes her gay! and marvelous! robe, and
steps into the tub to *Soak troubled thoughts away*. Healing could be as simple as that. Lather, rinse, repeat.

Through the bathroom window, lightning flashes, and Lila tries to recall what the weathermen said about bathing in thunderstorms. She is not on a golf course, not under a tree, not talking on a cordless phone. Still, she is in water, surrounded by gleaming metal fixtures. She interrogates the bathtub: Does it matter if the tub is porcelain? Is porcelain considered a grounding material? What, exactly, is a grounding material? Is the tub she’s sitting in even porcelain? She wonders if, sitting here, she could *complete the circuit*, a phrase she vaguely understands, but which is accompanied by a terrible image: a local electrician slumped over his own dryer, discovered by his wife, who couldn’t even touch his still-thrumming body. *What would the coroner think?* The coroner reported the poor electrician had *completed the circuit*— and Lila doesn’t know how not to. These are things her husband knows, things Lila hasn’t had to study, like which screwdriver tightens the bathroom door hinge, which red wine gives her a headache.

For a moment, she considers the lightning, the nature of the word *shock*. Until now, she had thought it cliché when people said something was *shocking*. She was a little cynical when Darcy in Cosmetics said she was *shocked* to learn that her sister was gay. And she thought old Security Bill exaggerated when he said his son’s dishonorable discharge *hit him like a lightning bolt*. Such expressions were, she had once thought, hyperbole. But now the words seem remarkably apt. She still thrums with the burn of discovery. All the circuits in her body, her brain, seem to be rewired; all the ganglion clinging to her marriage have been swiftly cauterized. Like lightning victims who develop strange powers, Lila now sometimes
sees the mall crowds with a new and special vision—a sensitivity to blight, a keen awareness of secret griefs that people hide in hollows. To Lila, these spaces shine like an aura.

Yesterday, a glow alighted the man at the fountain who offered his daughter sips of Coke. Was he giving his daughter a “dad’s night out,” a break to his wife, who lounged at home leafing Talbot’s? Or was this his weekly Visitation, like her husband’s long Saturday walks with the dog? Watching the man and the girl, Lila wondered if it was always awkward between them. She wondered if he still felt shock that he no longer book-ended his daughter’s days. No, shock and lightning, these were not hyperbole. Suddenly, she has the perfect title for her diva-memoir, the agonizing story of her first marriage and triumphant, inspiring recovery: It Was Never Hyperbole! She resolves to write Chapter One tomorrow.

She also resolves to ignore the lightning that is flashing more rapidly outside her windowsill—a windowsill she can’t help but notice is lined with metal objects. Fittingly, the instruments of her doom are also wedding gifts: a chrome canister for cotton puffs, an ivy-coiled towel rack. She traces a Rube-Goldberg-path from a lightning strike to the window ledge, to the canister to the towel rack to the faucet, down the stream of water pouring from the faucet, to her big toenail and the rest of her naked body. Could the dragonfly clip’s metal spring serve as a lightning rod? That would certainly be one for the coroner. She is pleased that in some ways, she can still think generously.

But the coroner would have to wonder about the black fabric paint on her fingernails, stubborn under the washcloth, and for clues, he might have to ask her husband. In fact, she would like her husband to be interrogated, or at least made to feel guilty about the wickedness of the separation—its awful, spiteful timing. To make matters worse for Lila
these days, Julia in Furs is getting married in May, and Lila is a bridesmaid. Julia’s bachelorette party is next weekend, and for a party game, Lila has been charged with drawing and cutting out twenty life-sized penises from pink felt. “Of course, every penis should be felt,” she had quipped to her dog as she cut and sketched. It seemed like a joke her husband would enjoy. An advertising copywriter, he understood the value of a pun: his biggest campaign had been a tennis promotion slugged “The Agony...and the Agassi.” Humor drew them together, and sometimes it winks at them, even now. Her husband jokes about the pathetic state of his new apartment—the ironing board that hosts a Frisbee for an ashtray and various unidentifiable food stains. Healing could be as simple as that. Laugh and the world laughs with you.

If nothing else, she recalls with a sigh, he always laughed at her jokes, which, because of her special training, Lila thought to be exceptionally droll. In graduate school, she learned the anatomy of humor: burlesque, parody, low and high comedy, Juvenalian satire. She has been trained, for example, to know that the fact she now works as a secretary is not exactly irony; it would be more correct to say that it is ironic that she knows she is not living in irony. It is also correctly ironic that she trained to spend her whole life molding youth when she realized, suddenly before a class of seventh graders who kept giggling when she said “period,” that she really hated kids. All of them, in all their forms—for Lila, there are no redeeming ages. Her husband, on the other hand, relates well to toddlers. It might also be ironic, she notes, that the storm outside is whipping into a frenzy—a frenzy in a series, a frenzy amply forecasted—and she can’t imagine where on earth her husband has stored the flashlights.
Is it possible that he has taken all the flashlights? Is it possible that he isn’t just weak and self-centered, but truly diabolical?

She pictures her husband sitting in his apartment, all their flashlights trained on his hands, fashioned dumbly into horses’ heads. Although they’ve camped many times, her husband is still a hand-shadow amateur, relying on Lila’s bats and lions to perk up his adventures. Because he is limited to horses and dogs, his plots are usually Westerns. As a clap of thunder rolls the sky, Lila reasons that if he forgot saline solution when he moved out, he likely left the flashlights. But he has no phone, so she can’t ask him where they are, and despite herself, she hopes he hasn’t ventured out in this weather. For now, she thinks she would be sad if he died at any hands but her own.

Still, this is not quite tenderness. Tenderness matters to her husband, who seeks a soft spot to plant himself again. He wants to improve and have her notice; he wants her not to harden. He plies her with take-out Indian food and poems on her sexier parts. It matters to him that Tuesday nights, they still watch detective shows together, even though in the lulls between programs, they fight and he begs and she sobs. Still, he searches for a place where repentance can find purchase, a sidewalk crack where a seed might land and grow beneath the concrete. But Lila can only see the marriage for its craters, its pits. It may as well be moonscape. In fact, long before the separation, they’d poked sticks in rocky soil: they didn’t embrace so much as pat and detach; they left the bathroom door open; they rolled their eyes and mocked each other in explosions over dry cleaning. She tried but could no longer ignore the way his teeth gnashed over forks. Then he started discussing children. She had assumed he wanted babies to justify why they never went out anymore.
The lights waver then hold, and the dog runs up to the tub. “It’s okay, Beaker,” she tells the dog, a regal German Shepherd named for their favorite Muppet character. Now seems a good time to rise and dress and batten down. She stands quickly and reaches for a towel, when there’s a terrible pop by the window ledge. Beaker whines. The lights disappear.

Lila stands naked, calf-deep in water, surrounded by silent blackness. The coroner would think You took a bath in a thunderstorm? Didn’t you watch the local forecast? She feels her way out of the tub and towels herself urgently. Lightning flashes again and she squats into a ball, trying to remember: is this the Reader’s Digest tip to survive lightning strikes, or is this how you fool Grizzly bears? All she can recall is that you have to hit certain sharks flat on the nose. Her husband probably has read more carefully, but what does that mean? Did it ever mean anything? She realizes he has honed his skills for wholly improbable consequences, but flails at dangers easily averted. But is she any more agile? Better focused? When would she finally be prepared?

She crawls along the floor, patting the tile in search of the pink robe, which should radiate like a beacon. Impossibly, the robe isn’t anywhere near the tub. She will have to wrap the towel like a sari. She moves close to the floor, orients herself, feels for hostile objects. The edge of the porcelain-or-not-porcelain tub. The sharp-cornered radiator. The inflexible door.

Lightning illuminates Beaker’s terrified face in front of her, and she takes the dog by the collar. In his ear, she apologizes for all the terse walks he has endured lately, how she has yanked him past fire hydrants and fascinating trees. For this, too, she blames her husband. Beaker has been good to her, and Lila has been ungrateful, and now they will both
die this way, huddled in terror, melted together by a lightning bolt into a mass of flesh and fur, a biological grilled cheese sandwich.

She pulls Beaker, who crouches too, alongside her to the bedroom. She can tell it’s the bedroom by the carpet, which she generally won’t touch with hand or vacuum. She feels her way to her husband’s dresser, and with one hand on Beaker, she rifles through the drawers. No flashlight. A tornado siren sounds. She feels blindly for shoes that aren’t high heels. She yelps with joy when her hand finds Birkenstocks. But they are her husband’s Birkenstocks, large as canoe paddles. She gropes along the carpet until, thank heavens, Lila finds her own sandals and shoves her feet inside. The basement, she has to get to the basement: it is four stories down a rickety staircase, a place where it’s rumored a woman was strangled in 1966. She reconsiders the weathermen’s advice to seek interior rooms.

She finds her way to the doorknob where Beaker’s leash hangs. She clamps it to his collar. The tornado sirens rise and fall, the cry of prehistoric beasts. Lila is unsure what to rescue from her home—long ago, it would have been wedding photos—unsure where anything might be in this darkness, unsure how she’d juggle anything in her one free hand. Her husband is the carrier, the lifter, the one with the rebounder’s reach. What is he doing in this storm? Should she care if he has a basement? She pulls Beaker with her into the pantry—her most interior room—and pulls the door. The towel slides to her feet. She locks the door as the rain pelts, the windows rattle and wheeze. She can’t tell if she hears a roar like a locomotive.

She listens hard to the weather outside, perhaps inside, her apartment—it is now her apartment, for better or for worse. She tries to take comfort in a way to map and scale
upheaval. Sifting the wreckage, the coroner might uncover an archeology of loneliness: a naked female body untouched by sex for at least a month. Twenty hand-cut pink felt penises. A cryptic note on glassware. A live dog in need of therapy. Picking over this sorry rubble, her mother wouldn’t even know Lila had finally worn her gift. But perhaps, she thinks, as she finds enough hands to clutch Beaker tight, to pull the door and hold everything together in the howling dark, another story might be woven. Something brighter could thread the pieces scattered, even missing, in the wake: A Chagall wedding print on a pantry shelf, among faint and shriveling spices. A splendid—splendid!—candied robe. The grains of something once large and whole, evaporating into a wheel of light—an enormous sun, rising, shining, expansive in its warmth. One brilliant beam could catch a dragonfly. It could be as simple as that.
Good Fences

Bill’s mailbox, an old country thing, flag-armed and rusting, perches at the edge of his property across from an abandoned red schoolhouse. His wife Lynn complains that the mailbox is tacky; Bill tells her it's rustic. To make his point, on the side of the box, he has stenciled their last name in brown log-shaped letters. In the late afternoons, he sets out to unlatch its tin door, walking a mile along the dirt drive that cuts through the woods. During winter in the Ozarks, mail arrives just before sunset unless snowfall or melt-off blocks the main road, and some evenings Bill returns home empty-handed. But after thirty-five years of quotas and company meetings, he is content to wait for his Forbes, his wife’s House and Garden. He has nothing but time now, he tells his sons on the phone. In fact, he has time now to name every tree on his land, to memorize the American vice-presidents and read all of Shakespeare, to shoot holes in soda can rows without worry—the nearest neighbor lives sixty acres away.

This afternoon on his way to the mailbox, Bill stops to whistle for Delia, his wife’s toy collie, a lapdog with long, burr-catching hair. An impractical dog for a life in the woods, but Delia is good company, and Bill doesn’t mind stopping every few yards to coax clumps of snow from her paws. Wind stirs the trees, snapping the ice-covered branches. Even in stillness, the woods crack and clamor; after two years, Bill is amazed by the racket. Packing up their home in Grand Rapids, he had listed for Lynn all the noises they’d leave: their young neighbors’ stereos and all-night drunken barbecues, the sudden tear of a motorcycle down their street, the crunch and groan of nearby highway construction. Think
of it, he had told her: the doorbell will never ring as you step in the bathtub. He had been trying to convince her that some losses were good, like the job that no longer kept him on the road. But he had been wrong—the middle of nowhere was surprisingly loud. In the summer, whippoorwills and frogs chirp all day, and throughout fall, turkey vultures rustle and caw in the trees. At night, the sounds become minor chords. Sometimes, distant howls draw him to the porch, where he sits with his new twenty-gauge propped nearby, just in case. Once, a sad mewing rose from the woods and he readied his flashlight, until he heard something else—something heavier than Bill—thrash through the thicket and drag the mewing away. Then everything fell silent, held like a breath.

The land claimed whatever you didn't claim first—Bill realized this soon after they moved. In those early months, Lynn shuddered at the tar-paper houses along the main road, yards littered with ovens and skeletoned cars. To make her laugh, he recalled Dogpatch and twanged the theme song from *Deliverance*, but he was grateful that they never saw anyone in the flesh, no one sitting on porches or gathering clothes from the lines. Since they could stay in their house for months on end (if they wanted), it seemed like the elements, as Lynn called them, could be kept at bay. And at first, it was sort of charming when field mice nested in the car engine. Then Bill found a half-empty Pabst can on their boat dock. In the paper, he reads of moonshine-drunk men staggering off cliffs by the lake, shooting brothers-in-law, stealing boats off of hitches. Some nights Delia barks at things he can't see—things, he is certain, that can easily see him as he stands aglow in the bay window, peering out in the darkness. So last spring, he wired a new alarm system through the gate. His gadgety brother from Nebraska arrived with a security camera, which
they anchored in plain sight above their porch door. As he walks, a little faster now as the light starts to fade, the drive rises and snakes through trees posted with “No Trespassing” signs, each warning hammered by Bill himself.

He stops at the mailbox and orders Delia to sit. As he heaps his wife's catalogs into his arms, Delia growls. He turns slowly. Across the road is the abandoned red schoolhouse, more woods, a glimpse of the lake through the trees.

He looks over the schoolhouse from its steps to its bell tower. No one has lived there for years, though the place is well-kept— its crabapple color looks new, barely weathered, and its windowpanes glow faintly white in the dusk. Once, Bill climbed the steps and peeked in the windows, half-expecting to see slates and desks filmed with dust, but instead he saw big empty rooms, a fireplace, couch marks on the carpets. In the back of the schoolhouse was even a patio deck.

Bill talks to Delia in firm, soothing tones. He whistles and takes a few steps up his drive. Behind him, a door slams. He faces the schoolhouse.

In the dim evening light, he sees a form at the window. A shadow shifts, billowing the curtains. The shadow moves past one window, vanishes, reappears in another. A light from inside carves the shadow into curves, shapes a head, arms, and ponytail. The figure bends down and rises again, holding something. In its arms are long cylinders, like rolled blueprints, or guns.

*

When the sun rises, before Lynn wakes, Bill laces his boots. He pockets his ancient, pearl-handled pistol — a gag-lighter sized .25 — bought after his stint in the army, when he
was still wet behind the ears. Over the years, the gun has sat in his glove compartment
during his long drives as a sales rep, or hung in his jacket pocket on family vacations,
tucked away from Lynn’s sight and the reach of his sons. Even with the safety off, the
pistol wouldn’t do much, its bullets harmless as b.b.s unless fired point-blank. But the gun’s
small weight steels his legs, stretches his back and neck into confident lines, offering just
enough ballast to shift, if needed, the balance of things.

Delia sniffs his boots and begins running circles, but Bill throws her a ball. Tending
the dog could slow him down, and he can’t leave Lynn unprotected. He hasn’t told her
about the schoolhouse; these days, she worries too easily and doubts him too often.
Besides, all he is doing is checking their property—walking the perimeter, as his old
sergeant might say.

In the yard, he inspects the boat and the cars in the carport for invasion but nothing
has been touched. He crunches through knee-high drifts to the drive. The snow this
winter has been so heavy and wet that Bill could only push it into lopsided mounds. One
morning after a two-foot storm, a county snowplow lumbered in, clearing his drive from
the main road to the lake. Bill had been delighted—what service!—but the plowman
simply laughed. “Just doing my job,” he said. “You’re on my grid.” The plowman
explained that Bill's dirt drive belongs to the county—it was a lonely and isolated, but
public, road. Anyone could pull up whenever they liked, practically to their door.

Walking through the woods, he sees no signs of damage. At the mailbox, fat flakes
of snow flutter down. Bill appraises the schoolhouse. Towards the back, he can see the
hood of a car, something tiny and round like his wife’s old Chevette. The front steps have been shoveled. The curtains are drawn.

Something crunches towards him. Around the side of the house comes a woman, small-framed, pony-tailed. Her coat is thin and she wears tennis shoes.

The woman walks to the front of the schoolhouse and stops, her back to Bill, hands on her hips. Her head moves as if she's taking in every corner. He watches, unsure. Should he approach, introduce himself? The woman looks harmless, but is she alone? After all, the paper once reported a pair of lovers with shotguns—Missouri’s Bonnie and Clyde!—who stole rings, even flowers, all the trappings for their wedding. Sure enough, a second crunching approaches.


“Hello!” he calls. The child and woman turn quickly. “I’m Bill Kelsey.” He steps through a snowdrift into their wide, sloping yard.

The woman pulls the child to her hip. Her face looks young—she can't be more than a teenager—with splotchy red cheeks and caked mascara. Black shows through the blond of her ponytail. Her eyes move over Bill’s jacket, down his legs, up his chest, then narrow.

“I live down the road. See, there’s my mailbox,” he says.
The woman squints at the name on the box. She softens and smiles. Her teeth are little, like baby-teeth.

“Well, Jesus, Bill Kelsey,” she says with a laugh. “You about scared the pee out of me.” Her voice is salty and reminds Bill of the truck stop waitresses who worked the outreaches of his old territory. The child laughs air clouds from its hood. Because the coat is pink and puffed, he guesses the child is a girl.

“I'm Crystal Gaines, and this is my Lucy. I guess we’re neighbors. Meet Mr. Kelsey, Lucybabe. You in there, girl?” Crystal pulls on the hood and Lucy’s head pops free. Her eyes are huge and denim blue. Bill calculates: his new neighbor must have become a mother at around age fourteen.

He kneels and reaches out his hand. “Pleased to meet you, Lucy.”

Lucy buries her face against her mother’s leg. “She’s a shy one, huh, Lucybabe,” Crystal laughs. “Bill, do you know something about pipes? I think mine are froze.”

He thinks of the home repair videos Lynn orders on-line. “Well, I don't know if I can offer much.”

“Could you maybe just take a look? Seems a man might find something that I didn't figure.”

Crystal raises her eyebrows, imploring, but her eyes sparkle. Bill wonders if she might even wink. He feels his cheeks flush. He has always maintained a polite, chatting distance with clients, coworkers— in Grand Rapids, neighbors were a wave from a patio, a shouted Hello, there! while mowing the lawn. Good fences, that's what Lynn always said.
But this woman wears a windbreaker, no hat and no scarf. Her hands, bare and red, touch Lucy’s hair.

“Well, I could take a look.” He makes a show of looking at his watch. “But my wife is expecting me for breakfast soon.”

Crystal smiles and takes Lucy’s mitten. He follows them up the steps of the schoolhouse, through the heavy oak front door. Inside, the floor is scattered with boxes, doll clothes, dolls, and quilts. The house smells of long-settled dust and fresh fire. Bill asks when they moved. As he talks, his breath puffs in clouds. His foot catches on the carpet, a speckled brown wool worn in spots to the padding. They walk into a room and stand at a trough-sized metal sink.

She turns a spigot to full blast. Bill watches. She leans so close he can smell her: baby powder and sweat. They both wait for a drip. “I’m afraid this is out of my league,” Bill says, finally. “Could you call a plumber?” He wonders if she has a phone — or even a phone jack — that works.

Crystal creaks the spigot off. She blows hair from her face. “Never should’ve let that dumb-ass hunter watch this place,” she grumbles, more to herself than to him. “Told him to drip it when it's cold out, just enough to keep it moving.” She sighs, a long, sliding noise that leaves her deflated. Her black-blond hair slips in her eyes.

Bill imagines her shoveling the walk, lifting the heavy snow piles with her thin, tired arms. She can’t weigh more than ninety pounds. He can picture her sifting through boxes to find quilts for Lucy, hauling in wood — From where? Did she chop it herself? —building a fire alone. He thinks of the shadow last night at the window, the long dark
shapes in her arms: kindling. He feels like he is walking through snow in her tennis shoes, wrapped in that shivery coat, searching for answers to a house without water as Lucy plays quietly, snow-angling the drifts.

“You know, if you need to, you could stop by our place,” he says. “Until you get this fixed.”

Crystal flashes her tiny teeth. “Why Bill Kelsey, you good Samaritan. I tell you what, I might do that.” She walks out of the room. Bill follows her to the front door. He steps out in the snow and crosses the road, turning once to wave Lucy good-bye.

* 

“So now they’ll be marching over to shower, run a few loads of laundry?” Lynn drops bread in the toaster. “Really, William. I don’t think that was so smart.” She opens the refrigerator and looks inside.

Bill gazes out the window at the frozen lake. “Sweetheart, they have no heat, no water. No one else lives near them but us.” Their own first apartment had a ceiling that peeled, a huge rust-stained bathtub, wall cracks like webs. “If you’ll remember, Glenn Avenue wasn’t exactly a palace.”

Lynn walks to the stove, cradling butter and eggs. “Well, yes. Sunny-side up?” Bill nods. “Just we don’t have any idea who she is, where she came from. I mean, what on earth is she doing way out here? By herself?” She cracks eggs and the skillet sizzles.

“Maybe she ran away, maybe her parents disowned her.” He imagines Crystal strapping Lucy into a car seat, speeding off in the night. He drums the table. Delia comes
wagging, drops a ball at his feet. “Can you imagine being pregnant when you were fourteen? Having that pimply kid’s baby? What was his name, with the Adam’s apple?”

“Henry Fike,” Lynn says. “And his neck was just skinny.” The toaster pops and she walks over to it. “Besides, I would never need to run away. I was a good girl.”

This is something Bill can’t deny. Lynn was a good girl; that’s what had made her so interesting. Her hemlines fell lower, her french roll was pinned tighter, and her sweaters hung looser than any girl Bill had known. He still thrills when he remembers how she left Spikey Fike at the hayride and walked off with him—claimed Bill, so boldly, right there, before everyone. Later, she would sit at the counter while Bill jerked sodas. She would listen to him read sonnets and question the world. At the drive-in, when he wondered if God really existed, she covered her head, waiting for lightning to strike. When it didn’t, she clung to him. He had been able to make her believe what he said. She believed if she waited for him to return from the army, she would be a professor’s wife. Her faith embraced everything. Now, as she slides the toast to a plate, her hair catches light, and for the first time he sees gray streaks threading brown. He walks up behind her and kisses her ear.

“Going natural these days?” he whispers. Her neck smells of ivory soap.

She laughs, tilting her head back until her lips press his. “You started this ‘natural’ kick. Don’t forget it.”

Her mouth is firm and quick and then gone, like always. She butters the toast in jerking strokes, one-two-three on each slice, and hands him the plate. She may as well be standing in their Grand Rapids kitchen, brisk and focused, impenetrable: handing out
lunches, pouring cereal for the boys, steering each of them out of the door to the bus and to work. Bill returns to his chair. He once imagined that a slower-paced life — a new life — would ease her, would loosen her shoulders, smooth the pinch of her mouth. Driving the long roads of his territory, wondering how she might soften, he remembered the look on her face when she sat at his soda counter, listening. She had been enraptured. Taken. He recalled his childhood dream — a life alone in the woods— and it all came together, this place, their retirement home. Nothing around them but trees and stillness, broken only by birdcalls and his voice, reading beauty. Lynn would sit by him and sigh like she used to and they'd almost have it, the life they'd intended, before Andrew was born, and Bill took the corporate job, before Kevin was born and Bill needed a raise.

Now Lynn stands at the sink, scraping eggs from the pan. She doesn't sit by him, and she doesn't sit still. Instead, she recovers old furniture, refinishes cabinets, researches dinner recipes on the computer. She writes long letters to friends back home. She drives off to fabric stores, shaking her head at the meager selections in town—with a grandchild on the way, she says, she has a deadline, and Bill would never guess how hard it is to appliqué. As Bill reads later and later into the night, he finds himself alone when he wakes — Lynn has begun rising with the sun. Sometimes he passes her on the steps as he heads for bed, where the sheets are tucked neatly, the pillows patted and stacked.

There is a knock at the side door and Lynn’s eyes meet his. “Mr. Kelsey?” a woman’s voice calls. “Hey, it’s Crystal Gaines. From up the road, remember?”

Crystal stands at the door, holding a basket of clothes. Lucy squats at her feet and pokes snow. Bill beckons them inside. “Sorry to bust in on you,” Crystal says. Her hands
fret the plastic squares of the basket. She seems keyed up. Under her eyes are black smudges.

“We had nothing to wear at all, and this body needs a change. Phewee!” Crystal holds her nose, then holds Lucy’s. Delia sniffs at Lucy’s boots as they walk through the door.

Lynn comes up behind them and puts her hand on Bill’s back. After a silence, she introduces herself. “How are you getting along with your move?”

The narrow hallway crowds them together. Bill steers the group to the laundry room, and Crystal sets her basket on the dryer. “Well, I tell you Lynn, it’s been crazy. Nothing’s been right since I hauled my self down here. Best thing about it’s been the car ride. Lucybabe, that doggie won’t hurt you. Pet it. Bet it’s soft.” Lucy clings to Crystal’s leg. Delia sneezes.

“Toy collie, right?” Crystal asks, kneeling. Bill nods, surprised she knows the breed. She runs Lucy’s hand over Delia’s fur, then lifts a paw and frowns. “Needs her nails clipped. Hell, these are long enough to paint.” She coos to Delia, baby-talks. “You clicking like a tap dance doggie! Tap dance doggie, yes!” Delia wags.

Crystal stands and flips her bangs. “I could do them, if you want. I’m a groomer.” Bill cannot read Lynn’s expression, the odd puckering of her eyebrows. Lucy pats the air above Delia’s head.

“There you go, Sugar. Pet the doggie.” Crystal looks at Bill. “That’s my plan for when we get settled, set up a real nice grooming parlor. With boarding.”
A grooming parlor on county road HH-10? Bill looks at Lynn, who looks like she might laugh. He tries to imagine the mongrels of Ozark county in ribboned, poodle haircuts. He smiles and waits for the rest of the joke. People are always pulling his leg.

“I'm serious as a heart attack,” Crystal says. “It's a done deal. See here.” She pulls a blue folded sheet from her pocket. It is a flyer: two smiling dogs hold a banner that reads, SNIPS AND NAILS AND PUPPY DOG TAILS. Crystal Gaines, Proprietor, Professional Groomer. In the bottom corner, a flag unfurls from a cat's tail: Purr-fect Dog Runs! Opening Soon!

“My best friend Jonelle, you'll meet her, she did the artsy stuff.”

The flyer looks professional, sharp and glossy, like the pamphlets Bill used to leave with his clients. When the economy sank, he’d had to leave just a few since management was cutting corners. Looking at Lucy, whose coat sleeve is frayed, Bill wonders, Where does she find the money?

Crystal seems ready to bubble over. Reading over Lynn's shoulder, she giggles. “'Proprietor.' Been called lots of things in my time, but nothing like that!”

Lynn says, “I'd imagine.”

Bill is getting uncomfortable. He finds himself staring at the flyer. “What's a dog run?” he asks.

Apparently, there are all kinds of dog runs, and Crystal describes each in detail. She tells them her brother and his friends will be arriving tomorrow to build some intricate system of tunnels and cages. “You got to have walls and a roof out here in these parts.”
Crystal combs Delia's fur with her fingers. “Keep the critters away and the rain off your noggin.”

“Who's coming tomorrow?” Bill asks. He wants to sit down. He sees his laundry room packed with teenagers, tracking mud, drinking Pabst.

“My brother, Harlan. He's good. Knows his sawblades. And then a few other guys.” Suddenly, her hand moves along Delia's ribcage. “Say Lynn. Your doggie's got her a scratch.”

Lynn looks at Bill. He shrugs.

“Here,” Crystal takes Lynn's hand. “Feel it? It's probably nothing to stew on. You should get her checked, though. I know a guy.”

With a delicate twist, Lynn shakes off Crystal's hand. She smiles primly. “I'm sure it's nothing. I take care of my dog. Thanks for pointing it out.”

“Sure thing,” Crystal says. She stands up slowly and nods her head. “I know just exactly where you folks are coming from.” She faces Lynn, meets her eye. Smiling broadly, Crystal says, “It's so gosh-darn nice of you to let me in with my wash! Sakes alive, I thought I'd have to find me a rock by the creek!” Her voice has become a banjo, unstrung. Was she talking like this before? She lifts something glittery from the basket and slaps it into the machine. Crystal catches Bill's eye. “Yes indeed-y. Glory be! I surely owe you one.”

Then she pokes Lucy's ribs, making her laugh. “Poor little Lucy with nothing to wear. Huh, girl. You might as well be naked.” Her laugh, harsh and chesty, bounces off the laundry room walls, echoes through the hallway as Bill walks towards the living room.
Her voice follows him all the way to the couch, through the kitchen and den and bedroom. He lights his pipe and walks to the bookshelves, but Crystal’s voice seems to find him wherever he goes.

* 

A few days later, Bill is returning from the store when Crystal flags him down.

“Hey Bill,” she calls as he rolls down his car window. “Got a favor to ask.” Lucy sits in the snow. Their driveway is crowded with pickup trucks. On one bumper Bill sees what looks to be a sticker of the confederate flag.

He works his voice into a smooth affability. “Sure thing. What can I do for you?”

Crystal stands at his window. “Here’s the deal. I got to run to Daleyville to pick up some groomer stuff. Leashes, collars, assorted whatnot. Anyway, Lucy needs a nap, but they—” she looks towards her house, “are pounding the bejesus out of the back. A body can’t rest in there, least of which, this body.” She touches Lucy’s head. Lucy’s eyes are red and watery, and she pushes Crystal’s hand away.

“Think she might borrow a quiet spot at your place? Just for an hour or two?”

Bill tries to imagine what Lynn will say. If she’ll even speak. They’ve barely been talking since Crystal did her laundry. Lucy looks up at him with a weariness well beyond her years. It’s the same exasperation he remembers seeing in his boys when they were worn down and mystified, when he would have to explain missed connecting flights, meetings running long; the world of adult complications.

Crystal starts tapping her hand on the roof of his car. He sighs. Maybe Lynn will feel grandmotherly towards Lucy. Maybe she won’t mind at all.
He says, “I think that will be fine. You go on. No problem.”

“Thank you, Lord,” she says to the sky. In Bill’s ear, she whispers, “Tell Lynn we won’t make it a habit.” With a little laugh, she straps Lucy into Bill’s back seat, tells her to be good, hands Bill a blazing yellow Winnie-the-Pooh backpack, and runs to her car, waving frantically, shifting gears, pulling away.

When Lynn walks out to help him carry in groceries, she looks irked when he shushes her, raising his finger. Lucy is already asleep in the backseat. He updates Lynn in a quiet but wildly encouraging voice. He hopes that talking in whispers will somehow soften the situation.

Lynn’s whisper comes out more like a hiss. “What on earth were you thinking? Honestly, William. We are not a daycare.”

He silently lifts two bags of groceries from the trunk. “It’s one afternoon, Lynn.”

She reaches hastily into the trunk, then corrects herself. Bill can see she is torn between scolding him and worrying about Lucy, who is only a child after all, innocent, asleep. “How do you know it's only one afternoon? First it was only laundry. Next week—”

“Next week is next week. What, do you have plans?”

She looks surprised. He hasn’t spoken a cross word to her since they moved.

He tries to sound apologetic. “Lynn, dear, this girl needs a hand. I’m just trying to help.”

“So that’s what you call it. Helping.”
He takes a bag and walks ahead of her. His jaw tenses as he whispers, “Would you call it something else?”

Lynn lifts the last of the groceries and closes the trunk, slowly, in tiny click. She walks to the house.

She sets the bags on the back porch. He stands at the door. Neither of them is willing to leave Lucy outside alone; neither is willing to step inside. They stare at each other.

Lynn crosses her arms. “Fine then. You go on and help. Add her to your list of good intentions.”

Her eyes are like Lucy’s just moments ago: blunted, far away. He wonders what she must see. He was supposed to make things happen and he hasn’t. The long hikes together through the bramble remain paths he has to clear. The wildflower garden and vegetable patches still await the till. Their quiet boat-rides up the lake instead swarm and buzz with jet skis, or else the boat engine sputters and they’re left adrift in ways he cannot fix. Lynn never says so but she makes it clear, she always makes it clear, that she is going along with him, settling for less. But they were here, as promised, in the woods, no kids or work to fill them up. Things weren’t really so far off, were they? Wasn’t it a start?

Lucy stirs in the backseat. She is waking, confused. Where am I? her frown says. She starts pulling the door.

Bill goes to get her. Lynn stands at the back door, watching. “This place is full of alligators, William. Mark my words. Feed them once, look what happens. Always back for more.”
He reaches into the back seat and gathers Lucy. “Well, I'm not some fat schnauzer chained up in the yard,” he mutters. “I am not a snack.”

He knows his words sound ridiculous and puny, that his wife has gone inside. He lifts Lucy, cradling her head, and pulls her hat around her ears. In his back, there's a creaking; he is unused to this weight. Lucy smells like his memory of all spent children, of wool and sweat-damp hair. She makes a small sound into the shoulder of his coat. As he walks up the porch steps, Delia yawns. The dog follows him inside.

*

Weeks pass. Bill falls behind on his reading. Every few days, Crystal comes by with her laundry and her voice blasts over the hum of the spin cycle as she talks to Lucy, to Delia, to Bill. Sometimes she brings her grooming kit and fusses over Delia. Lynn won’t even stick around to be polite. In fact, his wife is always in some other room, upstairs, leaving Bill to scald soup and burn toast. To top it all off, Lynn won’t let the dog come outside with him, and now Bill has to walk alone to the mailbox. Whenever he laces his boots, Lynn holds the dog on her lap and whispers sappy things. “Daddy will just get you scratched again,” she says. “And we wouldn’t want Crystal to scold us.”

Lines have been drawn between them now, and Bill tries to smooth them. Heading out this morning for pipe tobacco, he caught sight of his wife clacking on her keyboard. It was literally the first time he’d seen her in days, and Bill missed her. Even during his years on the road, she seemed closer somehow, kneading his shoulders before he left, tucking nice notes into his suitcase. On the phone, she would fill in gaps about the boys and prepare him to return: tell him how Andrew broke his hand playing basketball, how Kevin
wanted a cast so badly he’d hurled himself from a tree, and how both boys needed cheering up— maybe he could bring home football tickets? But now she doesn’t arrange his vitamins by the coffeemaker with a note that says, “Take me, I’m yours.” She isn’t asking him to help close the sticky front window or reading him letters from their daughter-in-law. Standing there this morning, watching her type, he couldn’t even catch her eye. So he cleared his throat and, in his most Shakespearian voice, asked if she would care to join him anon?

“Let’s see,” she answered. “Do I want to ride an hour to town to fetch some grits at the general store?” She kept her eyes on the computer screen, where Bill could see pictures of cheerful airplanes. “That’s more in line with your friends up the road. Why don’t you ask them.”

As he gathered his keys and wallet, Delia stared at him and did not wag her tail. Under his breath, Bill said something sharp, then left. He had felt, as Crystal might put it, completely full up.

Now he drives towards the main road, towards the schoolhouse, which has been painted yellow with bright cartoon pets. It feels good to get away. He lets his mood lighten as he thinks about Lucy. She adores her new house, and out of everyone, Lucy has chosen Bill as the person she most wants to tell about it. It is the only thing he looks forward to. When Crystal comes over, Lucy draws pictures for him and tells long, clever stories: how the cartoon kitties misbehave when no one’s around, how the doggies climb from the house walls and enjoy all sorts of adventures. He is thinking of her story about a
parrot and a beagle, almost smiling, when he has to stop. His dirt drive is blocked. He gets out of his Range Rover and counts the trucks. Four. All pick-up trucks, loaded with wood.

He can’t pull around. There isn’t enough space and since the snow has melted, the mud is deep and thick. He steps gingerly through the muck and crosses the road to the schoolhouse. Since the men arrived to build the kennels, Bill has not been by. When he reaches the front door of the schoolhouse, no one answers the bell. He heads around to the patio, where he finds six men sitting around a table, poring over a sketch. None of them looks familiar. Even though it is barely ten in the morning, many of them hold beers. The men look up. They regard him with a recognition that leaves him unsettled. How much has she told them about their lives?

“Hey, Mr. Kelsey,” says one man Bill has never seen. “What can we do you for?”

“Hello. Yes. I’m Bill Kelsey. And I seem to be stuck.”

“Need a haul?” asks another man with blue eyes shaped like Crystal’s. Some of the men wear hunter’s coveralls, others heavy coats. Bill isn’t sure if it is all the layers, but to man, each one looks huge.

Crystal and Lucy appear to be gone. Bill imagines if Crystal were here, she’d whap these men upside the head. She says she has done as much before. Over laundry, she complains about how they haven’t fixed her sink, warmed her pipes, relit her pilot light. “Cousins,” she’ll sigh. “Dull as ladles, those boys. But good to me, when I yell.”

Now Bill must explain the situation to these big, young men. He addresses them as he might his grown sons: not complaining, not forceful. The drive needs to be kept clear, he says, since it is the only way he can get out. He jokes that he and his wife are
homebodies, but they nonetheless get hungry. He laughs good-naturedly and calls them “fellas.” He claps together his shearling gloves.

The men stare at him for several moments. Their eyes narrow. Bill feels his smile cracking. Has he said something wrong? They look at each other, then as a body, rush towards him. Startled, Bill reaches for his jacket pocket. He steps back as the men draw near.

But he slips and falls on a patch of ice and bangs his knee. The men rush past him in a whoop. He tries to right himself, but can’t get his footing. When he hears engines revving, he realizes that the men were never mounting attack. They were racing each other to move their trucks.

The blue-eyed man has stayed behind and helps Bill to his feet. “Hey,” he says. “Hey, Mr. Kelsey. Watch your step now. It’s slick.”

Bill stands and dusts off snow. He is embarrassed and bruised and grateful he didn’t do anything foolish just now. His feet slide around on the icy deck.

“Sorry about that. Took us a full minute to understand what you were saying,” the man laughs. He introduces himself as J.P. “Guess we’re not used to Northern accents down this way. You all use so many words when you could make it simple.”

The men return and soon everyone is apologizing. They say Crystal gives awful directions, that she’s a mean boss who never feeds them enough. They joke about unionizing. They offer him a beer and seat, but Bill declines. He really has to be on his way. Then J.P asks about Bill’s boat, which he has seen on his drives down the county road — the road that is Bill’s driveway. J.P says he’d sure like to go out fishing when the
weather clears, and Bill’s boat looks plenty large. Then the other men ask why J.P. needs a big boat when all he catches is crappie, and not too many, at that. Bill’s knee hurts too much to stand much longer. His center of balance seems to be off. Something is shifting under him, giving way.

He limps across the road. His driveway is rutted by wheel tracks and spatter. His car windshield is sprayed with mud. He knows there’s a line between carelessness and malice, favor and habit, hope and resignation. Once things crossed over, could they cross back? Bill sits in his car and rubs his knee. He thinks of Crystal sorting her clothes in their kitchen, letting Delia outside without asking. He imagines this fellow, this J.P, pulling up to Bill’s door with pole and tackle. At the same time, he can see one of those men tinkering with the boat engine until it stops cutting out; he can hear Lucy asking which crayon is his favorite, then printing his name all over the page. Sitting inside his muddied car, he can even see himself breaking ground for a garden. What happens next is harder to picture. It seems strange, but he has never imagined what might be planted, the tomato vines or drooping sunflowers. He has never imagined Lynn among the rows, pulling carrots or laying fence, stuffing scarecrows. How much he wants to place her there. Already the snow is thawing. Bill squints through the mud on his windshield and tries to clean it with his handkerchief. But he only smears the view. The drive home is rough, over deep grooves and new tread, and he has to lean out the window to see his way clear.
It isn't really the pain that sticks, or the car careening towards her, or the slow, horrific realization that no one is at the wheel. It is the sound of the impact that Valerie can't shake: the startled yelp of her dog Cass being hit, then crushed to death. At night, when she falls into a drugged netherworld between sleep and misery, as she tries to curb her habit of rolling onto her side— now swollen, grillwork branded on her thigh— the sound of her dying dog finds its way into every dream. It becomes the sound of a chair scraping the floor in her childhood home, the creak of an attic door, the sob of her ex-husband collapsing when she packed her things and left. It's the sound of her mother falling, surprised, through the floorboards when Valerie was six, the sound of terrors still at large: her brother gasping beneath his kayak, her father arresting in heart attack. The dreams begin in sun and color, like the day she walked her dog, when lilacs bloomed and grass grew high— spring in southern Ohio. Then, like the accident, she turns a corner into the path of a shattering blow. She stands helpless against the pull of water, of gravity. Before she wakes, everyone cries out to her— an ugly, baffled sound— and Valerie can only listen.

Her waking hours are just the opposite, silent as empty pockets. The mornings are quiet when Cass should rattle her tags; the floors are still. No one watches over her small apartment, discerning threat in noises, and Valerie is a bumbling keeper, shaky as Barney Fife. With one exception—when the dog fell mysteriously ill this winter and had to be hospitalized— Cass had been with her every day for seven years. After the divorce, when
Valerie started buying wine in gallon cartons; Cass was excellent company. The dog sat close as Valerie watched TV and rode shotgun on scenic drives, and out of gratitude, Valerie would walk her through the pet store, letting her sneak bones. Wherever Valerie took the dog, people stopped to talk. They asked about Cass’s spotted tongue, her tail curled like a question mark. In this way, Cass eased Valerie’s awkwardness, made her seem approachable: a person with anecdotes, amusing facts, a dog that barked on cue. On weekends, when the starkness of her life grew sharp and there was nothing to do but drink, Cass walked up and raised her head—a warm place to rest a hand.

And so Valerie starts whenever something taps in the hallway, the sound of nails on a linoleum floor. She sits up too fast and moans: today, it's the metal mail chute flapping. She is propped up on the couch, immobile, the things she needs—Percoset, the box of Beaujolais—in easy reach. But when it comes to anything else, Valerie has to wait for her brother, James. Before the accident, when James would pull into the driveway, Cass would bark, fangs bared, spit flying, and he would open the door and shout, “Well, if this hound is Cerebus, I must be in hell.” James lives downtown, teaches classics at the university, and openly disdains the corporate sprawl of Valerie's suburban neighborhood. He comments on the supermarket chains like a bemused foreigner. “I saw something called a 'hyperstore' as I pulled off the exit,” he might say. “What’s the difference between that and a 'megastore'? More caffeine? Less Ritalin?” If her brother drives her crazy after twenty minutes, Valerie wonders about his students—if they find him witty and smirk along, or simply pass the time by doodling. It’s easy to imagine James as a caricature, in his square-framed hipster glasses, finger raised, a balloon over his head exclaiming, “Culture! It's more than a test!”
But he is her closest relative, good-hearted if predictable, and he stops by every day with urban take-out food. James has a knack for caretaking. He was twelve when their mother fell while laying insulation, hurtling through the attic floorboards, landing on her head. Valerie had been playing in her room when her mother crashed through the ceiling. She had just learned the expression “raining cats and dogs,” so a person falling from the sky held a certain charm. Like the cats and dogs that, James had assured her, landed on their feet, Valerie fully expected her mother to dust herself off and begin frolicking in the yard. Except her mother went into seizures. James somehow knew to clear a path and keep their mother’s teeth from severing her tongue, and long after their father put Mom in a home, James remains focused where Valerie simply gapes. It makes sense that James is a professor while Valerie, at thirty-five, works a teenager's job. Worked. She doubts she has a job anymore, and doesn't really care. She is sick of the chain café where she runs orders: the endless shriek of the espresso machine, her pierced and snarky manager, steamed milk reeking like baby vomit, coffee grounds beneath her nails.

She pops another pill and washes it down with wine. It's been a while since she's been wasted this early in the day. Until her brother comes to check on her, there isn't much to do. So she works the accident like a story problem, something open-ended and contingent, which, as her thoughts grow slow and sticky, blurs fact into a kind of hope. For example, what would have happened if she had looked up sooner, if she had seen the car was driverless? If she'd let Cass lead at her own pace on their walk, instead of dragging the dog behind her? If she'd let the dog sniff and lollygag? If an idiot kid had remembered to pull his emergency brake as he parked on the hill? If it had been raining?
“You can't keep dwelling on it, Val,” James says when he arrives with Indian food, noting Valerie's half-closed, bloodshot eyes. Her stomach growls at the smell of curry and she reaches, or tries to reach, for the food. Her arms seem to be asleep.

Her brother shakes his head. He caps the vial and tosses the empty wine box.

“What are you, a rock star?” he admonishes. “Sit up, for Christ's sake. Drink some water.”

Valerie obeys. She feels like she hasn't moved in days. Uselessness has spread from her broken left side to the entire rest of her body. It seems both funny and terribly sad that her brother is cutting her food into bites.

“Open up, moron,” he says, not unkindly.

She chews. He puts the fork in her good hand, and she steers food into her mouth. Her brother looks tired, and it strikes her — quietly, and in slow motion — that the past week has been stressful for James, that he's worried about her, and that she's not helping anything. The next bite is hard to swallow. James picks over his dinner and Valerie can tell he's ruminating.

Finally, he says, “Val, this isn't working out.”

For a minute he sounds like her last boyfriend, who said the same thing, on this same couch, and her heart stops in the same way. She has no one else but James. She starts to cry.

“What the—?” James says, astonished. “Valerie. Val. Hey.” He touches her shoulder, the way he used to when they were kids and they visited the hospital. Their mother would be lying there in bed, smiling unevenly, trying so hard to speak — and on the
way home, Valerie always cried. She was glad when she could finally burst through the hospital doors, glad they stayed for a short time, glad they only visited a few times a year, but her relief was pierced by shame: what kind of person fled her damaged mother, who waited for months just to be held? And James was always the first to hug Mom, talking to her in a normal voice, full of warmth and information, nothing like the sappy voices of her mother's nurses, who treated everyone like babies.

Without realizing it, she's sunk into her brother's chest—they haven't been this close in years. But she feels so hazy and sore and lost about everything. Or maybe it's just that everything seems lost.

James pats her head and says, “Listen, you have to come home with me. I can't keep this schedule up, and frankly, you're a mess.”

Fine, she thinks, nodding, closing her eyes. She hears a flurry of activity as lights are set and things are packed and trash is bagged, taken out. She seems to be floating, then lands abruptly in her wrecked body, in James' passenger seat. All she knows is that she's going somewhere with her brother, windows down, breeze blowing, feeling lighter, bubbly, unsettled, riding from home to home.

*

Two weeks later, her leg is something to behold. The swelling has subsided and in its place, bruises have bloomed spectacularly—purples, indigos, greens. Since James has no cable and his videos all have subtitles, Valerie watches her body like the weather. Even sober—James rations her pills and allows only supervised visits with wine, good wine, from
bottles—she is fascinated, and when her brother returns from campus, she shows off each new explosion.

“Check this out,” she says, carefully turning her hip. “I think it’s the face of Jesus.”

James doesn’t look, but seems relieved to find her in good spirits. “At least you have a hobby now,” he says. “A better hobby, anyway.”

And she’s developed other better hobbies. Some days, she talks about the accident with an attorney friend of their father’s, and when he isn’t in the courtroom, their father calls, too. Dad is a Superior Court justice in their hometown of Columbus, a stoic, righteous man who, in a certain light and depending on Valerie’s mood, reminds her of Gregory Peck. Talking to him lately has been almost pleasant: her brush with death has reminded everyone that she still matters, and it’s proven that some calamities in her life aren’t entirely her fault.

Talking to James has been even better. When they used to drive home for the holidays, conversation was bickering—nothing like the talks they have now when James comes home, before he retreats to his study. Watching him from the other room—typing his manuscript, whooping at student papers—Valerie is surprised. She has only known him from the outside, from her seat in the audience at his graduations, the slight lift in their father’s voice when he talks about James’s books. But seeing her brother at home—ironing chinos, heating soup, rushing around wet-haired—she feels tender, inspired. He has chosen to keep her close to him, and this makes her feel like giving. For once, Valerie wants to accomplish something. She wants to make someone proud. So she makes a project of walking, trying to maneuver around James’ beautiful Victorian apartment, through its pocket doors, over the gleaming hardwood floors, with a cane, toe-splints, and hand-cast. Every
once in awhile, she stops to listen to the clamor from upstairs. The people up there are always thundering. Sometimes, as they eat dinner together and something thunks or skitters above, James looks to the ceiling and shouts, “Easy does it, Leadfoot!” The woman upstairs is a nurse, he says—she has a nurse's brisk, heavy stride—and from the sounds of running and growling, she owns about thirty cats.

Which, as she thinks about James' cats, Valerie can't imagine. Hector and Paris are their names but they don't seem to know it. “The cats are assholes,” James has warned, but until now, she's never really seen them. The few times she visited in the past, she had business downtown—court dates, a job selling sunglasses on the skywalk. The last time she was here was in winter. She had just dropped off a feverish Cass at an emergency clinic. No one knew what was wrong with her dog, who, suddenly and without warning, couldn't walk or grow white blood cells. She buzzed James from his lobby, sniffling, sick with a panic that now seems quaint: that despite her best efforts, Cass would die, before Valerie was ready. Then, she didn't know where else to go. But James had professor friends over, and the encounter was strange and clumsy. Valerie sat on the couch, unshowered, covered in Cass's hair. No one had anything in common. They all sat swirling snifflers.

Finally, a woman with a flippy haircut and leather boots who looked about Valerie's age asked, “So what was your dog's name?”


“Really?” asked a younger man in spectacles. “As in Neal?”

“Butch?” someone else asked.
“Shawn!” the woman said, and everybody laughed. Someone started singing and the woman yammered about her teenage crushes, which happened to be the same as Valerie's crushes, but that was beside the point. What kind of arrogant jerks made fun of someone's dying dog? No wonder she'd hated college. She had dropped out to follow the Grateful Dead; her dog was named for their best song.

Now, as she lumbers around the apartment rattling a bag of treats, lonely for a furry touch, the cats arch and hiss and flee. They only creep out when Valerie is asleep on the couch, staring, sniffing her wounds. They swat Valerie's things from the coffee table and hide toys in the toes of her slippers and eat the houseplants, then fill the halls with the sound and spill of puking.

So it is with some reservation that she agrees to cat-sit for her brother. The quarter is ending, which means James will leave for his annual month-long trek through Alaska. James believes it's the perfect arrangement.

“It's low maintenance, Val. The easiest job you'll ever have,” he says, testing the straps on his backpack. He smiles. “And given your work experience, that's really saying something.”

Valerie feels grateful and resentful and pitied, all at once. Cat-sitting is not how she wants to prove herself. But she wants help and do it well, which makes her worry. “You know I'm not 100 percent,” she says. “What if I fall and can't get up?” She pictures herself writhing on the floor, the cats throwing up in her hair.

James unearths another bag from the hall closet. He spreads a tent on the living room floor and inspects zippers, seams. “A, that's not going to happen. B, if it does, you
have my pager. C, I'll call when I can.” As he clicks the tent poles into shape, the cats sidle over, curious.

“But what if I miss your call?” she asks. “What if I'm dead, or out? Or both?”

“Val, please. Where would you go?”

He has her there. He has forwarded her mail, paid her rent, driven her to the doctor, stocked the refrigerator, and programmed the phone with delivery numbers. “Honestly,” James says. “Would you rather be back in your place?” Meaning her small, dark, quiet, ugly McApartment far away, with generic neighbors who all forgot her name and mated by the pool.

Her brother clips nylon to the poles and the tent mushrooms to life. The bigger cat, Paris, chews a toggle. James crawls inside the tent, followed by little Hector.

“I wish you could come in here, Val,” he calls. “Remember camping in the meadow?”

Valerie lies on the couch, hurting in several places, knowing she couldn’t follow him if she tried. Inside the tent, her brother laughs. He fools around with a flashlight and zips and unzips the window flaps, giddy in the little world he's made— the one just outside of hers.

*

By the time James loads his kayak into an airport van, Valerie can twist a can opener and stoop, painfully, to change a litterbox. She can hobble to the lobby to collect the Sunday Times. She is able to sit on the balcony and listen as James's neighbors come and go, as they tend to their flower boxes and say hello, talking of heat waves and cold snaps. Whenever she
opens the balcony door, Hector and Paris yowl until she lets them out, and for a few
minutes, as the cats roll and stretch in the sunlight, Valerie almost likes them. But then they
fight each other for the warmest spot and hiss when a door slams, pawing at the screen until
she lets them in again. “Pussies,” Valerie chides.

Even though she could make her way outside, she stays in James's building. Truth is,
she can't leave home. Since James is gone, the pills are gone, and the wine is out of her
reach, the accident has taken hold of her with unexpected force. It seems impossible that
one minute she was walking, looking up a hill, cursing at what she thought was a reckless
driver—and the next, lying on the pavement, mangled, holding a broken leash. That fast.
Some days, she is seized by a fit of shaking that frays her aching, knitting parts. Her mind is
unraveling, too. For one thing, she can't sleep. She lies on the couch, listening to the
occasional thunk from above, the on-going argument upstairs. Valerie remembers her own
awful marriage, fighting with her husband, an explosive, self-reproachful man who liked to
throw things too. The woman upstairs yells just like Valerie, though she can't make out the
words: the tone is indignant, exasperated, a one-sided shouting match. Valerie turns up the
TV. She watches until sunrise, watches anything just for company, even the sappy Sunday
morning shows for elderly folks who can't make it to church. For people in wheelchairs
who stare through the glass at pious cartoon creatures and Oral Roberts. For bed-ridden
people whose nurses tune the channel to “Worship for Shut-Ins,” with its cheerless singing
and that slap of a title, matching hope to its denial. Shows for people like her mother.

And she is kept awake by a secret, nagging thought: that she might have, could have
saved her dog. After all, she had worked so hard when Cass fell sick this winter. But the day
Cass died, Valerie hated her dog, the bloated, stinking mess of her. When Cass’s illness this winter almost killed her, all that could save her were massive doses of steroids. Valerie was elated, until the drugs took hold. Within months, Cass packed on twenty pounds. She grew ravenous, round, and bad, became a hulking beast, all appetite. The dog shredded trash and soiled the carpets, hoovered the kitchen for specks and crumbs. It was absurdly cruel, how Valerie acted out, calling Cass names like “fatty” and “lard-ass,” how, instead of throwing treats for the dog to fetch, she sometimes hurled them at Cass's body, that beach ball with fur and legs. How sometimes, when the dog stood in a doorway—enormous, panting, stupid—Valerie nudged her with her foot, hard: not quite a kick.

All Cass could do was need, need, need. Valerie felt cursed. She had prayed, actually prayed, so hard for Cass to live, and now that she thrived, Valerie was murderous. She wasn't a religious person, so she figured her dog's salvation was punishment for her cheap and selfish faith. After all, all she ever really wanted was an end to her own suffering; she didn’t want to be alone. It was like a story she'd read as a child, in which a grieving family wished their dead son back to life with a magic charm. The mother was desperate for his return, but the father knew better. There was a knock at the door and on the other side, the father knew, stood a ghoul in the shape of their boy. The father understood his son's return from death would bleed all goodness from the living. He knew that it was wrong to cling to something pure past the point of decency. He had no choice: he wished his son away. And who could blame him? Would anyone really have expected him to care for such a thing?

*
As she collects James's mail from the box one day, Valerie hears a conversation. On the stairway, a woman is telling a story about an accident, a man thrown from his car. The woman talks in medicales, but the case boils down to broken arms and broken legs. The amazing thing, the woman says, was how the man survived. He had just finished hiking in nearby forest, and swerved to miss a deer. He waited in shock until the sunlight dimmed, but no one came to his rescue. So this broken, bloodied man felt around for a stick, pulled himself up, dragged himself to the car, positioned himself in the driver's seat, turned the ignition, and shut the door. With a bone poking through his forearm, he pushed his fractured legs on the gas and brake. Agonizingly, slowly, he steered to the main highway, twenty miles away, where someone pulled over to help. “Thank goodness the car wasn't a stick shift,” the woman says.

Valerie looks around the corner to see two women halfway up the steps. One of them is wearing scrubs, and she recognizes that this small, curly-haired, fortyish woman must be James's upstairs neighbor. Sure enough, her shoes are white and orthopedic. Her face is kindly, round and pink, and she's carrying bags of cat food, and when she notices Valerie, she gives a little wave.

“Are you the new lady on the first floor?” she asks.

Valerie moves closer and explains about James and his cats. “I'm sorry, I was eavesdropping,” she says. “That story was amazing. I was just in an accident, too. I sort of understand how that guy feels.”

The women take a few steps down and ask Valerie what happened, and they furrow their brows and shake their heads as she tells her own lesser, weirder drama. She hesitates at
first, then realizes they're fascinated. She isn't used to holding attention without her dog.

“Isn't that something? Your poor dog,” the nurse, Nan, says. She looks at the bandage now wrapped around Valerie's hand. “You seem to be making good progress,” she observes.

“I guess,” Valerie replies. “It sure seems slow. It doesn't help that the cats won't let me sleep.” It seems un-neighborly to mention the other racket, the clunks and sobs that keep her up.

Nan laughs. “Tell me about it. We have six cats. Three of them hate the other three. We're — what's it called? — a blended family. Gosh, I hope they don't disturb you.”

The other neighbor, a wide-eyed redhead, excuses herself and climbs to the third floor. “ Newlywed,” Nan whispers. “Her husband looks just like her, you'll see. It's sweet, but also kind of creepy.”

“Really?” Valerie asks.

“And wait until you get a load of the guy next door to me,” Nan says. “We call him 'The Chest.' He likes to walk around without a shirt, but he's just a bony little guy, almost tubercular. Isn't it always the least attractive men who parade around like that?” Her eyes twinkle mischievously. “His wife thinks he's the bees' knees, though. They're pretty frisky. We've seen them from our balcony.”

Valerie is thrilled to be drawn into someone's confidence. She wants to inspire Nan's trust, to let her know she understands what it's like when the honeymoon is over. It's been a long time since someone asked for Valerie's advice, opened up, shared secrets. She wants to signal that if Nan needs someone to talk to, she has an excellent set of ears. So she says, “Didn't life used to seem so easy?”
“Gosh, I know,” Nan says, wistfully, looking up towards her apartment. “Well, it was good to meet you. If you need anything, remember, I'm a nurse. Here's our number.” She writes it down on a receipt. She picks up the cat food bag and smiles, then climbs the stairs with a certain heaviness—perhaps it's dread, Valerie thinks.

*

That night, Nan's footfalls on the floor above seem quieter and nobody yells. Paris curls against Valerie's good leg, purring, and Hector brings her a toy mouse. She doesn't think about her mother, or ex-husband, or departed dog, doesn't imagine James starving in the wilderness or Dad slipping in the shower. She doesn't stare at the top shelf of the pantry and plot a way to reach the cabernet. She thinks only of how she might help Nan, and then she falls asleep.

*

She thinks she sees an opening when Nan knocks later that week. The night before, Valerie heard stomping on the floor above, doors slamming, Nan yelling, loud. Now in the doorway, Nan has dark circles under her eyes and her hair hangs in strings. She wears scrub bottoms and a tank top. Her arms are pale but muscular.

“Our central air is on the fritz,” Nan says, smiling, setting down a basket. “I thought I'd head to the basement, where it's gross and smelly, but at least it's cooler. Do you have any wash? I figured you're probably still having trouble with the stairs.”

Valerie invites Nan inside, and she looks around. “Your brother's place is different than ours. Wall sconces, those are nice. There are so many little details in these apartments. When people move out, I always take a peek.”
While Valerie gathers her dirty clothes—embarrassingly few, stiff with grit—Nan tells her about the building. “There’s a fourth floor here, an attic that used to be servants’ quarters. They had to install locks on the doors last year when a homeless guy moved in. Someone heard a television up there. Just think—going about your daily business with a lunatic in your attic.”

Valerie takes the chance. “That’s not so far off from my marriage, actually,” she says, laughing. “My ex-husband was kind of nuts.”

“Gosh,” Nan says. “You poor little thing. Your dog and your husband, gone. You’ve had it so darn hard.” Her voice has taken on a nursey brightness. Out of habit, Valerie smiles like a shy seven-year old at the rail of a hospital bed. It takes a minute to try again.

“Well, yes,” Valerie says, stripping her pillow and shoving dirty clothes in the case. “It was really hard to leave my husband. We were only married for two years. A full year of that was fighting.”

Nan shakes her head. Her eyes shine with sympathy. Not one glimmer of recognition.

Valerie goes for broke. “You ever been married?”

“Gosh, I wish,” Nan says. “My shifts are hard on relationships. Plus I’m taking classes. I want to become a Physician’s Assistant. It’s tough to find a man who can amuse himself while his woman is busy all the time.” She laughs. “I mean, amuse himself in healthy ways.”
Is this a clue? Valerie can't tell. Nan hangs the pillowcase over her shoulder like a burglar on TV.

“Hot okay? Can I do them all together?”

The laundry, she means. Valerie nods, and Nan speeds towards the door. But she stops suddenly, turns around, a shadow across her face. Valerie's heart is ready to flutter open like a pair of wings.

“Wait,” Nan says. “Where are the cats? You said there were two Siamese?”

“I think they're hiding,” Valerie says. “They take awhile to warm up to strangers.”


Valerie listens hard through the afternoon but hears nothing out the ordinary. When she leaves the apartment to get the mail, her clothes are folded in a basket by the door. Nan doesn't knock again. Valerie tries to puzzle it out. What's going on up there? Has she ever heard a man's voice during the fights upstairs? Come to think of it, no. Maybe the boyfriend is long-distance. Or maybe it's not a man in Nan's life, but another woman.

Valerie thinks of Nan's tank top, her chiseled, boyish arms. If Nan is a lesbian, maybe she keeps it to herself, a smart move in this conservative city. She guesses nurses are conservative, too, that they might shun poor Nan, and thinking about it, Valerie feels sorry for her lonely, possibly-gay neighbor. But she wants Nan to know she is accepting in all matters of the heart. Besides, she has long suspected James is gay, though living here has turned up nothing. He hides no pornography of any kind; his CD collection runs from jazz to classical and, to her surprise, some Delta blues. The only gray area is his collection of
shoes, if stereotypes hold true: James has exquisite taste in footwear—wingtips, tassels, suede, several pairs of clogs.

Of course it’s possible, Valerie knows, that Nan could be crazy. Her ex-husband talked to himself, for example. But he talked to calm his temper down, self-counseling, the therapists called it; and when Valerie talks to herself, drunk or sober, it’s just to hear a human voice. Only love could drive a person to fight so fiercely, and so often.

She walks into the hallway; she will return the laundry basket and that will settle everything. She takes a deep breath and climbs the staircase.

The first step is excruciating. The next three are even worse. There is no way to hold the basket in her bandaged hand, no way to raise her leg without nearly fainting, no way that clutching the banister will appease her body’s sudden anger. The pain is fresh, astonishing, the kind that lingers to make a point. Valerie is flooded with panic. How will she make it through the night?

The only thing worse than heading up, she realizes, is trying to work her way back down. She can’t lower herself to sit and rest; she hurts too badly to crawl. She thinks of the hiker thrown from his car in the woods, pulling his broken body towards relief. If he can do that, she reasons, limping through the door, surely she can use her cane to tap James’s cabernet off the pantry shelf. And yes indeed, it hurts like hell, as does the effort of the corkscrew, but after a few glasses, she toasts herself: she is, after all, a survivor.

*

Two days later, Valerie opens the door and finds cookies and a friendly note: “Rx: The healing power of chocolate. Enjoy, Nan.” She hasn't had homemade cookies in
forever. She brims with gratitude and simply can't get over her good fortune. Making friends has been such a struggle. Her jobs, generally, aren't staffed with adults or people who care to know her. Among co-workers, she forgets punch lines and whatever gossip she passes along is yesterday's news, and people who aren't very funny to begin with like to complain that she can't take a joke. She tried being open with strangers, once, disastrously, in second grade, when a teacher had her show the class what she'd drawn for the word “quiet.” Most kids had sketched bunnies or flying angels or a librarian saying “shhhhh!,” but Valerie had crayoned her mom, strapped to the bed so she wouldn't fall out, an X across her mouth. Afterwards, she could have drawn her classmates, her teacher, everyone who stared at her, stunned. But she caught the attention of a freckled boy who'd drawn his father's headstone, until the boy changed schools and Valerie fell in with the girls who ate chalk and wore knock-offs of the popular jeans.

But now here is someone who knows she has problems and still leaves her cookies. She realizes she ought to return the favor. She finds Nan's phone number and dials, hearing a faint ringing from above. Nan answers.

“I just wanted to thank you,” Valerie says. “The cookies were great.”

“Oh! Wonderful,” Nan says. “We're chocoholics up here.”

“Me, too. Hey, do you like Chinese?” Valerie offers to order delivery this evening when Nan gets home from work. But it seems rude not to invite Nan's other half, whatever that may be. She says, “I'd be happy to set some extra plates for you two. Do you both drink wine?”
Nan's voice gets quiet and she seems to be speaking inside her hand. “You know, it's probably best if we just do this ourselves.”

And what can Valerie say? So she won't meet the troublemaker in her neighbor's life tonight. It's good enough to share a meal.

When Nan comes over, Valerie has tidied up and set out plates and glasses. They sit on the couch. Nan starts telling harrowing stories from the hospital. Her eyes alight when Valerie talks about the doctors who took care of her, the inept intern who stabbed and stabbed, trying to find a vein. Valerie makes Nan laugh, and Nan seems relaxed, curling into the pillows on James's couch. They fumble with chopsticks and trade appetizers and crack open fortune cookies.

Nan reads her fortune in a somber, deadpan voice. “Distance lends enchantment to the view.” She closes her eyes. “It has been written.”

Valerie opens hers. Her fortune is nonsense, a mistranslation. “It says, 'Very soon, and in pleasant company.'”

“What?” Nan asks, and Valerie repeats it.

“No, I mean, what is supposed to happen 'very soon,'” Nan asks, “and 'in pleasant company'?”

“I don't know. With my luck, something awful. As in, A meteor will fall from the sky and crush you, very soon— but in pleasant company.”

“Valerie!” Nan says, slapping Valerie's good knee. “Geez! That's a terrible point of view! Why not, You will win the lottery very soon, with all your friends around.”
“With me it's more like I'll tumble down the stairs in half an hour, with everybody
watching.”

Nan shakes her head. “Okay, maybe so. But then maybe someone will help you
stand up and brush the dust off your backside.”

Valerie considers this. She looks at James's soft furniture, this kind person, so far
away from collisions and emergency rooms, noise and panic. “Or maybe nothing will
happen at all,” she says. “Maybe I'll just keep on breathing and eating and sitting here, in this
nice place.”

Nan sighs and smiles. “Amen.”

They sit together, quiet. Valerie doesn't force Nan to talk about heartache or
volunteer her own. Maybe some friendships aren't about showing wounds, but offering a
little peace.

*

As Nan leaves, something strange happens, something almost imperceptible.
Gathering the delivery boxes, Valerie drops the bottle of soy sauce, scattering broken glass.
She curses, apologizes, then stoops awkwardly, pain splintering through her knee. It takes
some time to collect the shards. All the while, Nan stands and watches, does nothing as
Valerie stumbles, chatters on as Valerie slices her finger, blood dropping in splats on the
floor. In fact, Nan eats a cookie. Chews and watches, never offering a hand or checking the
size of the cut, letting Valerie wrap her own finger in napkins, this alleged health care
professional. When Nan gets up to go, still talking about some show on cable, the napkins

* 

Days later, there is another explosive bout of screaming from above. Someone stomps across the floor, yells, then stomps over to what Valerie thinks is the kitchen. Something large and clattery drops: a stack of dishes. When plates start flying, Valerie knows, the only way out is down, so she sits and waits, intrigued and poised and not a little worried. The stomping starts again. A woman's voice says, clearly, “No!” and “Stop!” There's a long, low string of words: the sound of a cruelly specific curse. Something as big as a kitchen table crashes to the floor, and James's cats go running.

Nan's apartment is quiet for a solid minute. A door slams and there's angry muttering in the hall. Valerie makes it to the front window in time to see a car speed off into the night.

Upstairs, a woman wails. Her voice rises then shudders into unremitting sobs, the very sound of heartbreak. It goes on for half and hour. She has to do something. Standing at the window, Valerie doesn't know if she should try to walk upstairs and knock, or call police, or just mind her business. She has no right to get involved, isn't sure if it's her place. But Nan is her friend, or at least someone close who is having a hard time. She dials upstairs.

The phone rings, faintly, through the ceiling, and the crying stops. Valerie thinks about her own stunned silence during her marriage when the outside world interrupted her misery. She never could find the words to answer.
She lets the phone ring a few more times, then hangs up. The crying continues more softly. Maybe she can help by trying again. She calls again, but no one answers. She waits by the phone until the crying stops.

The next morning, Nan calls with some excuse that James's number came up on the caller ID. Her voice sounds perfectly normal, pleasant even. It's a remarkable recovery.

“Oh. I though I heard something fall up there,” Valerie says. “I wanted to make sure you were alright.”

“Gosh, that's nice,” Nan says. “But we're just fine. The cats have been tearing up a storm.”

That's it. No mention of crying, fighting. Everything's back to normal. The upstairs is quiet for several days but she never catches sight of Nan. Valerie worries she’s hiding bruises. The one time her husband slapped her, before she moved out, she called in sick for a week.

Then it starts again upstairs, furniture crashing, doors slamming. To her surprise, when she looks out the front window this time, she sees Nan getting in her car. Then James’s phone rings.

“Hello, yes?” Valerie asks, thinking Nan might be calling from a cell phone. But it is Nan’s home number on the caller ID. If Nan just left, who is calling?

“Hello?” she asks again.

There is no response.

“Is there something I can do for you?” Valerie asks, trying to picture the person upstairs, dialing down. Is this the abuser, reaching out to her? Trying to scare her off?
Trying to tell his side of the story? Nothing makes any sense, and frankly, she is beginning to get spooked.

“I don’t feel it’s right to talk to you. Nan is my friend. Please don’t call back.” And the phone stays quiet.

But what unnerves her, later, after she has checked all her doors, is the specific sound behind the silence. It wasn’t threat. It was something darker and more familiar: a drawing of breath, the gathering of effort. The sound was like the endless pause before her mother pushed out words. What she heard, she is almost certain, was someone’s simple wish to speak.

*

Though she'll never give them any credit, it's the cats who solve the mystery. It isn't James, who calls one night while she's finishing off his pinot. It isn't her father, who only cares about her profits from the accident, and it surely isn't Nan herself, since Valerie is avoiding her. Things upstairs seem too dangerous, too overwhelming, for her to get involved. What happens is that Valerie gets mushy about the cats, despite their faults, because they care enough to sleep by her and fetch her little wads of paper. She reports this to James, who in a heartbeat, diminishes all she's accomplished. “I though that would happen, and I'm glad,” he says. “But as a rule, cats will do anything if you feed them. With cats, food is love.”

But Valerie knows what they have is real. Paris amuses her by chasing corks, and Hector purrs in her arms, and they all have a wonderful time on the balcony, where Valerie sits and drinks. As the day drifts warmly into evening and fireflies start to blink, the hours
blur into a pattern— meowing, opening the door, closing it, meowing, opening, closing, meowing— and in this way, Valerie startles awake one morning in an otherwise empty apartment. The cats are missing. Hector is on the balcony, thank God, cold and grumpy. But Paris is really gone, loose in the city, and who knows for how long. The balcony is an easy jump to the sidewalk, the busy streets. And so faster than she’s moved in months, Valerie is dressed and out the door.

She walks through the small front courtyard, rattling the bag of treats— the sound, James says, of love. Something— is it a cat meowing?— makes her turn and face the building. And then, a cat meows! Except the cat is really one of her neighbor's cats, perched in Nan's windowsill. Valerie's belly sinks. She starts to look away when she hears another sound, a human noise, the clearing of a throat. Standing behind Nan's cat is a shriveled, ancient woman, hunched and gray-haired. She is watching Valerie.

The front hedge rustles and Paris bolts out. Valerie grabs him and scratches his head, wondering if she’s seen an apparition. But she looks up again and the woman in Nan's window is still standing there. The old woman raises her hand, a tiny wave. Then Nan appears behind the woman, who slowly turns away. Nan pulls the blind.

Walking inside, Valerie resolves to stay sober for at least today. She resolves to sit perfectly still and pet the cats and let everything return to normal.

Except it doesn’t. Who was in the window? Was that Nan’s mother? No one should talk to their mother like that. But then again, maybe it's the old woman yelling. Maybe she has dementia; maybe she screams all day at unseen things and topples furniture. Or maybe the situation is a combination of things. Maybe Nan takes care of her ailing
mother and works hard and goes to school, and all of this together makes them both sharp, at odds. After all, just because the woman is old doesn’t mean that she is nice. Yes, like her accident, maybe there are no good guys and bad guys, just shades of error and intention. A pair of forces, weak and strong, crashing, at a point.

If only she were equipped with Cass's sense of hearing. If only she could sort through everyday sounds, sift care and love from menace. But she can't even climb the stairs or control two skinny cats, or keep herself from pilfering her own dear brother's expensive wine. And so she sits alone beneath something strange and dark and weighty, poised above her head. She has nothing to offer anyone, not even so much as a prayer.

*

James returns. He's exhausted and leathery and stinks like a kayak, but he's home, and she shows him how well she can walk, then holds him close. The cats sniff him but weave through her legs, not his, and this makes Valerie happy. Still, she can't wait to leave. Of course, there's much she won't tell him: the missing cats, the missing wine, the fighting from above, the long days and nights without sleep. “Did you make any friends,” he asks, laughing, and about this, she is honest. “No, not one. There's no one here I want to know.”

She is ready for the door to close behind her, for the wind to blow her hair. He wonders if his car will start, and he tells her to wait in front.

In the courtyard, Nan and a neighbor are edging the walkways with marigolds. They take each plant from a plastic tray and pat it into the ground. Tucked in the shade, sitting on a stool, is the old woman from the window, wearing a cardigan and large straw hat. She smiles at Valerie and raises her hand, that same small gesture, not quite a wave.
Nan sits back on her knees. “Hi, Valerie. Are you leaving so soon? It seems like you just got here. You never met my mother, Ellen.” Her voice becomes slow and deliberate as she touches her mother’s shoulder. “Mom, this is the sister of the man who lives below us. She took care of his apartment.”

The old woman moves her lips but it’s some time before any words come out. “Valerie. You found. Your cat?”

Valerie nods, glad James is gone, glad he is readying the car. She feels stifled by something familiar and sad, and wants to be moving on.

But the woman keeps talking, or trying to talk. “I saw. Your cat run. Into the bushes,” she says. “He sure was. Glad. To see you.”

“Boy, was he,” Valerie answers brightly. James pulls to the curb and she starts towards him. There, she thinks, looking back at them, Nan and her mother, planting flowers. Everything is fine with these people. Whatever their troubles, they have their peace. There is nothing she need do.

As she walks by the old woman, Valerie kicks over the tray of marigolds. She stoops and gathers the flowers, and for the first time, she notices the absence of pain. A faint twinge remains where grillwork hit her, but that is all. She wants to tell James, tell everyone. I was hurt but I think I’ve recovered, she could shout. It's how she might tell her mother, since no one has told her mother about the accident—that is, not yet. But Valerie is bursting with news and courage, maybe enough to make a visit. As Ellen reaches to gather the flowers, Valerie has the wild urge to hold that faltering hand.
That's when she sees them. A small cluster of bruises, like a bracelet, around the old woman's wrist. The kind of bruises an old lady might get from falling, from poor balance, from lots of ordinary accidents, from throwing an arm out to catch herself before hitting the ground. You would expect that a daughter, a nurse, would pound frantically across the floor to save her. Valerie is thinking this as she walks to the car, thinking such small bruises, five of them in a circle. Young and purple, in a familiar pattern. Could it be a face? She looks back at the woman as they pull away. She thinks how the woman pressed the window glass, raising her hand, almost waving, but how the gesture seemed more like showing, like holding a dark thought to the light. See, she was saying, five bruises, and look, here's five more, on my arm, on my neck, under my sweater. Wait, don't you see them, here are five bruises, fading like hope, round and tender as petals. Look now, come closer, bruises, they're everywhere—the largest no bigger than your thumb.
Weights and Measures

How He Tells You:

When your Dad says Sit down, I have something to tell you, you imagine he'll say: I've lost my job, we're moving, you're starting eighth grade in Vermont. His voice has that something-bad's-coming sound, and he stoops to pick something off of the carpet. Of course, it's just a penny or a leaf from the fern, but he keeps looking at it while your heart squeezes still. He keeps looking at it as he tells you Your mother and I are not going to be living together anymore. I've got an apartment. That's all you hear, that and the word Separation. Not Divorce, no you listen for that as best as you can until your eyes start to cloud and make diamonds of lamplight.

You say, I'm going upstairs for a minute and your mom follows you, but her nose is all red and her undereyes puff. You don't want your mom to cry with you so you shut it off, just shut everything off and reroute the pain to your fingers. That feels better, removing the pain from your heart. She tries to hold your hand but it hurts so you pull away.

Then your Dad calls from the steps, Honey? Let's go see the apartment, and you feel your legs moving, carrying you down to his voice. The car ride is quiet. Out the windows are gray tarpatched streets, gray sky, Stop-N-Go, Marathon. Four stoplights from your house he turns the car. After two speed bumps you're parked by a door, a brown ugly steel door in a tan ugly building, flat and lonely and square as a Monopoly house. You don't know what to say, what he wants to hear. All you can see of your mom is the seat in front of you and the crumpled corners of Kleenex. Somewhere deep in your belly is an ache just like
hunger, but you shut that off too, you won’t feel that either. C’mon, let’s look inside your Dad says like you’ve rolled into Disneyland, but instead of mermaids or dwarves you see only that door, his hand jingling keys and the colorless sky.

*

How to Measure Yourself:

Look. In the mirror, there’s nothing but doughy goose-pimples. There should be hollows punched in the sides of your hips, shadows along your shoulders and cheeks, ribs like a xylophone instead of breasts. Try pulling the flesh of your thighs, pinching the sag of your underarms to see what you’ll look like in just a few pounds. Suck breath to make your pelvis a skin-covered bowl. Make your collarbones sharp as a wooden hanger. Erase borders and outlines, pull yourself tight as you’ll go, turn your skin into blankets tucked into your bones.

*

How to Eat Sunday Dinner:

Your dad comes over for dinners on Sundays. Four stoplights away means a new zip code, a new telephone number that your mom always forgets so that you have to dial, sometimes leave a message. You feel weird calling him, asking when he’ll be over, what time you should put in the pot roast, set the oven on broil. Talking to him on the phone isn’t like talking to the boy from Six Flags. Your dad’s voice is tinny and leaves gaps where you think it should laugh or ask questions.

When he walks through the door, your new puppy goes crazy and spins, chasing its tail for what seems like an hour. You stand at the counter sprinkling cheese on potatoes,
waiting and not waiting for him to hug you. Your mom cuts tenderloin with a shrieking electric knife. You set the table wrong, knives and forks opposite, and he notices, says You never get this right, do you Honey? He pats your back and switches the silver and laughs, clinking spoons.

He brings over wine, tells of his new wine tasting class, of the sweet whites like perfume, thereds bitter as blood. The way that you taste it, he says, is like this, and he smells the cork, pours a glug, sniffs, swirls the glass, takes a sip. You practice this with water sometimes when he leaves. He lets you have a glass with your dinner and you take little sips, your fingers wobbly on the stem of the glass, searching balance. His favorite wine tastes as pure as green apples. It has three long German names, all p’s and tz’s, but you recognize it at the grocery and slip splits in the cart.

At the table, he always complements your potatoes, asks about day camp and that what’s-his-name boy from Six Flags, and you talk of your puppy and arts-n-crafts classes, show him the Indian-bead pouches and frogs carved of soap. Then he asks your mom about work and they talk for awhile, and you cut your steak into slivers and move peas around. When he’s finished you and your mom clear the table, pouring the last of the wine in his glass. He sits in the chair by the T.V. like he used to and clicks through news and baseball until “Sixty Minutes.” Your mom rattles and clangs plates in the sink. You run upstairs, jam your stereo, drink a big glass of water and lock the bathroom door.

After ten minutes you return with a smile scrubbed minty white, and your dad kisses you on the forehead before saying good-bye.

*
How to Answer When Your Mom Asks Honey, Are You Eating Enough:

Take a bowl from the cupboard, pour in milk, swish it around so the sides are covered. Let it puddle the bottom. Sprinkle Raisin Bran in the milk, smear the bowl with stray flakes.

Coat a spoon with the milk. Leave the bowl in the sink.

Leave a glass crisped with orange juice pulp right beside it.

*

How to Talk to a Boy:

The what’s-his-name boy from Six Flags calls while you’re doing evening sit-ups, two months from the day that your dad moved away. His voice crackles and you hear girls in the background, screaming and giggling for his attention. He talks of his awesome game today, add in, add out, elbows and forearms wound tight as a spring. You sigh and laugh at his pauses and lilts, picture him in a heavy oak phone booth behind the camp commons, tan, missing you, plunking in quarter after quarter. At Six Flags he held your hand on the Gravity Smasher, his fingers callused but gentle as they stroked your own. The hair on his arms glowed like dew in the sun.

He asks What’s up? but you don’t tell him about day camp — it’s too little-kid and he’ll drive in two years. You tell him about your new puppy, how it chews table legs and chases its tail. His laughter tickles your insides, makes you giggle too, like when he asked for your phone number on the Carousel horse. Whispering I want to call you, Please I miss you already, his lips brushed your neck, and you said I don’t even know you! but leaned into his
arms, breathed his Polo and sweat and the warm, candied breeze and glided with him through the air until dark.

You tell him that your parents are pests, that your mom won’t leave you alone. She keeps telling me to gain weight, you say, nonchalant though you secretly thrill. Then the sound of the girls in the background swells and one yells his name. He says he can’t hear you so you shout, My mom is trying to make me gain weight. You hear muffling and squeals, fumbling noises. His voice returns, asking Gain weight? How much? When you tell him two pounds, he says Oh, that’s all, Just eat two pounds of hamburger or something. You don’t tell him you’ve lost ten pounds this month, that you weigh less now than you did in fifth grade. All you manage to say is It’s not that easy — before his voice clicks off and silence buzzes your ear.

* 

How to Gain Two Pounds:

Wear baggy shirts, loose shorts, heavy sneakers or sandals.

Heap food on your plate, cut it up, hide some in your napkin, take small bites so that it’ll come back up easier.

Leave empty slots in cookie boxes, egg cartons. Give food to the sink or your dog or the squirrels.

If you have a scale that records your weight, hold ashtrays, hairdryers, wet towels as you stand.
If your mom follows you to the scale and watches, keep your shoes on and carry plenty of change. Under no circumstances can you let her see you naked. Feign disgust, cry pervert if she even asks.

*  

How to Tell Your Friends:

Kate and Megan pass a cigarette on the steps after school, trying not to shiver in the newly chill air. Kate can french-inhale and makes sure everyone knows it. Megan takes the cigarette and drags and exhales, and her knees bounce into Kate’s as they sit. You stand beside them playing your hands on the banister. Across the concrete, ninth-grade-boys-intramurals scuff and dodge the hoop, their hands sure and yet gentle on every single thing that they touch.

Kate talks about Mr. Binder, how he always humps desk chairs when he lectures Integers, pushing stretched polyester into wood with his knee. It’s so gross, she rolls her eyes. His crotch is all bulgy and he shows it to everyone. I’m like, What the hell?

Gross, echoes Megan. She blows a thin stream of smoke to the clouds. Her lipstick kisses blot the Marlboro’s filter.

Kate says, And he always does it in front of Matt. I mean, God! She laughs squinty-eyed and dangles the cigarette from her lips. Her hair shimmies around her face like always, like in a movie, glinting sun, swirling over her cheekbones. Your hair itches in its plain white scrunchie.

Megan looks up at you and points at your foot, which looks boxy and big as a Tonka truck next to hers. Your boot is untied, so you stoop to lace it, but your body recalls a more
functional bend. Juices pool under your tongue, in your cheeks. A familiar lurching starts in your throat. You swallow hard and stand fast, but in your mouth, sour water seeps into corners and clots. Searching the ground, you imagine your tongue as the dry, rough concrete, the sand of an anthill, the chalked lines of the court. You try making a sponge of your words, sopping puddles with talk.

Mr. Binder, the Boof-er, you offer through tightly clenched teeth. You like Mr. Binder’s beard, his kind eyes, but repeat what you’ve heard at the back of the bus. Kate howls and exhales. Megan’s eyes flick confusion but she laughs knowingly. She takes the cigarette from Kate and grins. You try to smile but a lemon still squeezes your cheeks.

You swallow again and say He’s such a perv, he likes to boofoo, you know? You aren’t sure what this means but you’ve made your friends laugh. Something calming and cool washes over your tongue.

*  

How to Shop For Your Family:

Remember: You are allowed to be here. Casually walk the aisles, poke avocados, pick one up, scrunch your nose. Survey the Prime Steak Selects, bloody juices pooling in cellophane fissures. Pace yourself. They have cameras and weirdly round corner mirrors.

Remember: You’re not a kid but an upstanding consumer. Stroll accidentally into Aisle 23. Glance at the antacids, the anti-gas tablets, effervescents that bubble-coat various pains. Weigh your options — you are choosing the very best relief for your sick aunt, your sister. Your mom is Experiencing Gastro-Intestinal Distress. Picture her writhing in pain.
Remember: Your mom ate some bad Curried Chicken. Pluck a packful of laxatives from a shelf, grab diet gum. Hold both boxes low at your sides, near your sleeves. Prepare to inch your hands upward if your friends or your mom’s friends suddenly wheel round the corner.

Remember: You are the customer, and so, always right. Smile at the cashier in Checkout Express. When she looks at you with a raised, knowing eyebrow, make your eyes questioning, naive, unaware. Convey tragedy with a glance!—!the sickness, the horrible, unexplained bug. Offer cash.

Remember: It’s your business, only your business. Swing your bag as you walk. Smile at the bagboys, fill your nose with their sweet, hopeful aftershave, feel their eyes on your thinness. Whoosh through the electric doors into dark, into light, and pop a square of bitter white gum in your mouth.

*

How to Pinch and Slice:

Your dad calls Sunday morning and asks for your mom, and she closes the door to her bedroom to talk. Her voice rises and falls and it seems like she's angry, so you busy yourself making pie dough— cutting in butter, flouring the mat. Your dad likes apple pie so you've spent all morning peeling, measuring sugar and cinnamon, breathing everything in. When you and your mom baked together, you used to sneak bites of the crust, letting the soft clump of raw dough melt on your tongue. You loved it so much she'd even pinch out a special crust, brushing on milk, sprinkling sugar, baking it golden: sugar pie. But you're older
now. You don't nibble, and you certainly won't sneak. Plus, the crust is double lattice so there's nothing to spare.

At the table, you will tell him about your project on France, which you worked on together a few Sundays ago. His wine tasting classes have taught him lots about Europe and he always helps you with drawing, since you can't shade or do buildings. For your poster, he sketched the Eiffel Tower and grapevines and a bottle of wine, and you drew a bottle of mustard for Dijon. He kept joking that the poster looked really Nice, saying it Neece, like the city on the Cote d'Azur. You're going to tell him your project won second place in the big French Club contest and you got a cheese wheel, which you'll give to him. The pie is your way of saying _merci_ and you would have done chocolate mousse, except that chocolate gives your dad hives. Your mom refused to let you try a soufflé, going on and on about things falling like Chicken Little. You will tell him about the what's-his-name boy from Six Flags, who called twice in the last week just to talk about music. You will set the silverware right and slice lemons for the water like you've seen on TV.

Your mom walks out and says, Honey, your dad isn't coming. You ask why and she says, He has to go out of town. It isn't fair, you say. He had to go out of town two weeks ago. Why is he traveling so much all the sudden?

Your mom says she doesn't know, but you think you do. You say, He never seems to have plans until he talks to you. She says, in a syrupy voice like a teacher, Now honey, I know that it might seem that way, but the fact is your father does what he wants, when he wants, trust me on this. She says, We can still have dinner together, you and me, it'll be fun. We'll make it fancy, dress up, you can even raid my closet. That's just what you want, to
wear your mother's big dorky clothes, look like her, smell like her, spend time in her
cOMPANY, when obviously nobody wants that at all.

* 

How to Eat with your Family:

When your mom insists that you eat as a family, roll your eyes, sigh, slouch in your
chair. Exaggerate your efforts to be cordial. Fail.

When she tries to be funny, don't laugh at her jokes.

When she piles on the cheese sauce, tell her you're vegan. Explain about dairy as you
would a child or idiot.

When she reaches for salt, note the flab on her arm.

When she demands you eat three bites like you're five years old, cut a bean into
thirds. Swallow two.

When she threatens to ground you, shrug. You have nothing planned.

When you answer her questions, speak in monotone. Keep your words terse and
even and flattened as staples, mechanical as the bond that you happen to share.

* 

How to Keep Your Mouth Shut:

The what's-his-name boy from Six Flags wants to stop by while you're babysitting, so
you sneak him in when the kid falls asleep. It's been weeks since you and Megan doubled
with him and his friend at the mall. Walking store to store, hand in hand, making fun of the
old people and cheesy songs on the sound system, you knew his school's dance was coming
up and you thought he might ask. Now there's still time and a reason to hope. You knock
knuckles like NBA stars as he walks through the door. He tosses his jacket over a chair by the couch.

He says he's starting a band and your heart flutters thinking of it—his fingers sliding over frets, stroking strings, twanging songs penned for you. You ask, What kind of music will you guys play? wishing you could talk cooler, like Kate, swearing in all the right places. He lists off a bunch of groups to explain his band's sound. You don't recognize any, the names jumbled like Scrabble tiles, but you smile and nod, dreaming of all the words he could rhyme with your name. Imagining how he would lean down from the stage and pull you out of the crowd, sit you in the spotlight, gazing until his eyes closed on the high notes.

He checks out the videos of the family that lives there and says, Hey, let's watch something. You aren't sure if you should. He's not supposed to be here—the parents said no visitors—but the kid is a baby and can't talk yet to bust you. What's the worst that can happen? You're already grounded for acting surly, which you felt bad about later, when you overheard your mom crying in the shower. It took miles of running with headphones to burn through that sound. He asks, What do they have to eat around here? He wants popcorn, so you microwave a bag and bring out the bowl. He dims the lights and puts the bowl in his lap. You sit on the couch next to him, not quite touching, so close that your skin kind of hums.

You've never watched a movie with a boy in a band, so your mind is racing. You wonder how his arm might end up around you. What if he kisses you? You don't know how to breathe when you kiss, or if you're supposed to be breathing at all. Kate and Megan
say you should wait to use tongue until the guy does it first. It's more ladylike, and boys like to lead.

He says, Have some popcorn. You take a handful, eating more than you should. He says, Have more, You're making me feel bad, and puts your hand in the bowl. Your throat tightens at the thought of stuffing your face, but you move your hand through the popcorn until you touch bottom. At the same time, he readjusts his hips. The bowl is sitting right on his zipper. Here, take some more, he says, guiding your hand back in. He helps you stir the kernels to get the ones with more butter. You crunch through oil and salt until your tongue feels eroded. Watch out for the burnt ones, he says, moving your hand through the bowl, digging deeper, again and again, until it jostles so much something has to spill.

Butter bleeds into the family's couch even and you quickly brush popcorn back in the bowl. The smell of salt stings your nose. He asks, Where's the bathroom so I can clean off my jeans? You tell him. Your hands are slick and disgusting. Hulls poke at your stomach like pieces of something broken. Already, your pants feel too tight.

When he returns, you smile and head to the bathroom. You run the faucet and wait for the noise of the movie. Soon, yellow-white clouds float in this nice family's toilet. You splash water on your face, blow your nose, rinse your mouth. No toothbrushes in here except for the parents'. Even the bathroom reeks of salt. You rinse and spit and spit and spit.

Everything still tastes slimy when he leans in for a kiss, your first kiss, so you press your lips tight. His mouth bounces off yours and he is surprised. He zeroes in again, softly now, lifting your chin like a movie star, playing his tongue over your lips. But you can't open
up. Your teeth are coated in bile and the grit of fake butter, and you feel like you've gorged
yourself when you weren't even hungry. You hold your breath until he says he has to go.
When he leaves, he doesn't knock knuckles or even say Later— in fact he doesn't say
anything, not even your name.

 *

How to Stretch:

There is a kind of gum that fills your mouth with such flavor, such energy, that you
can last hours on one little piece. Chewing sustains you when things can't be swallowed.
Make do with a corner, a sliver, a taste.

 *

How He Pulls Away:

Your dad drives up in a new car, something two-seated, pearly beige, sharply angled
and so low to the ground that he twists to get out. He is taking you to shop for your mom’s
birthday present. On the way to the mall, he tells you to play with the radio, even find your
crazy music, and you press buttons that beep and flash digital. He makes you watch the
electronic dashboard, guns the engine so the RPM columns soar, turns the heat on and off
and slides out the glossy cup-holder. As you wait for a train, he says he has a surprise and he
pulls open a ledge between you. Inside is a tiny bottle of wine and two shot glasses that you
recognize from your house.

Your dad laughs and pours, says, Pretty neat, huh? You think of James Bond. Are
there machine guns in the headlights? you ask, remembering how he let you stay up with him
to watch those old movies. But you also remember that in your seat would be a woman with
long spidery lashes, poofy-haired and adoring. As your dad sips and watches the train chug along, you can’t decide whether you like the wine cabinet or car, whether you should tell your mom about any of this. The wine is syrupy and tastes like rose petals. You and your dad count train cars like when you were little and cheer at the caboose.

At the mall, your dad says, Let’s stop in here and you walk into a gleaming white jewelry store. You aren’t sure why he’s chosen jewelry for your mom’s present after six months of Separation and Sunday dinners, and you wonder if he might want to move back, but you can’t let yourself think about that so you stop. Something tinges your wrists. You clench your hands like you do when your stomach complains.

Your dad helps pick out silver earrings and says to go get some ice cream while he pays, Something to fatten you up, Miss Skinny. On the way out, you notice your dad pointing at another counter, the salesman lifting the glass, removing a slender gold chain. You walk to the ice cream stand and order two cones of fudge-coffee, one double scooped just for him. One big, chunky bite melts in your mouth before you dump most of your cone in the trash, breaking off half the sides and crunching the rest to a crown. You hurry back to the store before his cone starts to drip.

Looks good! he says, smiling broadly, and exchanges the bag under his arm for the ice cream. Peeking inside, you see only one small gift-wrapped box, just big enough to hold your mom’s silver earrings. He winks at you, licking chocolate as you walk through the parking lot, and points at your cone, saying You must have been hungry, I don’t know where you put it. You break little pieces and scatter them as you walk, nibbling only when he looks over at you.
Driving home, he asks you about the what’s-his-name boy from Six Flags but you have nothing new, in fact even told him last Sunday that the boy has stopped calling. He asks How’s the wide world of eighth grade? and starts the same story he tells every week, about his own Jr. High and being picked on by seniors, about scrubbing the school seal with a toothbrush because the big kids made him, about humiliation and learning experiences. You laugh like you’ve never heard it. Then he says: Be nice to your mom, This is all hard on her. You think of the mysterious slender gold chain catching light, your mom’s silver earrings nestled in a box in your lap. Maybe the chain isn't for her at all. Your fingernails bite your palms as your hands chew themselves. Turning into your driveway, he says: You have to be kind, Honey, Your mom needs you now. She has no one else.

Don’t say anything. When he kisses your forehead and says he’ll take you all out this Sunday for a birthday celebration, try not to ask if he’ll be there for sure. Do not ask your dad for his certain return. Just reach for the door handle. Ignore the pain in your fingertips as you lift the lock. When your knuckles throb down to the tender half-moons of your nails, keep moving, open then slam the door shut. Smile as he beeps his chirpy new horn and watch him pull away. Raise your hand, wave goodbye, notice how the ache is subsiding, that it’s thinning to nothing, like your breath, like air.
Estelle hadn't meant to sleep with the interviewer, but here she was, underneath him, watching his furry back heave and shudder. It was 3:30 on a Tuesday. The afternoon light leaked through the dank hotel drapes. She hadn't really looked at the room until now, as the interviewer labored and she urged him along, cheerleading him to the finish line, slapping his ass now and then. Whatever would help. The room smelled like smoke and beneath its slick bedside table, Estelle spotted a Frito, something missed by the maids. A strange constellation of stains marked the ceiling. She hated hotels, hated knowing of other sad couplings on this bedspread, the women paid or plied or taken by force, the men poking urgently at anything warm. She tried to remember the last hotel she'd been in: it was years ago, an old roadside motel on a cross-country trip with her husband, Paul, who was now moving out. It must have been Wyoming. The sky had hung low with angry black clouds and they were lost and exhausted, and when they saw the neon-lit “vacancy” sign, they both sighed. They had been young and in-love enough to laugh at the cobwebs, theusty pictures of flowers outlined in yarn. They had slept under a quilt sewn from old dresses, curling into each other like puppies, or socks.

She had all but forgotten about that trip. A little sound escaped her throat.

“Good?” breathed the interviewer. His tongue probed her ear.

“So good,” Estelle said, raking her nails up his back. She glanced at her watch, though there was no reason to, nowhere that she had to be. By now, her husband was
probably home from work, packing boxes, waiting for her to return so he could claim this lamp, that chair. Or he might be unpacking at his new apartment, the first floor of a Queen Anne in the crumbling heart of the city. She hadn't seen it but he had described it in detail, the paint peeling like eggshells, the shutters askew. A fixer-upper, the kind of place she'd embraced when they first started out. Back then, Estelle had been the kind of girl who looked forward to things. There had been a voice in her head, the voice of countless Girl Fridays, primed for adventure, greeting opportunity with a melody: *Oh, let's do! Let's do a picnic, a midnight swim, cow-tipping, marriage!* Let's do our own wallpapering, drive our way out West! Then, there had been no reason to decline. Any wrong turn could be a lark, every misstep alighted in madcap charm. Let's do our kitchen in purple, buy a used German car! Error was burnished by college tries. Time had been blank and simple as a clock face, open, forgiving, its hands returning and returning her to beginnings.

Now everything laid bare the machinery of habit and regret. New shoes led to bounced checks, new neighbors to hedge squabbles. Even her favorite police drama contrived freshness by turning all its characters into vampires. Why even try? There was no mystery in the bedsprings creaking beneath her. No surprise in the interviewer's final, triumphant thrust. The only surprise, really, was that she was here. Estelle was too old and too smart to do something like this—pushing forty, several years out of law school. Until today, she had almost forgotten about the lower regions of her body; everything below the waist seemed like a chaotic country she'd long escaped and tried never to recall. And she had no interest at all in the interviewer, with his bird legs and his money clip and his way of summoning waiters by snapping.
He rolled off of her, pulling the sheet over his penis, now lifeless, a wrinkled balloon. Her breasts were carpeted in fallen chest hair.

She made herself watch as he reassembled. He bent over for socks. He wiggled into his briefs, snapped the waistband. He placed one thin knobby leg in a pant leg, hopped, placed the other. All the while, Estelle felt nothing. But on the horizon, approaching, there was a shadow: a mood was amassing like a rank of soldiers. An old and urgent sorrow would overtake her any minute. She fixed on the interviewer as he buttoned his cuffs and, aware of her eyes, nimbly tied his tie. In the mirror, he checked his teeth. Estelle's skin was goose-pimpling from the air conditioner, but she did not cover herself.

“It was nice, um, meeting you,” he said, standing at the door. He clearly had no idea how to exit. She guessed she was the first job candidate he had slept with, though, she also guessed, not for lack of trying. Where would he go now? Back to the office? Home? To someone who was waiting?

“Same here,” she replied. She felt a rumbling in her chest. The dark mood was advancing, tunneling in. She would have to scoot him along.

“Well then,” he smiled.

They would never see each other again. She could make this easy.

“So I guess I start Monday?” she joked. His face registered alarm, then relief. He laughed and opened the door and Estelle waved him through it, smiling placidly until he was gone. She lay still and waited to be overwhelmed. In the meantime, she made herself as light and empty and useless as a riddle. If a failed lawyer weeps in the middle of a sleazy hotel room, does she make a sound?
* 

The interview had been with a large, prestigious law firm and was arranged by Mimi, who most people knew as the honorable Mary Williams. Estelle was Mimi's law clerk. While the honorable Mary Williams sat unruffled as she garnished wages and denied bail, Mimi doted on her clerks, especially Estelle. Estelle had a history of attracting mothers. She had the small smile and frail shoulders of someone easily tucked under wing.

“You need to eat more,” Mimi said, handing her something that looked like a brownie. Mimi baked with abandon, and lately, with a good deal of pumpkin. The brownie was orange with a candy corn face. Estelle bit its nose.

They were on lunch break, a week before Estelle slept with the interviewer. Mimi kept offering her pita wedges and soup. It had been a wearying morning in the courtroom. Mondays were teeming with weekend rabble—wife beaters, disorderlies, petty thieves, vandals. At arraignment, belligerence and wheedling were the norm, a comfortable rhythm, almost a game: the defendants stood glaring or launched wild excuses, as the lawyers curried favor and wore far too much gel. That morning, however, the defendants had been thinner, more threadbare than usual, drooping with shame or confusion as they were arraigned. A few had families watching. Looking out at the courtroom, at the coatless babies and the solemn, dignified grandmothers, Estelle wished for one juicy assault and battery to lighten the docket. Something with teeth. But hour after hour, it was self-loathing drunks, shuffling up to the bench without counsel, repentant and wasting, a wretched parade. They were helpless and knew it. The court was just a stop on a protracted derailment. Even Judge Mary softened as she outlined their rights. “Do you have any questions for the Court?” she asked,
again and again. Heads hung silently, awaiting the blade. “Are you sure? Go ahead, ask anything. We have the time.”

Clerking was taking its toll on Estelle, and in chambers, Mimi said so. “You've had some hard times, kiddo,” she said, meaning the babies. Estelle had lost four babies in past few years, three during pregnancy, one just after. It was an ordeal she refused to talk about. And why should she? The last time, she had carried nearly full-term, fielding questions about due dates, describing the nursery, laughing it up at showers with pregnant neighbors, whose fat perfect babies now toddled their lawns. Everyone knew what didn't happen. A round belly and no baby: it was a blank people could fill in for themselves.

Which was why Mimi fretted over her, and why she held a clerkship usually staffed by law students, not graduates like Estelle, who'd been out for some time. Like the sad sacks who shlucked their way through the courtroom, Estelle had been derailed. Mimi kept nudging her back on track.

“So with the stress of… your life, and the stress of this job, I wonder if you're feeling a little burned out,” Mimi asked.

Estelle considered this. She thought about the eviction hearing last week—a mother on dialysis, a dead mailman father, between them too many crying children— and the landlord, a scumbag with the law on his side. She thought about the bald apathy of rapists, the loony loyalty of stalkers. “Maybe,” she said.

“Maybe, my tooshie. Have you seen your eyes lately? You're barely in there, Estelle. You're vanishing.”
Mimi touched Estelle's hand. Her skin was cool as a pillow. Estelle felt tired and struggled to stay bitter and suspicious. “You sound like you're selling something,” she said.

Mimi said, “Always so cynical. But in this instance, you're right. I want you to interview at Wright, Waters, Fieldhouse next week.”

This was the last thing Estelle could have wished for. In Judge Mary's court, she could engage the law from its margins, with little effort. She didn't have to be deeply involved. She spent her days recording proceedings, researching precedent, fueling juries with pretzels and sodas. She had become a gear-greaser and preferred things that way. The problem was that Mimi had known her for too long, and remembered the old Estelle, the trailblazer, the comet, who had worked here before, as a fresh law student. Estelle had been expansive then, impossible to fill. But after the babies, she'd grown smaller; life seemed to be a dwindling, a closing of doors. It seemed to her that when you were young, you trotted around, sniffing everything, until life thwacked you on the nose with a rolled-up newspaper. You had to say no first.

“No,” Estelle said.

“Yes,” pronounced Mimi, in the voice of Judge Mary. “I've already talked with Phillip Fieldhouse, and he's expecting you. I've given you next Tuesday off. Consider it tough love.”

Later that evening, as her husband filled boxes and bumped into things and cursed in the next room, she called Mimi. Mimi's son answered the phone.

“She's gone,” he said, chewing what sounded like a gigantic wad of gum.
“Can you leave her a message?” Estelle asked. She could hear him fumbling around, or pretending to, for a pen.

“Go for it,” he said.

“Can you say Estelle called? Then just write the word 'no' ten or fifteen times on the page.”

“That's your message?” he asked. Young people had always found her weird.

“I'd really appreciate it.”

“Yeah, sure, whatever.”

Estelle had drifted off in her chair when the phone rang. The television was still on, and Paul had covered her with blanket. He would be decent until the bitter end. On the answering machine, she heard Mimi's voice, speaking low: “In Re your message. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. No more appeals.”

Oh, how she hated lawyer jokes.

*

Driving now, red-eyed, wet-haired, reeking of hotel soap from a long, inadequate scrubbing, Estelle passed the law firm where she would never work. The building blazed in the setting sun. It seemed impossible that she was inside there this morning, shaking hands, chatting with partners who lined up to meet her. How could it be receding now in her rearview mirror? Certainly, the day had started well. Paul had made her scrambled eggs before leaving for the high school where he taught. He continued to do small things like that, cleaning gutters, heating soup, waiting until he was really gone to move the living room couch where he slept. Estelle knew it wasn't malice that had split them—nothing with that
kind of juice. Having, then not having, all the babies had gradually wrung them dry. After the last one, they had mourned silently and apart, branching off into arid loneliness like tributaries in drought.

This morning, however, Estelle felt a trickle of curiosity. Something was sliding beneath the hard indifference she’d cultivated. She drove unsnarled through morning traffic and found a good spot in the garage. She wore a sleek pinstriped suit from the back of her closet and a pretty yellow blouse. In the ladies’ room in the firm's lobby, she was stunned by her reflection: an attractive, tailored professional with neatly tied-back hair. Usually, she felt neutered and dull when such women entered Judge Mary's courtroom. But yesterday after court, she decided to buy a lipstick. She blotted on a tissue. As she walked to the elevators, someone asked her for directions. A bubbling anxiety verging on thrill made her almost swing her briefcase.

The law offices were crisp and lovely, with oak-paneled conference rooms and dark studded chairs and panoramic views of the river. The elevator spoke in soothing electronic tones. She was greeted by Phillip Fieldhouse, a tall, silver-haired man who'd been Mimi’s co-editor on Law Review. He escorted her through the halls and was so gallant that Estelle nearly took his arm. They walked past doorway after doorway of smiling, handsome people, wearing fashionable suspenders or tweedy skirts, arranged in various lawyerly poses—reading with glasses perched low on their noses, requesting files from the paralegals. It was a scene out of the movie Estelle used to play in her head, the scene that had propelled her through the most narcotic classes and onward through the Bar. The offices buzzed with direction, purpose, service, strategy. In the hall, the sun poured in through the giant
windows, dazzling her. She imagined laughing collegially at the microwave, thumbing leather-bound tort in the library. She stood aglow with an ancient kind of hope.

Phillip deposited her at a conference room for several rounds of interviews. Her credentials impressed the first few pairs of associates. As she waited for the next group, Estelle felt relaxed, even winning.

Then, a woman she recognized from law school walked in with another silver-haired senior partner. The woman's name was Penny Franklin and during trial practice, Estelle remembered, Penny had the annoying habit of beginning every sentence with “Okay.” Penny had sounded like an airhead but booked every exam and could lacerate a mock-witness on cross-examination. “Okay, Mr. Newberry,” Penny had asked Estelle's defendant during one mock trial. “Okay, so why does your statement to the police contradict your sworn testimony?”

Mr. Newberry, played by an aspiring lawyer named James who shared Estelle's study carrel, had mutely beaded with sweat. He was terrible at improvisation and Estelle had prepped him poorly. She had been three months pregnant at the time and was throwing up every hour, and her fictional client was a homeless ex-con who'd been caught dead-to-rights for armed robbery. Estelle had launched a Twinkie defense: Mr. Newberry's diet of sugary scraps from the dumpster had diminished his capacities. It was a stupid ploy that Penny dismantled with savage flourish. Estelle had been rankled. Now Penny was sitting across the table, trying to place her.

“Okay, I thought I recognized your name,” Penny said. “Weren't we in property law together?”
Estelle shook Penny's hand and lied, “It's good to see you again.”

“You, too. Wow, wasn't that a long time ago. How have you been?” Penny asked. She was tan and earnest and wore several jeweled rings on her manicured fingers. She made a note on Estelle’s resumé with an expensive tortoise-shelled pen. Within years, perhaps months, Penny's name would be engraved on the letterhead. Estelle felt her lipstick starting to clump.

“Okay, right. Now I remember—you were having a baby,” Penny said. “He must be what, about four by now?”

A perfectly normal question, but one Estelle couldn’t answer. In Penny's world, in everyone's world, child-bearing ended in an actual child. Mothers-to-be became mothers. Wombs and fluids and fallopian tubes hummed along in harmony; ultrasound photos and tiny footprints were pasted in baby books. Penny probably had a whole litter by now. The senior partner next to her probably hadoodles of grandchildren. The desks of everyone in this firm were probably bursting with pictures of chubby infants. Estelle thought of the nursery rhyme that had haunted her since her last baby, a sweet-faced boy who faded hours after birth: a giant shoe full of babies, poking through eyelets, swinging from laces, swallowing the tongue. The air around her grew close and hot. She wasn't supposed to be thinking like this. Not here, not today.

She clenched her teeth and said, “Actually, that didn't work out.”

Penny cocked her head while the senior partner shuffled papers. Estelle could almost see her brain clicking. “Okay, well,” Penny said. “I'm sorry to hear that.”

“Thank you,” Estelle said. “But it's all right. I mean, how could you have known?”
The senior partner smiled sympathetically. But Penny's brow furrowed like it used to in class whenever a professor refined her answers. She couldn't stand to be corrected. She became dogged and chatty and unfunny, though she often went for laughs.

“Well, at least you got your figure back,” Penny said.

Estelle tried to be gracious. “Gosh. I never thought of it that way.”

“My last one left me with such a belly!” Penny patted an invisible roll of fat and made a frowny face.

“How awful for you,” Estelle said weakly.

“Oh, I manage,” Penny laughed. “Running after a fifteen-month old keeps me pretty fit.” Then, with the false empathy and optimism of a thousand talk shows, she said, “You know, you can always try again.”

The senior partner made a sound in his throat. It was clear they had crossed a line. Interviewers weren't supposed to ask you about your children. It was against the law and they knew it; these were lawyers, for heaven's sake. Whenever the issue was raised in everyday settings, Estelle demurred, asking people about their kids, letting them yammer about teething and starring roles in school plays. But sitting there, pinned and prodded by lucky, abundant Penny, Estelle shrunk into the mean kernel she'd become. She wanted to discomfit, to inflict. So she replied with the worst possible thing: the truth.

“We did try,” Estelle said.

“Okay, well, I didn't realize.”

“Over and over and over again.”

“Gosh, I'm sorry—”
“But all of my babies died.”

Penny couldn't even muster an okay.

“Every single one. Isn't that something?” Estelle patted her portfolio. “I think it speaks to my consistency.”

Penny blinked. The senior partner scribbled something on a notepad. Estelle went numb. There was no viable passage back to safe conversation, although for the next twenty minutes, conversation was performed. Penny and the senior partner asked what made her unique, and Estelle responded tersely and without conviction, like poor James on the witness stand. Then, she set her jaw. For the rest of the morning, as people extended handshakes and greetings, Estelle stared at the polished grain of the table. Their questions didn't matter. Nothing mattered anymore. A door had opened to a wonderful future, but she had trotted out her past—served up her anguish—just to win a point. She had guarded her memories as she would have children, keeping them close, shielding them from strangers. Now, she was the opposite of motherly. She was grotesque.

If she couldn't be trusted to protect her grief, she resolved to ride out its worst impulses. Dejection would make her powerful, self-ruinous, sloppy, loose. As Phillip handed her off to lunch with the last interviewer, an ugly man with a ready wink, something familiar in the back of her mind—perhaps it was discretion—shook its head and turned away. Over lunch, she would drink and let the interviewer get fresh. She would feign interest in patent law. She would part her legs when the interviewer's hand fell on her thigh. She didn't deserve a future. She would screw herself out of the chance.

*
When Penny Franklin had asked what made her unique, what Estelle wanted to say was this: “I have a talent for wrecking things.” In fact, she was endowed with a whole arsenal of destruction. There was her selfish, mutinous body. The spite that seized her whenever Paul talked about his feelings. Hostility for anyone who offered help or home-cooking. A knack for betraying the memory of lost children. Add to this an afternoon spent grinding away people's faith in her. She was like those supernatural kids who impaled priests on gateposts or started fires with their minds. Havoc. That's what she was good at. It was her specialty.

When had her world become so otherworldly? When did she set up camp there? Was it after the first miscarriage, the second? Had everything that made her normal simply bled away?

Her eyes stung and the sky was dark and she had no idea where she was going. She pulled into a rest stop so she could get it together. She blew her nose and settled into the slams and beeps and shouts of human transience. Cars pulled in and out. Dogs yanked people towards the trees. Children and grandmas unfolded themselves from backseats and ambled to vending machines. She wondered where they were all headed. Away. Home. No place seemed comfortable. Little kids ran around and stomped on one another's shadows. Moms wiped their babies' faces hard and handed them off to dads.

Maybe it was the surprise, the series of surprises, that made each next one worse. At first, when Estelle and Paul worked on the nursery, it seemed like different coat of paint was all you needed for better luck. They would lie in bed and talk about where, as little kids, they had thought babies came from. Paul told her about a dream when he was four years old and
his mom was pregnant. He understood babies involved love and an egg, so he dreamt that his dad kissed his mom, and when she opened her mouth, there it was, on her tongue, like a pink jellybean. The egg. His dad had given it to his mom through kissing, and she would swallow it and sprout his sister. Estelle loved the simplicity of that dream, the way two people opened their mouths and passed something sweet that grew and grew.

Of course, it was more complicated. After the second try, they decided to give themselves time. People told them about their miscarriages—school friends, professors, in-laws, even Mimi—everyone had lost something but in the end, it worked out fine. Nature was being selective, they said. You could always help by preparing a better nest. So Estelle ate three meals a day and took the year off from law school. Her husband did the heavy lifting. They took long, aerobic walks and spooned on the couch and let the past fade like a stain. They started to touch with heat.

But ten weeks into their third baby, the bleeding started again. The doctors diagnosed an ectopic pregnancy and there it was, on the ultrasound—a lump in the throat of her fallopian tube, a snake swallowing a mouse. They stopped calling it a baby so that it could be terminated. Even then, Paul held her hand through the cramping and shushed her when she blamed herself for drinking coffee, for worrying too much, for having faulty parts. They decided to adopt, and for awhile this was enough. It was a different kind of start that filled them with new energy. People told them about their adoptions. It took some time and patience, they said, but in the end it was worth it. You could always help by having lots of cash on hand. So she went back to law school and plumped her resume with the clerkship, and Paul coached junior varsity tennis. They barely saw each other. Still, something sparked
when he slid his fingers between her buttons. When she got pregnant a fourth time, they put adoption on hold. Estelle graduated. They knew their joy could topple at any minute, so they moved on tiptoes. They waited to choose a name, to decorate the nursery, to tell their parents and friends, to shop for onesies and little hats with ears, until every ghostly milestone had passed and it seemed like things had taken hold.

Estelle couldn't help crying now when she thought about it. She knew she was parked under the rest stop's floodlights, that her windows had yet to fog over. She knew she was on display for travelers like some thrashing species at the aquarium. But it was beyond her control. Late in the six month, the doctor said there were problems in the amniotic fluid. Which meant it was likely their son would be born with everything but lungs. Lungs? they asked, in disbelief. Who knew such things were optional? They couldn't comprehend. Her husband argued with the doctor—if their baby was incomplete, it was the doctor's job to fix it. Something like that could be fixed, right? It was like buying a toy and realizing that the batteries weren't included. You went out and bought batteries and stuck them in and the toy burbled to life. Wasn't it just like that?

They had options, the doctor said, but surgery was not one of them. The odds for delivering a healthy baby were very, very slim. Estelle and Paul went home. They were tired. She asked her body why it hated them, why it hated all their babies. Paul said he would support any decision she made. She knew the sickness of termination. She tried to imagine what might happen if the baby was born and died. But what she saw most clearly was what would happen if he was pink and perfect. Did she want to take the chance? What a mockery of choice. With a final, weary burst of faith, Estelle had said, Oh, let's do.
Fool. She was shaking in her car and her face was a mess of wet. Stupid, stupid, stupid. What was hope but arrogance dressed up in puppy eyes? In the final weeks before delivery, their slim chance seemed to grow to a good chance because it was the only chance they had. She labored and pushed and held Paul's hand, surrounded by her parents, his parents—and their son came out squalling, a thin, high sound. Everyone laughed and cheered, saying, Wind, he's got some wind! And finally Estelle could exhale. She had made a little life. They would name him and take him home and begin for real this time; years of failure would fall away with the weight of pregnancy. Then they saw the x-ray. Instead of lungs, his trachea branched into tiny buds, a tree awaiting leaf. He would live for a little over two hours. He had ten perfect fingers and curling toes and wispy blackish hair. They named him Matthew Thomas. Holding him, she wondered what he sensed or thought, if anything. What breathing felt like without air. If he was warm or hurt or frightened. If he understood her skin.

A knock at the window startled her. A woman in hat was motioning for Estelle to roll down her window. Wiping her eyes, Estelle could see the woman was a state trooper. She'd never seen a woman state trooper before. A twinge of pride mixed with the dread that she'd broken something else.

“Ma'am, are you okay?” asked the trooper. The trooper had freckles and a red ponytail. She had leathery skin and a boxy, authorial chest that made it impossible to tell if she was old or young.

Estelle knew she had to respond or she'd be asked to step out and walk a line. “I'm fine. I'm just trying... to collect myself.”
“Bad day?” asked the trooper. She shined a flashlight over the back seat.

“Bad day,” Estelle agreed. The flashlight blinded her, then clicked off. She was sure her eyes were the burning red of emergency flares.

The trooper asked to see her license and registration, checked them over, then handed them back.

“Can you tell me where you're headed, Estelle?”

The trooper didn't seem suspicious, just concerned in a civic way. Estelle didn't know what to say. She didn't know where she was headed.

“I guess I'm on my way home,” she said, but it sounded fake to both of them. The trooper touched the brim of her hat. She looked hard through the window.

“You sure, ma'am? Is that a good idea?”

She wasn't sure. What on earth would she tell Paul? She imagined him on the couch, waiting for her to come home, as he had after the Bar exam, saying, “So? Leave anybody standing?” He had always been in her corner. He wanted good things for her. And just hours ago, she'd spread her legs for some hideous, grunting man. She felt like nothing but an ashy end, like a cigarette burned too long. She wished a good strong wind would come along and scatter her.

The trooper leaned in. “In my line of work, I see a woman like you, all worked up and alone and sitting in a car, I have to wonder if home is where she came from.”

Estelle understood. The trooper was used to women in flight who kept their busted-up mouths shut. In Judge Mary's courtroom, Estelle had seen the men that hit them—wormy types who looked like they'd been kicked around a lot on playgrounds. “Oh,
no. I'm not upset about that. I mean, I'm not abused.” She straightened up as she remembered she was an officer of the court.

“You have someone you might call then?” the trooper asked. Neither of them believed Estelle was altogether steady.

She thought for a minute. It was only six o'clock but she was exhausted and couldn't imagine talking to anyone. “Maybe I could call my boss. She's a judge. Judge Mary Williams. I'm a clerk down at the courthouse.”

At this, the trooper brightened. “No kidding,” she said. “Do you know Rusty Weaver? In Magistrate Carlossi's courtroom?”

Estelle didn’t. Lots of troopers worked the courthouse, helming security, watching the doors. The trooper seemed to know them all, was even related to a few. She talked for a good ten minutes, and Estelle was lulled by her voice, and the voices that crackled over her radio in sporadic little bursts. So much so she almost didn't hear the trooper say, “Well, Estelle, you look kind of tired. I'm off in a few. What do you say we grab a coffee?”

All she wanted was to sleep. She thought of sleeping in her cruddy backseat, as lunatic hitchhikers or the next shift of troopers knocked on her window all night. Could you really say no to a trooper? The officer, whose name was Amy Weaver, seemed friendly enough. Estelle could sit and let her talk. She could soothe her eyes and sip something hot before making her way to somewhere. Amy Weaver told Estelle to meet her at the pancake house at the next exit, and Estelle drove on. She sat in a booth surrounded by pictures of heaping, buttery breakfasts. She waited to feel hungry.

*
She'd had to mace some perpetrators in her time and had some run-ins with big men, but what really got to Officer Weaver was the expression “lady trooper.” She signaled the waitress for more coffee. “It's the same thing with sports teams,” she said. “What does a 'lady wildcat' look like? They put lipstick on the mascot?”

They had been sitting in the restaurant for over an hour, and as she talked, Estelle sensed she was not the first troubled motorist that Officer Weaver had met for pancakes. She could tell by the way the trooper paused and pitched to engage her audience. How her anecdotes embedded lessons. How she avoided the topics that surely sent hundreds of women driving and sobbing into the night: husbands, children, other types of defeat.

“And these women on TV,” Officer Weaver continued. “Police detectives in lacy tank tops. Or else they're all tough and butch. You're either sexy or you're a man.” The waitress refilled their cups and Officer Weaver stirred in sugar. “And don't even get me started on that show with all the vampires.”

Estelle nodded. That show had gotten stupid. Could it really be so long ago that she and Paul snuggled on the couch and watched it, trying to predict which cop was crooked, which one would turn out gay? But this season, the characters had changed. They lurked in shadows and waited for prey, while Paul graded in another room or drove his boxes across town. When she found herself watching now, alone, she imagined him making fun; she could hear him saying “Oh, please!” and “Nice fangs!” like her own private laugh track. What would she do when her mind was quiet? When she sat in her chair by a blank space the size of their couch, staring at the cats?
Her parents wanted her to move back home. They were alarmed at the way her life was unraveling and suspicious of her composure. On the phone, she tried to sound forward-thinking, but they didn't seem convinced. They called her every other day.

“I'm thinking of selling the house,” she would tell them, though she had no intention of doing so.

“Oh sweetie,” her mom would reply. “Are you sure you want to be by yourself right now?”

“I'm fine, Mom. I'll get a cute loft downtown.”

Then her dad would call her bluff. “Good! Tell me about the places you've looked at.”

And she would act huffy, as if they were selling her short, as if they were overprotective, which they tried hard not to be. When they answered, “It's just that selling a house can be difficult,” which really meant, “We worry you'll fail again,” she had ways to use their doubts against them. “Great,” she would say, theatrically indignant. “Now my own parents have no faith in me.”

Which worked every time. Her parents would have to spend the next few minutes building her up, and once Estelle feigned confidence, the call could end on a positive note. Her parents believed in the lessons of adversity. As a family, they had weathered some tough times—a house fire when Estelle was nine, the loss of her dad's corporate job, her mom's diabetes. Throughout it all, Estelle knew, she kept them invested in life. Once, her mom had said as much. “When the house burned down and we lost everything, it was terrible. Then your grandma died, and your dad—well, we never would have made it
without you, Estelle.” It confirmed what she'd suspected of most people: children were often the only thing that kept you from killing yourself. Your mere presence mattered. Even if you were a total bastard, they resented your absence from their lives. They worried when you went missing, got mad when you didn't show up. They gave you a reason to stay steady in a storm. She recognized that this must be the fear threading her parents' voices. That she could be as selfish as she wanted now. That she had used up her reasons for living.

“Estelle?” Officer Weaver asked. “Hello in there?”

“I'm sorry. What were you saying?”

“I was putting you to sleep with my rant about TV. Hey, I can't eat a whole slice of cheesecake. Why don't we split one?” Before Estelle could refuse, the waitress had cleared their dishes— Estelle's picked over pancakes, the trooper's clean plate— and taken their order.

“So how do you like working for Judge Mary Williams?” Officer Weaver asked. Her eyes were the color of overcast skies and looking at them, Estelle felt exposed. She played with the handle of her coffee cup, which, she noticed, was crusted with yolk from other people's breakfasts.

“It's fine,” Estelle said. If she ever wanted to leave this restaurant, she would have to pay attention.

The trooper nodded.

“I mean, it's a little rough, sometimes. There are a lot of hard luck stories in there. And all you can really do is punish people, or start them on that road.”
“That’s grim,” Officer Weaver agreed. “That’s why I like being on the other side of the system. Being a trooper is sort of like being a doctor, I think. You see someone in trouble, you assess the danger, you get to choose a treatment. One time, I had a call to check on a disturbance at a gas station. I pulled in and saw it through the wall—you know how they have those glass walls along the front?—white male, early thirties, six foot five, two hundred pounds, obviously causing trouble. Some girls on a road trip were huddled by the cash register, and this guy was right next to them, screaming at the cashier, getting in his face. The cashier was a skinny kid who looked to be about ten. The tall man seemed to be waving a weapon, something shiny and long. So, I got ready to move in. Of course, you never know how a person is going to react, if an officer will agitate him further or shut him down or what. And this guy seemed somehow off.”

The waitress sat a plate between them—a wedge of cheesecake heaped with bright canned cherries. Officer Weaver took a bite.

Estelle realized this was her cue. “Off?” she echoed.

“Yeah, different somehow. Off.”

“How was he off?”

“Well, for one, he was waving his arms in a wild circle, which you get with lots of drunks and paranoids, but it was like he had no idea what was around him. Bags were knocked on the floor. The newspaper stand was tipped. It wasn't careless, but it wasn't really malicious, either. Plus, the guy never looked at me, from the minute I pulled in, and here I am, an officer in uniform, walking to the door, in plain view. Those little girls saw me right away and were pleading with their eyes. 'Get me out of here'—I've seen that look a
hundred times. And the man looked unkempt but not dirty— not stained, not stubbly. That's what tipped me off. I was thinking, 'It's like he's never seen a mirror.'“

Estelle chewed a bite of cheesecake, which tasted like milky gum. Even her jaw felt tired. She worked to stay alert. Something stage-whispered in her ear: *Your next line is, “So what was wrong with him?”*

“Blind,” Officer Weaver replied. “It turned out the guy was blind and extremely pissed off, pardon my French. He was waving his cane around. So I walked in like any other customer and listened to what he was saying. He didn't care. He was yelling that the cashier had shortchanged him, and demanding his money back. And guess what?”

“What?”

“He was right. One of the college girls had seen the whole event and made a statement. The cashier had given him a dollar and change out of a twenty, for a pack of cigarettes.” Officer Weaver shook her head. “The blind man was a guidance counselor or something. He wasn't insane. But would he have believed I was a police officer if I'd gone charging in and startled him? And if my adrenaline was pumping, would I have believed he was the victim?”

Estelle said it was something to consider. She seemed to be drifting into her own kind of darkness. She thought about what it must be like, having to listen for lies, knowing you've been wronged, when you couldn't even be sure that what you held was just a dollar bill. Growing angrier the more you knocked things over, when you were trying to set them right.
“It's all in how you look at it,” Officer Weaver said, with a tinge of bromide. “A situation can be totally different once you change the view.”

Estelle's interview clothes, her nice suit and heels, suddenly felt overworn. Her blouse had the stink of failure and her feet felt bruised. She needed to move on. She thought about living blind among the sighted, of crashing every single day into walls and curbs and aisles, a world arranged by unfathomable logic.

Get me out of here, she thought.

*

She left before Officer Weaver could order more coffee, saying she had children awaiting their bedtime stories, but that she was beginning to see things more clearly. Officer Weaver seemed to understand. She said to take it easy, watching Estelle all the way to her car through the restaurant window. Then Estelle found herself driving home under a bright full moon. If her husband was waiting, she started to think—but she couldn't fill in the rest. He had no reason to be there. His things were almost gone. Even the way he had reacted last week to the news of her interview was deliberately kind. “Good for you!” he had said, cordially. It might have been the way he responded when his students balanced equations. She had seen him write such things at the tops of mid-terms, when they used to work in bed together and she would read, her head on his chest, his hand idling through her hair.

She pulled in the empty driveway and looked their house, where all the lights were out. That's when she understood that all her thoughts today—about his waiting, his attending to her—were really just another kind of hope, a way of putting off the fact that he would stop returning, and that she had made him leave. She couldn't remember how to take
him in. For some time, she had withdrawn from him in pieces, as if by teaspoon. At first, she withheld the absurdities of the courtroom, things she might have said. Then she withheld her sorrow, her smile, her curiosity. She stopped asking about his day, stopped listening when he spoke. He tried to snap her out of it. “You work every day around people who suffer a thousand times worse than you, Stelle,” he said. “They manage to survive.” Which was just another way of saying her sadness didn't rank. And which overlooked the fact that those people reappeared until they were incarcerated or done away with otherwise. They embodied the wrong kind perseverance. She mentioned that for a teacher, he should be better at making analogies. It didn't take long to exhaust his empathy. Finally, he tried to rile her. “What are you grieving for after all this time?” he asked on their anniversary, when she sat oblivious to his roses. “They weren't really even children. And if they had been, they might have died in the crib or grown up to be drug dealers or serial killers or something. People lose teenagers, full-grown kids they've nurtured for years. And here you are, glued to your chair, haunted by ghosts of what? Of what might have been. Of possibility.” That night, he began sleeping on the couch.

But she couldn't make herself cooperate. Some nights, she pretended to come down for a book and watched him sleeping, her husband, this good man she was driving away. She was mystified. After everything, he still slept untroubled, as well as he always had. His sleeptalk revealed no secrets, no illicit desires, no rage at lurking bogeymen who spooked and stole and hoarded. He never woke up falling. Instead, he was helpful, teacherly, even in dreams. He mumbled directions to passersby and gave strangers the time. “Pardon me?”
he’d say. “Eleven thirty. Mmmm, you’re welcome.” He said, “I’d be happy to,” and “If you
don’t mind,” and “No problem, I’ll check.” He was decent from skin to marrow.

Which made his moving out all the more wrenching, and irritating. Because he felt
guilty about his biggest blow—leaving her—he apologized for smaller things hundreds of
times a day. When he bumped her chair, when he left his blankets on the couch. When he
over-salted the fish fillets or turned a lamp too bright. Before he threw in the towel and
packed it away, they lived in an efficient present tense, emptied of past and future. He was
relentlessly conscientious, and in this way, talk became administration: Did you let the cats
in? Feed the cats? Buy the cat food? Have you paid the cable bill? Where is my blue shirt,
my wallet, the fabric softener, are you done with the phone, can I take that book shelf,
should I make soup for both of us or should I order pizza?

It was the kind of conversation that articulated their silences. They used to rage
about criminals in her courtroom and invent more fitting punishments. They made up songs
about their cats and railed about teachers' salaries. They tried to understand Paul's father and
argued over landscaping and imagined together the perfect bathtub so they could both fit
without squishing. When they were pregnant, they talked about what their baby was doing
each day—growing a heart, budding fingers, swallowing.

Walking through the house now, she heard a different kind of quiet. Mail was in the
box. The rooms were dark. The cats rolled on the carpet, hungry. She stopped before she
came to the living room. All the muscles in her body tensed like violins in tremolo. She
knew it before she turned the corner.

The couch was gone.
The carpet held its imprint. Other things were gone—shelves here, a throw rug there—and it looked odd, this room with gaps like missing teeth. It felt brutal as an uppercut, though none of it was sudden or surprising. And yet it was. Now what was she supposed to do? Open some canned food and eat over the sink? Pick up phone messages from Mimi, from her parents, asking about her day? Sob and rage dramatically, slamming doors to empty rooms?

She recognized this moment as the one she'd been putting off all day, perhaps for all her life. It was the minute after something left for good. She had seen it when she was young and her house burned down, a whoosh of heat that collapsed into a giant, smoking puddle. She had seen it in Matthew, holding him in her arms, as he went from laboring to stay alive to irrevocably dead. His lips opened and turned purple, then white, and his fingers spread and stiffened, like he'd been seized by whatever was the opposite of breath. Failure to thrive—he was the very picture. Before she could cry, before they went home and carted the crib to Goodwill and became strangers to each other, before they returned to the world of muddling through, she inhabited that moment, suspended. She had read stories where someone died in someone's arms, how the body grew heavy, turned to cold flesh without the levity of a spirit. But with her son, it was the opposite. As he died, he grew lighter, as if all the effort it took for him to live had a certain mass. She had tried to put it into words for Paul, something about burdens lifting, but it sounded hokey and elegiac in the way of greeting cards. Now the room looked lighter, too. Thinned out, less cluttered. No shoes or boxes or dirty clothes. Nothing to stumble on. Nothing to bump into anymore or trip over in the dark.
In a little while, she would write a note explaining this. She would thank everyone for offering her something sweet that, despite her tries, she could not swallow and couldn't grow. She was finished with beginnings. She was so sorry. She would feed the cats and tidy up and lie in the bathtub and leave the doors unlocked. There would be nothing more to do. But for now, she would stay here in this room, sit on the floor and take it in, holding it close to her, holding its weight, its warmth, before it slipped away.
The Assignment

“J need you to attack me.”

Carter's girlfriend Jen said this as she was warming up for aerobics. She sat on the floor with her legs splayed in way that looked both hot and impossible, stretching over one leg, then the other. At the moment, she was talking to her ankle. Carter wasn't sure he'd heard right. It was a lot to take in at once.

Jen raised her head and slowed it down. “Attack me. Unexpectedly. On the street. Like a bad guy.”

Carter looked out the window. They were at her apartment, and over the rooftops, he could see the antennae of the TV station where he free-lanced camerawork. In a few minutes, he would walk Jen down to the city Y for her class. Jen always seemed to be in motion. She ran five marathons a year, all over the country, in places like Hawaii, New York City, even Disneyworld. That was how they met. He was assigned to film their city's inaugural marathon, and she was the hometown favorite, and as she bounced past each checkpoint — tiny, freckled, sinewy but not stringy, wearing a orange sports bra and her hair in a ponytail — he could focus only on her. So much so that his producer wondered, watching the tape, if any other runners had shown up that day. She had placed second, but told everyone, as she winked at Carter — a woman who winked — that she'd gone home with the real prize. Lately, she was running twenty miles on Saturdays. But last weekend, she had been spooked on a long run through the park. She'd been dwelling on it. For his part,
Carter was keeping an eye out, escorting her nearly everywhere, installing chains on her doors, staying over.

But attacking his girlfriend was whole other matter. He said, “Jen, haven't you had enough of that already?”

“That’s why I want you to do this, Carter. To condition me. In case I need to defend myself, again.” She put her legs together and reached over her toes. The other night, he had painted her toenails, the only part of her that seemed to get kind of ugly.

“Can't you take a class or something? I mean, isn't that better?” he asked.

“I'll take a class, sure. They’ll tell me how to yell 'No!' really loud. How to carry my keys. Maybe, for the final exam, I'll get to knee someone in the nads.”

Her bluntness could surprise him. “They teach you more than that, don't they?” he asked. “Like karate chops or jujitsu?” He did a bad imitation of someone whipping nunchuks.

She shook her head. “The classes around here don't train you in street fighting. They don't ambush you. I need to be ready for something more realistic.”

“And it's more realistic for your boyfriend to act like a criminal?”

“I think so.”

“You want me to grab you. On the street.”

“Yes.”

“So you can fight me off.”

“Right.”

“I can't do that.”
“Why not?”

He sat on her couch and tapped his feet on the floor. He tried to imagine sneaking up on her, pouncing. It seemed ridiculous and kinky, like some sex game middle-aged people played with trenchcoats and handcuffs.

“I just can't,” he said. “It's like a porno or something.”

She motioned for him to push on her back to intensify the stretch, as she put it, and so he did. “Carter, not everything is about sex. That's the last thing I'm thinking about. It's the exact opposite.”

He stroked her back. “But isn't it weird? To have your own boyfriend attacking you?”

“I don't think so.”

“Why not?” he asked.

“Because I trust you. If I make a mistake, it's still okay. And as much as I fight, I know you won't hurt me.”

She stood up. He was a whole foot taller, and he secretly thrilled whenever she looked up at him. Her cheeks were ruddy. Her neck and shoulders glistened with sweat, and she smelled musky, heated. Carter leaned low and tasted salt on her ears. Her top was snug as a scuba suit. She stopped his working fingers.

“Carter. Will you help me?”

“I'll think about it,” he said, lifting her up, kissing her, her hard little thighs clamped around his waist, her length of her body clenched, like a fist.

*
He had warned her about running alone through the park, but Jen was older, which gave her the right not to listen. Even after months together, she still teased about their age difference, the way women matured faster. “Think about it,” she would say. “You're twenty-six. In male years, that's like being nineteen.” She was thirty-two and claimed she looked and felt better now than she did at his age. In the pictures around her apartment—at the finish line in Chicago, smiling from a windy mountaintop, arm in arm with roommates at a reunion—she looked puffier, in her face, her hair, her baggy clothes. Like the women Carter worked with at the station, age had made her sleek. He liked the fact that her hair was long when so many women sheered it off. Short hair made older women look matronly, or like lesbians. Jen was sprightly and sped through crowds, faster than he could keep up. She taught nutrition as an adjunct at the college, and enjoyed looking just as young as her students. It could be unnerving.

“Joe Linebacker stayed late after class today,” she told him once. “I think he wanted to pound my erasers.” Lots of athletes took her courses, and Carter could picture them, watching her ass as she wrote on the board, looking down her t-shirts. None of his college teachers had been good-looking. They were, to a person, bearded, quiet, techie types with soft, stained bellies hanging over their jeans. If Jen had been his teacher, he would have been a perfect, obedient, attentive student. And he would never have learned a thing.

She could be charmed by her students because, she told him, they were sweet and awkward and everyone knew that nothing was going to happen. “I don't give off that kind of vibe,” she said. “Believe it or not, I'm all business in the classroom.” And he believed her, since she tended to be all business in every room. Even in the bedroom, where he'd done
okay with younger girls, she'd nudge errant parts of him into more satisfying places. He would start to feel embarrassed, but then, as she began to moan, he would simply roll with it. Afterward, her body would loosen and she would whisper his name in what he would call gratitude, and he felt accomplished, like he'd cracked something open, a walnut maybe, or a code.

But for all the quarterbacks who asked for help with their papers, for all the goalies who lingered, copying notes, nothing had unnerved her like her last long run. Usually, she ran with groups, or early in the morning; daylight and crowds offered the illusion of safety. On Saturday, she'd made the mistake of heading out in the afternoon for a long run. At the time, Carter was working his other job, shooting low-budget commercials. She had paged him and when he reached her, she was crying. He had never seen Jen cry. It rattled him, even though she said it was just a close call. Something you might not even tell the police.

She had been running through the city park. Dusk was falling when she rounded the overlook, the part of the park where men sat alone in their cars, jerking off, toking up, waiting for something to fix their eyes on—the sunset or young boys or a pretty girl jogging by. Jen realized too late that no one else was around. Just three cars, curbed, a lone man at each wheel. She ran in the middle of the street, between the parked weirdos and the shadowy undergrowth, where she always said it was a matter of time before someone found a body. Out of one window, a man's voice called, “Hey, honey, I got something for you.” Jen glimpsed a pale face, shoulders working frantically at something below the dash. She sprinted away. Fast as she could, she ran down the hill, towards the fountain where families strolled, throwing pennies. But headlights followed her, matching her pace. For a long
stretch, she ran alone in the glare. The car sped ahead of her and pulled over and the driver cut the lights. She jumped off the sidewalk, into the woods, as a car door slammed. The man made his way into the brambles and called, “Now, honey. Where'd you get to?” She couldn't see where to put her feet, so she froze behind a tree.

Then, in a voice so close she swore she smelled muscatel, the man said, “Oh, there you are.” Behind her, branches snapped. A hand grabbed her by the ponytail and Jen couldn't even scream. Her head snapped as he pulled her back, as she reached for branches, trees, until a voice from the sidewalk called, “Hey, buddy! Is this your car?” In that moment, she tore free. She slid down an embankment and leapt through a hedge, scratching her cheeks, snagging her clothes. She reached the fountain and doubled over for air. Two women with strollers asked if she was okay. When she looked back, the man was gone. The women walked her to her car, and she drove home.

They talked about filing a police report, but it was useless. Jen was a terrible witness. She couldn't remember the color or make of the car; all she could summon about the man was “White. Male. Creepy. Diligent.” She seemed embarrassed about remembering so little, about being made to feel so small. For Jen, defeat was something you calibrated through carbohydrates, attitude, breath. Only after struggling for hours would she hand Carter the things she couldn't open.

She didn't want him to fuss over her, and for the most part, he complied. But away from her, as he thought about what had happened, he found himself cruising the overlook, sometimes stopping there. He was tall and thin and had been in a fight only once, in high school, when a meathead senior dropped him in one blow. But the kind of guy who would
attack a woman like Jen had to be spineless, measly. Even if he carried a gun, Carter held the element of surprise. He would be patient and ruthless. He tried to imagine how it might play out. How to approach: to casually ask for a cigarette then pound the guy, or drive him off the road, or catch him in the act with his next quivering victim. When he forced the guy to his knees, Carter imagined saying something coolly menacing, crisp: *You have dishonored my family,* or *Feel lucky, punk?* He had a hard time imagining what might come next, or more precisely, his role in the conflict. He wasn't particularly quick or savage or agile or good with weapons; he was merely righteous. It gave him something to think about as he lurked around the overlook. And so for awhile, until Jen insisted that he hunt her instead, he spent hours in the park, alone, at the curb, waiting for a pretty girl to jog by, ready to punish whoever might follow.

*

When he wasn't cruising the park, Carter spent his time filming late-night television commercials, the kind where people suffered absurd miseries with everyday appliances, but through whatever was being advertised, restored their lives to grace and efficiency. The ads had two parts: the clumsy labor of before, and the smiling ease of after. In the befores, Carter's job was to capture the hassle of ordinary products. Right now, they were filming a before for a product called The Slice Wizard. A pretty blonde named Charity was demonstrating the frustrations of chopping with everyday cutlery. Carter zoomed in on Charity's hands as they flopped over vegetables, stabbing ineptly. Ragged chunks of red pepper went flying. Charity was a pro. You'd think the invention of knives was a total failure.
“More exasperation, darling,” called Elonzo, the director, who had shot five years worth of befores and afters but insisted these commercials were merely a stepping stone. “Charity, you must emote with your fingers.”

“How’s this?” asked Charity, extending her middle finger. “Can you sense what I’m feeling now?”

Unlike Elonzo, Charity had no illusions about her career. She was happy for clean work of any kind. She had been a teenage runaway who was lured into porn, inhaled tons of coke, got arrested, then married her parole officer. When she wasn't tumbling out of dangerous ordinary wading pools, or flipping gloppy pancakes with time-consuming standard spatulas, or writhing on lumpy regular air mattresses, she was a phlebotomist at a clinic down the street. She was forthright and honest, and had even told Carter, because he couldn't help asking, about her days in porn. She didn't remember much about it. For an actress, she said, porn and appliance commercials were pretty much the same. You acted pent up before and elated after. You spent a lot of time on what happened between. Satisfaction and relief were always the goals. Appliances could lead to unimaginable ecstasy.

Charity was hard-bitten and worldly and offered practical advice. And lately, everything solid in Carter's life seemed to be teetering. Weeks after the incident in the park, Jen was crying whenever she wasn't barking out some kind of order. It was like she had split into two unrelenting forces—the needy and emotional side which until now, had kept quiet, and the drill sergeant who insisted he floss and eat brown rice and rinse the sink free of stubble. This was the side that also demanded that he attack her, and so on a break, Carter asked Charity what to do.
“Let me get this straight. She wants you to follow and ambush her so she can kick your ass?” Charity picked pepper flesh from her nails.

“That's about it,” he said.

She inspected her cuticles. “I knew folks like that.”

He nodded. The next scene was supposed to take place in different kitchen, where another poor loser was to endure the hardships of knives. Elonzo's brother ran a construction business and let them shoot in his display models. Carter watched the gaffer, who was also an actor named Riqué, fiddle with the lights.

“Do you think this experience turned her on?” Charity asked. She brushed vegetable pulp from her tightly stretched sweater. One night, drunk and lonely, before he'd met Jen, Carter had rented one of Charity's films. The actress bending and bouncing and sighing onscreen seemed different than the Charity who now filled his lenses— younger, more glazed and vacant somehow— until the camera zoomed in for the money shot. Her mouth was unmistakable. Thinking about it sometimes made Carter fumble as he loaded film, as he was doing now.

He answered, “Turned on? Ha. No way. That department is a whole other subject.”

“Well, seriously, Carter, Jen's been rattled,” Charity said. “A woman like her is used to being tough.” She lowered her voice and looked around. “Take it from someone who's been there: after something like that, where you feel overpowered, you won't ever be at someone's mercy again.”

Carter stopped loading the camera. “You—?”
They stood shoulder to shoulder. Charity raised her chin to his ear and whispered, “There were shithead directors, back when I was a kid. They forced you to 'audition.' It was porn. You couldn't exactly call 911.”

His mind worked to reconcile several things at once: an image of Charity as a kid, scared, pinned down by some fat sleazebag; her supple mouth; and how close she was now, her hot breath in his ear, the smell of red peppers and honeysuckle perfume.

“If you tell anybody, I'll tear you up.” She took his hand and wrapped it around her waist, causing a thin sweat to break out on his nose. Her breasts pressed into him. At the back of her waistband, his fingers hit something hard. It was gun. A small, almost invisible, almost dainty, gun.

“Like the boy scouts say,” she told him.

Carter was stunned. He didn't know how to respond. All the months they'd been working together, Charity could have shot him. Every time they'd shared a sandwich or bitched about Elonzo or made fun of Riqué's hair, all the times he had trusted her with his secrets, she was waiting for one false move. She could turn that fast. It was disappointing and confusing. It was just another example of how trouble hid itself inside the warmest, brightest places. Without warning a shadow would clear, exposing tender, ugly things, like pillbugs that scattered when you lifted a log.

“Help her out, Carter,” Charity said in his ear. “Be kind. Give her time. She'll come around.” She sat back and flashed her actress smile again, the slick, fake charm of after.

*
So Carter put off Jen's request for a few more weeks, attending to her in other ways. He brought over combat movies: stories of fierce, vengeful women, or dubbed kung-fu films with spin-kicks and grunts. Jen liked the one from Hong Kong with a blind girl, a hitman, and a cop in pursuit, and hundreds of slow-motion flapping doves. When the hitman was struck in the eyes, and he and the blind girl crawled through the carnage, searching, missing each other, Jen welled up with tears. “It’s so true,” she said, blowing her nose. “Love is exactly like that.” As usual, Carter was mystified. Was she talking about him or the boyfriends she’d lived with— the fiancé who’d left to aid refugees, the climber who'd vanished into a mountainside crack? If she was talking about them, to him, should he be offended? He never could tell if she was being playful or mean. Sometimes she seemed to change meanings as she talked, saying, “I'm kidding,” or “Don't be so sensitive,” or, worst of all, “Young people.” He was the kind of guy who took teasing to heart and never came back with the perfect line, even later.

Since the incident in the park, though, he occasionally got to lead. Now he was finally getting to watch the movies he liked, the kind he hoped to shoot some day on a fiery Hollywood soundstage. Carter aspired to shoot big budget action. There was artistry in violence if you framed it right. One night, he explained this to Jen, as they watched a classic, *Enter the Dragon*. She didn't mind, lately, when he talked over the dialogue, explaining the errors and brilliance of certain shots.

Onscreen, the woman playing Bruce Lee's sister was running from a gang of thugs. Over bridges, through shacks, fleeing by an ankle, a knuckle.
“See how the camera is perched above her?” he asked, like a professor. “They’re shooting from a crane, which makes her look smaller, more helpless. It heightens the suspense.”

“Mmmmm,” Jen said, absorbed.

The woman onscreen ran into a shack. The camera panned to the bright opaque windows, blocked by broken furniture. “And here,” he said. “See how the windows look white? Like escape is clear and so close, and yet so far.” The thugs broke through the windows and surrounded the woman, who sank to the floor. Her eyes, in a close-up, flashed defeat, then defiance. The woman grabbed a shard of window glass, plunged it deep into her own gut, and died. The picture dissolved. It was an excellent scene.

Jen sat in the darkness, contemplative, quiet. Carter felt learned, sharp. His girlfriend seemed to be watching through the lens he’d described, his lens, how he might compose a scene. At that moment, he knew they were seeing things in the same way, their eyes moving over the screen, synchronized. He imagined their brains flashing simultaneously, connected by sizzling branches of lightning, as actors whirled and collapsed in a heap. Something crackled through him. He fell silent for a long time, not wanting to break the circuit.

He kept on talking until the best scene of all, when Bruce Lee chased the villain through a hall of mirrors. He wanted her to understand how, in typical hall-of-mirrors scenes, the villain’s presence was inescapable, reflected on every surface—but this scene was better. It was composed of glimpses: a hand appeared as hundreds of hands, always slipping out of view. The hero’s face, the villain’s shoulder, each vanished into light. You almost never saw the whole.
But when he turned to look at her, she was asleep. When he woke her, she smiled
and patted his hand. “That was really great.”

Irritated, he refilled his beer in the kitchen.

“So when are you going attack me?” Jen called. “I need to practice. I can't learn just
by watching.”

Walking in, he remembered how Charity had said to be patient, so he controlled his
tone. “I don't want to attack you, Jen. I've told you a million times.”

“Come on.”

“No.”

“Well then,” she said, after awhile. “Maybe I can get one of my students to do it.”

It was a bluff, Carter thought. At the same time, she'd told him that between
boyfriends, she had asked students for other kinds of help— moving bookcases, apartment-
sitting, rides to the airport. One schmoe had even carted her all around town to look at new
cars after her Honda had been totaled. “I hope he got an A,” Carter had smirked. “You bet
he did,” she'd replied, and winked.

Now he said, with surprising coldness, “Fine, do that. Maybe you should ask
someone you gave a C to. Let him chase you down and act out his fantasies of revenge.”

She made a sound in the back of her throat like the wind had been knocked out of
her. “I can't believe you just said that, Carter. Don't you know how scary it is to think
someone wanted to hurt me? That someone, in his sick way, thought that I deserved it? That he
chased me down so he could make me scream and bleed and beg—” She started to cry.
Again.
He put his arms around her, feeling a thousand things at once. Vengeance against the freak who'd messed things up between them. Sadness for something huge Jen had lost and seemed, constantly, to mourn. Frailty at his failures, for being weak, for giving in. The low blue flame of stifled anger. And something else, a queasiness, the roll and pitch of being unmoored. It wasn't unfamiliar. “I'll help you Jen,” he said, knowing it was the right thing to say. Knowing, as well, it was the completely wrong thing to do.

*

There was a time, years before, during college, when Carter had followed another girl—a girlfriend who'd dumped him in a rush, without warning. He had been young and very confused. For weeks, he couldn't eat or focus on school. Mostly, he'd lain in bed with the radio on, feeling heavy and empty, like a deflated raft. Since she hadn't explained why, he tried to fill in the blanks. It all started as innocently as that: an attempt to understand, to remedy, to reconcile. For example, maybe he hadn't paid enough attention to her. Maybe she was trying to make him notice how much he needed her. And with each hour that passed without her soft, smooth body and melodious laugh, he was noticing, oh how he noticed, she was gone. All the songs on the radio told him to never let go, to hold on for one more day. His buddies talked about how girls liked to be chased. Girls played games like that. Carter himself had been ignored by many girls who later agreed to go out with him, if only for one time, and then only in a group. So, he convinced himself that she had broken things off to make a point and was waiting for him to make some dramatic statement. At the time, it seemed almost logical.
He drove past her apartment one night after film class, but her car wasn't there. He pulled onto a side street. In his backseat was a basket filled with champagne, strawberries, whipped cream—all the cheesy stuff from the soap opera she watched and he pretended not to watch with her. It was proof he would never mock her interests again. He spent the next hour imagining how she would open her door and at first, be a little angry—she had been upset when he wouldn't stop calling and when they'd crossed paths on campus—but he knew she'd be stunned by his thoughtfulness and surprising good taste. She would welcome him inside and somehow they'd end up naked, accidentally rolling over the basket, mashing strawberries into their skins, laughing and licking off the pulp.

But an hour passed, then a few, without her coming home. Her roommate pulled in drunkenly at 2:30 AM and stumbled to the door with some last-call score. Carter watched as the girl dropped her keys on the steps and he remembered driving home with his girlfriend, buzzed and happy, sliding his hand up her skirt, into her underwear, as he drove. Where the hell was she? He told himself to relax. She was probably at the sorority house, hugging one of her friends, who always seemed to be starving themselves or getting their hearts broken or disappointing their parents. Maybe she was there, crying over him. Or maybe her car was in the shop, he reasoned, when she wasn't there or anywhere else he could think of. He drove around, looking for her, until the birds chattered awake. At a pancake house, he poked shakily at breakfast until it was time for class. He took notes that splintered off into sleep and squirmed through droning lectures. When he made his way home again, her car was parked, nosing the garage door, revealing nothing.

He learned nothing new the next night, or the next.
But waiting for her had ruptured something that only finding her could heal. On Thursday night, he nodded off and missed the moment when she pulled in. He clearly had to change his life. He would never win her back unless he knew where she went, and he couldn’t figure that out without tracking her in the day. To be accurate he kept a notebook, and to be sly he wrote in code. He was aware that some people didn't think that following an ex-girlfriend was logical and necessary, even though it was. And how else could he prove he was better now, and more worthy? How else could he understand what he had lacked and meet her needs? Later, he realized such thinking was a poorly linked chain of cause and effect, like some school project of construction paper and tape, half-torn and cobbled together, impressive only to him and people who loved him anyway. His roommate agreed he deserved some answers. His mother agreed he should improve himself. His dad agreed he had a right to hope. If Carter left out the part where he drove around all night and all day, searching, recording his ex-girlfriend's movements, what he was feeling seemed agreeable to just about everyone.

In this way, he justified a number of obviously bad decisions. Like practicing his lenswork on her front door. Like zooming in on the shadows at her bedroom window. Like throwing a brick through the window one night, when two silhouettes started undressing each other. Like trying to hurdle hedges with a bulky, school-issued news camera. Like fleeing the scene with a squeal of tires, trying to outrace lights and sirens.

He ended up in jail. The police opened his camera and played the tape, one of a series in his car, now impounded. His parents were humiliated posting bail and outraged by attorney's fees. Carter thrummed with rage. He pled to some misdemeanors and consented
to counseling, but all the while, he felt coerced. He had no choice but to lick his wounds and transfer schools. After awhile, he met other girls and started feeling better. No one knew how he'd spent that year, and there was no reason to tell. He couldn't be like that anymore. Even if he was driving all around town once again, looking to find a girl he loved, waiting, holding his breath, to catch her.

*

He would attack her sometime during the week. Jen gave him a copy of her schedule, down to clothes she planned to wear. This wasn't only for his benefit. She had started recording her whereabouts down to the smallest detail in case she suddenly went missing; she didn't want her Last Seen Wearing and Last Seen At to be misreported. Carter thought it was overkill but kept his mouth shut, as was now his habit. He seemed to exist to be denied. When he woke in her bed, enfolding her, his body and hands filling her deep warm crevices and roaming her hard rises, he could only hope she'd stay half-asleep enough to take him in. Then, she was pliant, unsuspecting, dreamy, untroubled by headaches or things to do. She had him constantly lying in wait.

But he wouldn't do everything she said. For one, he wouldn't wear a mask. He'd find other means of disguise. Digging through drawers at his apartment, he threw on some flannel shirts and a college sweatshirt. He unearthed a pair of hulking skinhead boots, leftover, he guessed, from a roommate. The final touch would be a hat. He bought a knit wool cap at the Salvation Army, and at the store, as weary mothers picked through children's shoes, Carter checked himself out. The mirror was kid-sized, and he could only see himself in parts—heavy boots, padded pants, hands flexing in salvaged gloves. Ducking, he could
see his chest looked huge, almost soft, but the hat was a whole other matter. Pulled low, it made him look like a hip young actor incognito. In pieces, anyway, he appeared gritty. Nothing like his normal self.

He examined Jen's itinerary. She was supposed to be on campus for the next few hours. He pulled into the main parking lot and located her car, but scanning the lot, as security trucks drove steadily by, he saw his attack being thwarted by good samaritans. With his record, he had to be careful.

Aimless, he pulled into a spot and watched the change of classes. Girls dressed up on this campus, wearing tight black pants and sweaters without bras, nipples sharp, jiggling, laughing. The kind of girls who would have ignored him in college, but who might find an older man intriguing. No one knew him here. Sitting low, his car one among rows and rows of cars, he felt powerful in his anonymity, a stranger, a bad guy, and he let his mind drift into corners that Carter never would. He didn't have to watch and simply frame the action; he could be a player. He watched a bouncy blond crouch to tie her shoe and pictured himself standing before her, her face rising up, smiling, confused, as he grabbed her head, cradling her skull. Her small bright head in his large hands, easily pushed to where he wanted. Usually, his fantasies involved surprising compliance: buttons popping, skirts flying, voices rising, crying, yes. But in this scene, holding the girl's head down, forcing her to unzip him, he felt something startling as he imagined her voice, pleading, saying no—something he recognized as if from a distance: pleasure.

If he could be anyone, the girl could be anyone, and he let his thoughts stretch—that's what it felt like, stretching—into darker, weirder shapes. The girl's mouth took him
in, became Charity's mouth, his hands holding Charity's head, holding Charity's gun. *Tear me up, you say?* he might ask, enjoying the pull as she shook her head. *You're not the only one packing heat.* Looking down on her, her pretty head working, he could let himself be greedy, taking as he pleased. He wouldn't have to arouse or ply or wheedle or reciprocate. He could finally be free.

It was getting too hot to stay in the lot, people milling everywhere. But by the time he maneuvered out of the parking lot, stopping, slowing, stopping again for clusters of students, he felt restless, tight. He drove by the display home where they were to finish the Slice Wizard shoot that night, but thinking of Charity, he was overcome with repulsion. He felt addled. He passed by Jen's campus once again, then headed home and paced his small apartment. He called in sick to the evening shoot. He ate an old pack of ramen noodles and watched the local news. When Jen called, wondering if he was coming over, she said, almost flirtatiously, “I thought I saw you in the lot today. Were you planning an attack?”

And he told her what he thought and hoped and intended to be true. “No, that wasn't me you saw. It couldn't have been me.”

*           

Of course, his apartment's sounds were strange to him now, of course he couldn't fall asleep, of course he lay awake all night pent up and irritated. He watched *The Wild Bunch* and *The French Connection*— for him, comfort films— and drank the only liquid left in his refrigerator, seven cans of Coors. At dawn, he showered and looked over Jen's itinerary. She would be at the track. He dressed in his bad-guy clothes and tried to envision the attack
the way Jen would—without desire, without anger or shame, but as something clean, athletic. As something more like sport.

Near the track, he parked on a side street and walked to find Jen's car, one of the few cars in the lot. He ducked behind the bleachers and watched her through the risers. She was leaning against the fence, stretching out her calves. She was alone, dressed as she'd noted on her schedule: blue tights and a yellow shirt. Carter yearned for her. He missed the way she poked his ribs and argued with the newspaper. He missed picking her up, her tiny fists pounding him, whirling her around until she laughed, and he missed the way her lips turned purple and clung to his after just one glass of red wine. He missed her ropy legs around him and the pride he felt when she took his arm on the sidewalk. He missed her voice, the way it lilted in affection, as she called, “Hey there, handsome.”

“Hey, yourself,” a man's voice answered.

Carter rubbed his eyes. Through the bleachers, he saw a muscular man, unseasonably tan, walk up and slap Jen's hand. It had to be some random runner guy. This wasn't on her schedule.

The man had silvery buzz-cut hair and wore microscopic runner shorts—effeminate, Carter thought, probably had a built-in panty. His thighs were chiseled like an Olympic statue, smooth and shiny, despite the chill. Carter stifled his anxiety by imagining the man with a little pink razor, twisting to shave his legs. Jen would chat with him for a minute like any acquaintance and the man would sprint away.

But the man removed his shirt to reveal an equally mighty chest. “You ready to get a little hot?” he asked.
They began running, slowly at first, round and round, talking the whole time. He worked to make out their words. There seemed to be a lot of teacher talk, and Carter wondered if this guy was a professor, or worse, some kind of coach. Maybe they'd trained together for years, or maybe just since the city's marathon. After hours of watching them loop the track, his eyelids were growing heavy. Maybe what they had was simply banter, shoptalk, like him and Charity. Then Carter heard someone say his name. He strained to listen. He could only make out words like “fine” and “child” and “exhausting.” As they passed by the bleachers, he swore he heard Jen say “over,” and he held himself utterly still. She said it again. Over. As in staying or not staying overnight, or as in breaking up, or as in finishing their run, as they were doing now?

He stood frozen, watching, processing. Did she think of him like one of her students? Like some dumb sweet freshman who dallied in her company—someone to pass along? He saw their lives together in two ways, framed side by side, like a before and after—except he hadn't seen the before part so clearly until he was here, in the after. He could see that before the park incident, before right now, he had hoped they would last forever. Her focus had lifted him, threaded him with a sense of direction, gave him the feeling he could hurdle anything. It was cheesy, but he'd always envisioned them arm in arm, crossing a finish line. He understood it now from the perspective of something he had lost, the way Jen might have seen the winner's podium as she stood second place.

In the after, though, he saw himself as one in a series— one lap around the track maybe, a lone frame on the reel of her life. The boyfriend Carter would fade out, and the next guy would appear: silver-haired, virile, oaken. Here he was, a dreamy kid obsessed with
car chases, ninjas, breasts. Look how she had him standing here, in costume, like
Halloween. She was diminishing him and would keep it up until he was a speck against the
landscape.

He walked to his car. He drove to her apartment building and hid his car and scaled
the stairs of the fire exit. The back window broke easily beneath his fists, his hands
protected in their gloves. He crashed over the glass in his clunky boots, and wandered
through her apartment. His presence barely registered here; he didn't even have a drawer.
Good. The fewer pieces that existed—scattered clothes, a borrowed toothbrush—the more
easily he could vanish. He arranged himself and waited. He pictured her climbing the
shadowy stairs, toweling her face, pulling off her shirt, wandering, winded, in her little
orange sports bra to her ordinary, everyday front door. He imagined looking down on both
of them, as if from a great height. In this way, he could watch—her, tiny, unsuspecting, on
one side of her door, a stranger crouching on the other—two halves that once seemed to fit
together the way a key turns in a lock. He took a deep breath that felt like laughter.
Something was about to turn all right. After all, she had asked for it.
In the House of the Sun

At the age of 55, my mother’s body has turned against her. In a way, she’s not surprised. Her only son died twenty years ago of childhood leukemia, which my mother, in sparse conversations, links to pre-natal X-rays. “It’s what they did then,” she says. “How could we know?” In my mind, I see her in the radiology room, tensing the small new rise of her belly, poised for the camera’s click. I imagine she waits on a white-papered table: my mother at twenty, hair teased and dyed regrettably red; the doctor holding a transparent map of her insides, tracing the outlines of liver, kidney, womb; the curling shadow near the bottom of the x-ray, which she knows, without lecture, to be her baby boy.

This first picture of my brother lingers. It has taken years to resolve the loss, and now in the midst of menopause, my mother’s womb has grown itself cancerous. She told me this just two weeks ago with clinical ease: “The doctor says it’s just a layer of cells. They go in and scrape it off, like that.” To her, it’s as simple as skimming fat from a broth.

And after years of quiet grief —Kleenexes tucked beneath pillows—her tear ducts have closed. Sealed up, the ophthalmologist has told her, maybe from allergy or infection, leaving her eyeballs dry as sand. Now she wets her lids with tears from a bottle. She wakes sharp and gritty, squinting to light a cigarette before she tend her eyes. About this, too, she seems detached, as if her body were no more than a lab experiment she happens to inhabit. She’s scheduled for gynecological surgery the day after we get back to town, once we’ve baked in the sun at this tropical poolside.
She is reading an issue of *Vanity Fair*, flicking ashes into a hotel ashtray already brimming with Viceroy. We both know she should stop — the anesthetist cautioned her—but I’m not saying a word. Gym class films once prompted me to preach about old ladies who robot-talked through their windpipes, but she stopped me with a whisper: “Kristen, enough. Don’t be your father.” Since then, she’s tried hypnosis, acupuncture, nicotine patches, sleep therapy. She even quit for a whole year once, but her habits endure. It’s small consolation that she smokes only halfway down to the filter — “Not the whole thing,” she says, her version of compromise.

For my part I won’t buy her cigarettes, ashtrays, or lighters, and I try to look scornful. But I don’t understand why anyone would rather breathe smoke than fresh ocean air. Freesia drifts sweetly from the resort gardens; frangipani blooms around our lounge chairs.

“You should smell these flowers,” I say. “Really, Mom. They’re delicious.” My fiancé, Justin, would love this island, would bask in its sun, sea, and mountains, but he wouldn’t sit here like us, sipping lemonade. Justin has to feel the earth — move with it, as he says. My mother thinks feeling the earth is just flaky.

She rummages through the beach bag between us for more sunscreen, pulling out bottles of the 30-level protection she insists we use. We’re both fair-skinned, but I hate being pale all year round. My hands blend into the white cotton nightgowns I hang for my customers, and lately, the dressing room mirrors make my eyes look hollowed. So I brought a bottle of tropical oil, which my mother hands me, frowning.

“Kristen,” she says, “The sun is stronger here. You’ll freckle.”
“I’m fine, Mom. For now.” I put the oil on the table. After a moment, she whisks it back into the bag.

“It might get runny if you leave it out in this heat,” she explains in apology, as she does every time her actions verge upon drama. The steering wheel will be too hot, she explained to me, insisting I move the rental car to the shade; there might be too much noise on the garden side, she explained to the desk clerk, requesting a room upgrade. Our towels will smell mildewy if you leave them crumpled, she explained to me yesterday as she snapped them and hung them from our balcony rail. Hazard lives beneath every coconut tree, on each heaping plate, in every wet dog. But hazards can be managed, she thinks, through prevention. At home, our carpets — her carpets — are a spotless eggshell white.

She unties the scarf from her chin and removes her beach hat, fingernailing her short brown hair into style. She walks to the pool. In middle age, she is thin enough for a low-cut one-piece suit. Somehow, I inherited my father’s hips and soft belly, which I keep covered with cutoffs until I reach the pool. I try to remember how Justin loves my curves as I peel off my shorts and dip a toe in the water. My mother slowly wades in, eyes closed, keeping her head still and dry. For a moment, she looks completely serene.

When we return to the chairs, she points to the beach bag. “Re-apply. You’ve been in the water.”

The bag is full of her hats and creams, but my oil is gone. “Where’s mine?”

“It’s not in there?” She frowns and pokes through the bag, pulling everything out.

“It should be.”
But she can’t find it. She looks under the table, under our chairs, flips our towels. She squints at the tables and chairs around us. Hands on her hips, she scans the whole pool deck, and I try to see what she’s seeing: clefts in tree trunks, cracks in the pavement, places where shade hides missing things. She purses her lips. She is percolating a theory.

She sifts through everything again, but can’t find my bottle. To appease her, I put on her sunblock. She sits for a moment and wets her eyes. In front of us, kids splash in the pool, squealing as they’re launched and flipped by their dads. Behind lacey pink paperbacks, their mothers keep watch. In the distance, the ocean breathes steadily, salting the air, and for a minute I think the water is stinging my skin, but I know it’s the sun. Already, my hands have turned two colors: white on the palms, pinkish brown on the knuckles. I twist my engagement ring to check for a tan line and watch the diamond spark.

*

“Hello, ladies. You know, you ought to be in pictures.”

We turn to see a man waving at us. He wears a splashy pink shirt and a baseball hat that says “Cousin Riley Photography.” A parrot perches on each of his shoulders. He makes his way over, somehow keeping his glowing white pants free of sand, and as he approaches, I see he’s carrying a camera bag. I wish he would hound someone else — the gray-haired couple searching for shells in the surf, the dad swinging his toddler above the waves.

He catches up to us, winded but smiling; he is an older man with dark skin that shines like a carved wooden tiki. On his shoulders, the parrots preen. “Your first trip to the island?” he asks, looking at me, then my mother.
She smiles primly. “Yes, but we have reservations for dinner.” She steers us away.

“Wait!” he says. “Don’t you want a souvenir picture? Something to remember the vacation of a lifetime?” I’m still walking when I realize my mother has paused. The man pulls something out of the camera bag. “I make postcards.”

He places sample after sample of his work in her hands. The postcards show clusters of people, all smiling and tan, adorned with leis and pineapples and parrots. Printed over their legs is a cursive greeting; on the back, address lines and writing space. To my surprise, my mother scrutinizes each print. She stares at a shot of a woman leaning against a palm tree, a flower to her lips, her hair breezy.

“How much?”

“Twenty bucks for ten cards, but for you...” he winks at her. I can’t believe she’s still standing here. “How about fifteen? Not bad for something you can send your friends. Show them all what a good time you’re having. Make them jealous.” He raises an eyebrow at me. “Something for your boyfriend, huh? You must have a boyfriend.” I nod, not sure how much to reveal. We’re not the type to talk to strangers.

“You pay me when you get your shots. Okay?” he says to my mother. “Cousin Riley brings them to your hotel tomorrow.”

She looks at me. “What do you think, Kristen? Want to do something tourist-y?”

Her eyes are bright and daring, and I can’t help but laugh. “Are you sure you want to wear a parrot?” I ask.

“No. But you can. You like wildlife.”
“Okay!” Cousin Riley claps his hands and the parrots flap mildly. He directs us to the spot where we’ll stand, with the sun sinking into the ocean behind us. “Quick,” he urges, pointing to the sky. “We don’t want to miss it.” From his bag, he pulls out two leis and garlands our heads, pausing to tuck at my mother’s hair. Then he stands in front of me, calculating. “You like birds? Meet Noni and Kakuhi. Noni likes earrings,” he says, glancing at my mother’s. “Let’s try Kakuhi.”

He places the parrot on my shoulder, positions me with my mother, and we hold each other tight as he coaches and cracks ancient jokes. As he circles around us, flashes pop. We stand arm in arm — close but perfectly still — the parrot’s claws sinking into me, Cousin Riley cajoling, and my mother laughs under her breath, like a hum.

*

I start a list of addresses on the back of Cousin Riley’s business card.

“How about Uncle Cooper? Uncle Dave?” I ask. We’ve always been close to my mother’s family, gathering on Thanksgiving at Uncle Cooper’s restaurant. Her brothers are younger, live two towns north, and each married tiny, frosty-haired women.

My mother barely butters a roll. “Yes, that’s good. And your Uncle Steve likes these kinds of things.” Of course, Uncle Steve, who sends Christmas cards of his children dressed up as presents.

“And Candace,” I say. She’s my mother’s friend since the days they flew together, “several lifetimes ago,” my mother will sigh every once in awhile. I’ve seen black and white photos of Candace and Mom, white-gloved and pert in their stewardess caps; away from the neat rows of passengers, they’re bold. The girls in the pictures laugh heartily, wave baguettes
below the Eiffel Tower, blow smoke rings on palazzo steps, hook their arms around statues and loose-collared young pilots. When I was little I’d stare at those pictures, try to locate my mother inside that breezy girl. But she never talks about it, not even when Candace calls — she dismisses those years of her life as “flying call-girl days” — so the mystery stays locked inside the uniform, those perfect darted curves.

In a corner of the business card, so my mother can’t see, I pencil “D” for Dad. Then I list the names of my college roommates, then Justin.

My mother lights a cigarette as our salads disappear. She glances at the list. “Are you sure a postcard will even get to Justin? Where does he pick up his mail?”

“He has a mailbox, Mom. And a home. And no, it’s not a commune.”

“I didn’t say that. I just wondered.”

“And he lives near a very large city,” I continue. “A gateway city. They have a big international airport, too.” I realize my voice sounds harsh, that my mother’s eyes look tired. Her hormone pill, big as a bullet, waits beside her dinner plate. “That way,” I add, “you can come to see me all the time.”

“Well, a visit would be nice. But, you know, I read that Denver is one of the worst cities for women.”

I pierce a pat of butter. “Why is that, Mom.”

“The article said pollution is getting bad, for one.” She exhales.

“It’s actually very pretty,” I say. “The air is thin, that’s all.”

“Frankly, in the picture it looked dumpy. Lots of trash on the sidewalk. The sky was all smoggy.”
“Maybe it was a bad picture. Besides, we always do stuff in the mountains, in the woods. We’ll be outside the city more than in it. “

“So, he spends all his time in the woods, with those kids. What do they do for food? Pick berries? Hunt rabbits?”

She says this like he’s Grizzly Adams, like he’s never used a fork. “Sometimes they teach the kids about berries,” I say, slowly. “But he brings other food — all the guides do. They carry stoves, powdered milk, beans, cereal — even dehydrated food, like the astronauts.”

“Space food?” she asks, making a face. “Maybe that’s how he stays so skinny.”

“Mom.” A bus boy sweeps in, scrapes the table of crumbs. “All sorts of food can be dehydrated. They even have dehydrated ice cream.”

She looks at me skeptically, tapping the cigarette out. “Really, Kristen. You don’t need to make fun.”

“I’m serious,” I say. “Neapolitan.”

“That’s awful.” She smiles a little. “You’ll be eating more than that, I hope.” She fidgets the dinner roll on her plate. She’s the one who needs to eat. Her doctor said she needed sun and air, a little rest, some heat to ease recovery. But she won’t stop talking long enough for a bite. “So, what will you do when he’s away on those trips?” she asks. “You won’t go with him every time. Will you?”

“No, Mom. I’ll be working, remember?”

“And Justin will be off in the woods or — God-knows-where else — with no phone, no way to reach him.”
My stomach clenches. “He always calls the minute he gets to a phone, Mom.”

“He didn’t on your anniversary. Or your birthday.”

I don’t say anything. I won’t remind her—again—that he was in Alaska for my birthday and called two days later. That he took a timed picture of him and his group crouched mountainside, “Happy Birthday!” hashed in the snow at their feet. On our anniversary, she knows, he was skiing. He teaches skiing to little kids in the winter.

My mother lights another cigarette. She crosses her arms.

“Where’s our dinner, I wonder,” I say, looking for the waiter.

“So what will you do for a life, Kristen,” she asks, “if you never see this man you want to marry?”

“I’ve told you, I’ll see him most of the time. Otherwise, I’ll be working. And Jenny lives in Colorado Springs, and that’s close.”

“Jenny’s not your husband,” she says. “Your husband will be gone, in the woods. How do you even know where he goes?”

“He’s only gone for nine days at a time,” I say evenly. “Nine days. I think I can manage that without falling apart.”

“And in the winter? What is it that he does again?”

“He teaches skiing to little kids.”

“At a resort?”

“At a resort ten minutes away,” I answer.

“Ten minutes away, uphill. In the winter. In the snow. And you’ll be working.”

“I’ll be working, yes, but —”
“But then you’ll be alone.”

Her voice is urgent, and before I can say _No, my husband will come back_, our grilled swordfish arrives, sprouting small parsley trees.

*

We walk back to the hotel along the beach, a dark path lit by the small fires of torches. It’s not like my mother to be silent, so I talk. I wonder aloud if it ever rains on Maui and what they do when it does. How do they protect all these open lobbies from puddles, or even hurricanes? But my mother won’t answer. She moves with speed. At a bench in back of our hotel she stops suddenly, putting a hand on her side. She says she needs to sit down, wet her eyes. Her fingers tremble the bottle. Her face looks pale.

“Are you okay?” I ask, sitting next to her.

“I’m fine,” she says rigidly. “You don’t need to worry about me anymore.”

“Mom,” I begin. “Please. Let’s just go back to the room.”

“I’m fine, Kristen. _You_ need to worry about yourself.”

“You need rest, Mom.”

“You should be worrying a lot more.”

“Can we just not talk about this for five minutes?” I ask. “This is a vacation.”

“No, life with Justin is a ‘vacation,’ Kristin. You’re planning a marriage like it’s a ‘vacation.’ Do you have any idea what it takes to make a marriage work?”

She doesn’t say anything for a minute while she lights a cigarette. I stare at the ocean. The waves leave slick spaces on the beach, pulling away from the sand only to return, collide.
She clears her throat. “Have you even thought about what will happen when you have children? You plan to have children, right?”

“Sure. Justin’s great with kids. He spends most of his life with kids.”

“Justin is a kid,” she says. “He wants to play, go off to the woods, ski down a mountain when ‘the earth moves him’. You have no idea what its like to raise a child, Kristen. Children need constant attention. You have to look out for them all of the time.”

“What makes you think I can’t do that?”

She turns to look at me. “What makes you think you can do it alone? Why would you want to do it alone? People lose jobs, Kristen, children get sick. Life changes in terrible ways. And here you are, moving all the way out there for this man, and you don’t even have a plan. It takes more than playing in the woods, or whatever, to make a successful marriage. You need to plan for — “

“What do you know, Mom? Where’s Dad? Talked to him lately? Or is he too busy with his wife?”

I grab my purse and walk to the hotel lobby. I pound the elevator keys. She’s telling me to plan ahead? Their wedding pictures were shot at some roadside temple in a country that doesn’t even exist anymore. No one looks at them. There’s no way to make sense of what’s left.

I get all the way to the door of our room when I realize she has the room key.

When I return with a new key, she still isn’t there. I dial Justin’s number just to let it ring. He’s gone, I know, so I imagine his place, our place. Pictures of us hang along the hall, past the iron tub big enough for two. The rooms are dark. His dog sleeps in his bed.
But I need to see him and hear his voice, the way he talks to me. I try to locate him somewhere inside the whorls of a contour map, the kind he brings home from the Forest Bureau. The tough spots are where the lines crowd together, he’s telling his group as he’s told me, tracing patterns of slope on the map, charting inclines. By now, he has found a flat, blank space to pitch all the tents. By now, it’s night there, too. Finally, in my mind, I see him: Justin is stoking a fire. He is teaching the kids Indian sign language, dirty words in Japanese. He is safe and warm and having fun. He is exactly where he said he was going, and he’s thinking about me. I let the phone ring until I feel guilty for keeping his dog awake, then I cradle the receiver.

After nearly an hour, my mother hasn’t returned. I check our towels to see if they’re dry. From the balcony, I can see down to the garden, to the figure still sitting on one side of the bench. Under the glow of a tiki torch, my mother sits alone. Her pale green blouse grows strange shadows in the light. She faces the ocean; smoke clouds rise above her. Against the whiteness of the beach, the dark pull of the ocean, my mother looks very small.

When she returns, she keys in without speaking. She quickly unbuttons her blouse and stands in her slip and hose, near her bed. Her ribs are shadows. When she turns around, I’m surprised. My mother’s back is pink and splotchy, sunburned in continents, island chains. Its redness radiates. She starts to salve her own back with the aloe vera that’s been chilling in our room refrigerator, encircling herself, reaching awkwardly.

I watch for a minute, but before either one of us can sleep for the night, I know she needs me to help. “Here,” I say, taking the lotion from her. “You can’t reach the bad spots.”
She sits on the bed. I try to work with care. Her shoulders are narrow, her vertebrae notch, and for the first time, her body’s waning becomes bone beneath my fingers. In her magazines, I’ve read that skin needs skin: that hands can knead away depression, that without touch, newborns die. Sometimes when Justin holds me close at night, I think of this—my mother in all her space, under crisp cotton sheets on one side of the bed. I pat her shoulders, and she puts on a nightgown, a silk button-down from my store. She says good night, and to put the aloe vera back. I tell her to sleep well.

*

She wants me to worry about my husband the way she worried about Dad. But things with them were different. My father was an international lawyer who flew everywhere, like she did before she had us. He came home a lot but never stayed; he was always tired. He must have been weary of airplane seats, of humid third-world hotel rooms, of endless client meetings translated by interpreters, whose voices back then must have echoed through everything. My mother always hushed us when we ran past their door.

Now, I don’t think I ever quite knew him. In my mind he always stands in a doorway, pin-striped, windsor-knotted, lifting me up to his face, his neck smooth and spiced. I’m not sure if we’re saying hello or goodbye.

Since he’s remarried with new kids, he tries to make up for it. He says he’ll pay for half of the wedding, once we set the date. And he’s started flying me out on the holidays I don’t have to spend with mom. In his old age, Dad is getting sentimental, unearthing ancient things, like tapes of my brother fooling around with a tape recorder, playing DJ, calling the action of pretend baseball games. He copies photos for me on his wife’s flatbed
scanner and it is almost strange, how much he talks about my brother, about our whole family, when my mom says so little. He flips through pictures and tells me stories. Listening to him, it’s like he’s drawing a map of a place I went once, long ago; sometimes I can’t tell if I’m imagining or remembering. In one picture, I stand in front of the fireplace with Toby: it’s Christmas morning the year I turned five, a month before Toby’s hip began aching. Dad has told me that when we opened our presents, he posed us for the camera, then wadded up gift-wrap and tossed it into the fireplace. He flattened boxes, opened the flue, lit a match. He wanted, for once, to enjoy the hearth, and smiled as the fire sparked to life. But then he heard sounds. As the fire caught, the sounds became scratching: in the chimney, something was rustling around. My father told Toby to get more kindling and when Toby refused, he crumpled more newspaper. He said he wanted to make a point. The fire grew monstrous.

When the fire embered, my father reached up for the flue. A few leaves fluttered down. From the kitchen, I saw my father pull down three tiny black things, and my brother and father called for a blanket. When I got close, I could see the black things were glistening; they looked like kittens with squeezed-shut eyes. “They’re raccoons, Kris. Newborns,” my brother said. “They’re alive.”

For days, Toby fed the babies by hand as I swaddled each like a tiny black fist. Toby explained how their tail rings would darken, how they’d grow bandit-masks around their eyes like the raccoons in my books. Leaning close, I could smell condensed milk on my brother’s fingers, hear the babies’ small noises of need. He told of how they’d soon run through the house and tip Mom’s plants from the balcony. Of course, their lungs were too damaged — the raccoons wouldn’t have lived very long no matter what we did. He explained this to me
when they died a week later. Too much smoke, he said, that and not having a mother to keep them protected. Just two human kids who couldn’t do near enough.

But maybe it didn’t happen like that. This is just what Dad tells me. All I know for certain is the photograph, two kids by a fireplace; I make up the rest. But my mother says there’s more to life than filling in the gaps. At least that’s what she wants me to think. Imagining the past is hard enough, she wants me to know. Try imagining the future.

*

In the morning my mother and I drive to the city and shop along the harbor as we’d planned. As we drive, she hums lightly with the songs on the radio. I ask her if her back still stings and she says No, it’s better, that everything seems better in fresh ocean air.

As with every vacation we’ve taken, we spend hours evaluating and buying clothes we’ll never wear—white linen blouses, papery sarongs. I think of Justin and start to pick over some things made of abalone, but I stop. He loses everything that I give him. He piles desktops without any logic; clothes poke from his dresser drawers like tongues. I’m tempted by a small compass, silver, in-laid with bits of shell, then imagine it crumpled in the folds of a muddied tent. It’s impossible to see anything more.

Back at the hotel, we head for the pool, stopping at the gift shop to buy another bottle of tanning oil. We sit under the slatted light of a palm tree and I stare at my novel, thinking of what I’ll write on my postcard to Justin, what I need to say, what Justin should hear. I can see him open the mailbox, laugh at the picture Cousin Riley took. Justin flips the card to read: We shopped in a harbor town today, and I thought of you. But my words evaporate and
others surface, ones I can’t write yet but have to. *When I come back, we need to talk about the wedding. I can’t quite get away.* As he reads, his jaw hardens; the page fades to white.

The sun is high when I realize my mother needs food to take her pill. She won’t let me order from the poolside counter. “Kristen, please,” she says. “You have to start letting me take care of myself.”

“That’s not true. How about a salad? I’ll split it with you.”

“I’m fine, dear. For now.” She flips her magazine.

We sit there, reading, but in my throat something pushes, hard-edged and cornered. “I think I’ll wait to go out to Denver, Mom,” I offer. “You’ll need help after your surgery.”

But to my surprise, she says, “No, I think you should go.” Her voice is resolute. The sun glares off her magazine.

“But —”

“At some point, Kristen, you’ve got to lead your own life. Frankly, you’re long overdue. By the time I was your age, I’d seen the world. I’d even had a child.” She reaches over and pats my knee, a strangely congenial tap. Somewhere inside of her, a shade has lifted. She smiles and reads her magazine.

I leave to refill our lemonades, but she insists on getting her own. When she comes back, she reads me tidbits from her magazines, just like she always does. “This is so pretty — listen, Kristen,” she says, reading more. Or she laughs, “This says Brazil nuts can make you feel happier. Do you feel like a nut?” I wish I could laugh with her. I want to pretend, like she is, that nothing has happened, but my mind is walking me through Justin’s house,
listening to the faucet drip and the phone not ringing. The rooms are dark and still. The sun shutters my eyelids in red.

The palm trees rustle and Cousin Riley appears. “Hello, ladies, how are you? I bring you treasures from the island.” Instead of a floral shirt, he wears a blazer. His hat is gone and his hair is neatly parted on the side.

“I finished up early, just for you,” he smiles. “I even gave the birds the day off — they had to take care of their bills.” He pauses, waiting for us to laugh, then takes an envelope from his jacket. “Your prints. They’re my best work. But I had two gorgeous models—”

My mother opens the envelope. Standing before an orange sky, we are luminous. My hair swirls behind us both, my mother’s teeth shine white. She looks young. She looks like me. Even the parrot looks sleek and almost natural on my shoulder.

My mother compliments Cousin Riley’s work, and he thanks her. “So, have you seen much of the island?” he asks, and pulls over a chair. He gazes at my mother. I can see where this is going, and pretend to gather our things.

“Well, we went shopping today,” I say, “so we’re very tired. In fact, we’re just leaving…”

But my mother reclines in her lounge chair and says, “We went to Lahaina.”

“La-ha-eena,” Cousin Riley corrects, smiling at her. He reaches delicately toward her earring. “You buy these today? They’re different from the ones in the postcards.”

My mother flushes. “Oh, these? No, they’re old. But thank you for asking.” She touches her earrings one at a time.
“La-ha-eena is where my studio is,” he continues. “You were right there when I made these pictures!” He lowers his voice and leans toward my mother. “We could have gotten a drink together. You like Mai-tais?”

She laughs, wide-mouthed, from deep within her chest, sounding nothing like herself.

“Do you know the names of those big rocks out there?” Cousin Riley sweeps his hand towards the ocean, the distant island specks. “That one there is a mountain. Mt. Haleakala. That means ‘House of the Sun.’” He puts his face near hers. “Great place to watch the sunset.”

“Really,” my mother says. She doesn’t pull away. Her robe is looser around her neck, exposing the top of her suit.

“Mom,” I say quietly, pointing to her shoulders. “Your sunburn.”

Riley points again toward the ocean. “That big rock is Molokini. Made by the volcano goddess — you ever hear of Pélé? She’s very protective, very vengeful. Pélé got jealous of her rival in love. She cut her right in two. That’s the rival’s tail, see?”

He stands and offers his hand, and my mother takes it, almost daintily. They’re standing right in front of me.

“And that’s the rival’s head — the beach,” Riley says. I try to look but all I can see are their backs, his wide wrinkled blazer. His fingers drum his pant leg. “You snorkel?”

I’m trying to imagine my mother in swim fins when she says, “What, you want to take me? Should we get some Mai-tais first?”

Cousin Riley claps his hands. “Now this is a lady who knows a good time!” Their conversation sprawls: the sights she should see, the names of birds, his nearby lush
hometown. He swells with her attention. I’m not sure where or how to jump in, but it
doesn’t seem to matter. They’re walking together towards the lookout.

I watch until they disappear, not sure if I should follow. In front of me, at the
jacuzzi, a man is standing in the water. Water beads like mercury along his arms, and I can’t
make out his face. It’s the time in the afternoon when light inverts — when the nearest
things grow dark and corners shine. Everything seems backward. The man tries to coax his
son to dip his feet in the water, but the boy, no more than three, keeps saying “Hot, hot,
Daddy. Hot, hot.” Sitting on the concrete, a shadow of a woman ripens in a gray maternity
suit. She rubs her belly, humming low, some sad and quiet lullaby.

My skin feels burnt but I can’t find my oil. My mother and Cousin Riley are far
away, laughing at something about toucans. They don’t even see me packing. Before I
leave, I take her Viceroy. I fold them in my towel.

*

After several hours, she comes up to the room, knocking, without her key. Her face
is pink and bright, and she’s trying not to smile. By now the ice is melted in the water glass I
put beside her pill. By now, her eyes must be dry from the wind along the beach. But she
doesn’t even seem to care that things are wandering off.

“Maybe someone is stealing your oil,” she says, opening a tube of coral lipstick.
“Maybe this hotel has a thief.” Her tone is flip and I almost wonder if she’s making fun of
me.

“Well, Mom, maybe a thief is lurking here. God knows this place has con men.”

“Don’t be rude.” She raises her finger like a schoolteacher. “Riley’s a nice man.”
“Mom, you can’t just walk off with some…parrot guy. You need be careful now.”

“Oh, Kristen, lighten up,” she says. She sits at the make-up mirror, pulling her skin taut. “Maybe that surgeon can tuck my eyelids while he’s at it.” She’s barely listening. She doesn’t even notice the things I’ve laid out for her.

“But you forgot your pill.”

In the mirror, her eyes meet mine and she winces as if she’s twisted an ankle. “That is quite enough,” she says warily. Then she smiles and shakes her head. “If there’s one thing I’m sick of, it’s people talking about my ‘condition.’” She rifles through the beach bag. “You know, this is the funniest place,” she says. “First your oil goes. Now my cigarettes. Riley thought he saw someone take my pack.” She glances at me in the mirror.

My mother dabs perfume behind her ears, kisses lipstick on a tissue. She wants to go out to the city for dinner, to shine in her new clothes, to celebrate what she is calling the vacation of a lifetime. But the sun has made me sleepy. I start a bath. Sitting on the edge of the tub, I think of the little boy at the jacuzzi, his mother humming low, her body ripening into a shadow, swelling with life, with darkness.

I step into the bathtub and slide under the water. Like a photographic bath, the water reveals the sun’s imprint on my skin, the places too exposed. Outside the door, the phone rings and my mother answers. Her voice is bright and warm, conversational. She laughs at something, asks a question. She laughs again. In the other room, she is talking of weather, sights to see. As she talks, her words blend together like the song of island birds. I listen and watch the bath develop the lines on my belly, the white space left by shade.
Tom and Georgia Come Over to Swim

The night is too humid and still for the fan, but Pauline needs sound, the hum of blades slicing air. She twists the knob on the GE stand-up to "high," then spins around to cool the backs of her knees. Strips of red and pink plastic fly from the fan, circling and flickering over her skin like minnows. Last Saturday, Pauline's daughter Ellie tied streamers to the fan after watching the air-conditioning display at Sears. Ellie had liked the way the display's silver-blue streamers glinted and danced in cool air. Pauline likes the noise of the streamers as they tangle together, crackling over the hum like her daughter's laughter.

She twirls again, as if her motion will help stir the air, but her knees remain sticky, the breeze damp and mechanical. She walks to the kitchen and opens the freezer, leaning deep into iced shelves of boxed waffles and paper-wrapped T-bones. Lingering in the chill, she takes out an ice tray; she'll have a quick Beam and Coke before Tom and Georgia arrive. She'll mix it light, pouring almost all Coke: a little something sweet and cool on her throat, but with enough edge and weight to steel her insides.

Pauline was surprised to see Tom and Georgia at the 5-Star today, out and about, even shopping, like any other day. Since their daughter Carrie's funeral a few weeks ago, it seems like their front door hasn't opened, though cars line the curb all the way to Pauline's mailbox. Every time she drives by, Pauline is struck by how everything outside—the volleyball net and plump rhododendrons—looks exactly the same. But when she wheeled her cart into produce this morning, there they stood, Georgia fingernailing the rough husks
of cantaloupes, Tom staring at the grapes in the cart. Pauline chattered stupidly about the clumsy new paperboy, the slow mail this week, anything just to fill the silence between them. Pauline noticed their cart was absent of its usual fruit pops and cereal. Her own cart seemed too full of such things, garish with cartoon colors.

At the 5-Star, Pauline talked too eagerly for too long a time, but she at least had the sense to invite Tom and Georgia to swim. It was, she felt, her only comfort to offer. The last few days of July have been the hottest in years, the air stifling, almost like trying to breathe water. Pauline's husband Danny drooped through the doorway this evening, his shirt clinging, the very soul sweated out of him from working all day at their landscaping business. The pool, she hopes, will bring sweet relief to them all.

She cracks ice into a glass, each cube dropping and ringing through the kitchen and hall. Lately, Pauline has noticed that silence seems amplified, that background noises are strangely essential and soothing. Especially when she is alone, like tonight: Danny has run to the Quik-Mart for beer, and Ellie is upstairs asleep, exhausted from another full day of play. This summer has brought Ellie's friends like cicadas, their voices from the backyard loud and cheerful and constant. They splash in the pool, scream "Marco, Polo," and shriek as suits are yanked and handstands collapse. Pauline usually watches over the pages of a People, keeping a close eye on Ellie, watching as Ellie plays water ballet. She thinks there is nothing so graceful as when her daughter kicks high to the clouds, her legs proud and slender as a swan's neck, curling in at the toes. Her legs hover, then slowly disappear into underwater darkness like the rest of her, without even a ripple. Ellie has practiced this move since she was just seven, and now at eight, has added a downward half-spiral. Still, Pauline counts
every second until the water breaks, until the submerged shadow bursts into form and becomes her daughter again.

Pauline stands by Ellie's bed, her drink clinking softly; she holds the glass tighter to muffle the sound. Her daughter is sweating through dreams but is safe and intact, kicking off covers and sheets as she sleeps. She slides her cooled fingers across Ellie's bangs, over her bright, sunburned cheeks. Ellie folds herself in and away from the touch.

The garage door opens and voices echo through the downstairs: Danny laughing, offering a cold beer to Tom; Georgia declining, she brought one from home. Danny calls, "Pauline! Where are you, woman?" She takes four towels from the closet and walks down.

Tom and Georgia stand at the kitchen table, holding Budweiser cans sleeved in red plastic coolers. Danny talks about the heat as he loads a case of beer into the refrigerator. He removes the potato salad, containers of Kool-Aid, ketchup and pickles, steadily replacing each with more cans. Walking past him, Pauline places her drink by the sink, then takes the potato salad from the counter to put it back on a shelf.

"It's a wonder we don't all die of food poisoning around here," she says to Georgia, then stops herself, horrified. They've been in her kitchen one minute and already Pauline has mentioned death. She stares at the Kool-Aid.

But Georgia rolls her eyes. She pulls a chair from the table and sits beside Tom. "Really, Danny," she says, chiding. "Why is it you men don't have any sense?"

Tom nods to Danny, raising his can in the air. "Look, he's got his priorities straight: beer first. That's sense for you. Right, Danny?" His laugh is quiet, all breath without sound.
"You tell them, Tom," Danny says. "These wives of ours think they know it all." He sits at the table.

Pauline stands at the counter, uncertain, in need of a task. "How about some food? I think I have clam dip somewhere in here."

"That's okay, Pauline," Georgia says. "Don't trouble yourself. We've eaten already."

Tom nods. "People have brought us so many dishes and casseroles. We had Eleanor Compton's chicken-something tonight. It had those little cornflake pieces on the top."

"I think they were onion rings, Tom," Georgia says. "It's just been so hard to cook." She pulls her curly brown hair behind each ear and traces the top of her can. Her fingernail polish is chipped, picked off like Ellie's sparkle polish. It's not like Georgia. She has always looked cute and little and lively, wearing earrings even with sweat pants, nail color to match.

"Everyone's cooking has been a big help. Thanks again, Pauline, for your lasagna. We've frozen it," Tom says.

Then everyone is quiet. Too quiet. For too long a time. Danny drums his hands on the edge of the table. His purses his lips like he's going to whistle, and Pauline wills him to speak, to talk of their new grill or deck chairs, anything to lift the mood closing in. The air thickens. The overhead light burns her skin. Her husband taps the table again and again.

Pauline tries to come up with something to talk about. If this were any other night, she and Georgia would kvetch and gossip about their daughters. Last time they got together, Georgia was worried about Carrie's first boyfriend, who Tom called The Groper, and Carrie's fascination with her budding cleavage. "The kids these days. Did we ever wear
anything so revealing?" Georgia asked. Pauline agreed—she had already caught Ellie hip-swiveling and butt-wiggling in front of the TV like her favorite pop stars. They reminisced about the shoulder pads and parachute pants and surfer shirts of their own teenage fashion—terrible as it was, at least it covered you. Then they laughed about what old ladies they'd become. All evening, as Pauline refilled their drinks, she and Georgia would clink glasses and say things like "In my day, we wore hemlines down to our ankles!" and "Whatever happened to those practical bloomers?" When Tom and Georgia came over to swim, evenings could turn silly like that, spinning Pauline far away from the tensions of managing their business—the sloth and graft of the seasonal crews, the temperament of flowers.

Now they all sit at the table, silent and sweating. It occurs to her to get the fan. She carries it into the kitchen, placing it in the windowsill by the table. When she turns the switch, the fan churns the air into wind, and the streamers twist and snap at their ears. Tom's longish hair whips across Georgia's face. Pauline's tank top flutters like the moths at the screens.

"How refreshing," Danny yells above the noise.

"Sorry, sorry," Pauline yells, cutting the switch down to low. She wants to laugh, but isn't sure if that's something they'd do anymore. Georgia pulls a long, blond hair from her lips. Tom looks at Georgia, then Pauline, then Danny.

"You guys never could entertain worth a damn," Tom says. His whisper laugh rises, and Pauline is relieved.
Georgia looks at Pauline and smiles. "So, how about that swim?" she asks. Lifting the stack of beach towels from the counter, she walks out to the deck, and the men follow.

Pauline hesitates by the counter. Georgia's smile had been toothy and perfectly shaped, but her eyes seemed hollow, carved of all substance. Suddenly, she wants to hold Georgia's hands. At the memorial service, Georgia had squeezed her hand so hard that Pauline thought her own fingers would splinter. Now she wonders if those fingers would still curl into hers, could manage even that most basic reflex, or if they would just slip away.

She adds bourbon to her drink and walks out to the deck. "I was just showing Tom the new grill," Danny says as she hands him a new beer.

Georgia sits in a chair and removes her shirt. Sitting beside her, Pauline can't help but stare at her pale neck and shoulders. The deck lights cast Georgia's body as landscape of bones and shadows, like the sockets of trees in a newly stripped yard.

"...And these chairs, and those lights by the pool," Danny tells Tom. "Pauline, how much did those lights cost? Remember, at Sears?" He points to each, talking on, motioning assembly and wiring.

Pauline can't recall prices or even selecting the lights and the chairs. She can think only of the air conditioning display, of Ellie's face as she watched, mesmerized, crunching on her favorite Sears candy: small chocolates covered in tiny, white beads.

"Ellie made us look everywhere for bike streamers to put on the fan," she says to Georgia. "She saw the display, you know that display that they have? Well, you've seen our fan." She realizes too late that she's talked of her daughter.

Georgia nods, looking out at the pool. "Carrie used to stare at that like she was
watching T.V.. She'd also climb all over the rounders and racks, until Tom called her 'monkey girl,' and made her so mad she stopped." She sips her beer. Pauline sips her drink, searching for something to say.

"Hey, are we just going to look at that pool?" Danny asks. He nudges Pauline. "Come on, ladies, less talking, more stripping. Look at Georgia; she's ready. She's waiting on you." He clamps his hand onto Georgia's shoulder. His knuckles, always dirty no matter how hard he scrubs, look alarmingly clumsy and huge. Pauline tries to remember a time when she wasn't apologizing for him in some way, ducking her head in a crowd when he whoops and hollers, sharing a what-I-put-up-with smile with other wives at barbecues. Lately, it's only when he is with their daughter— when he helps Ellie swing a bat or hides Easter eggs— that she glimpses the man she married. When he becomes someone more tender, more complicated: more like herself.

He pulls off his T-shirt and pitches it at Pauline. She catches it and folds it. "You with me, Tom?" he asks, dipping a toe in the pool.

"With you, Dan, my man," Tom calls, pulling off his own shirt. His stomach sags furry and soft over his trunks, but he doesn't, for once, joke that the baby is kicking.

They walk past the slide to the deep end and jump. Pauline wipes the splash from her arm. "We'd better get in ourselves, before they club and drag us," she says to Georgia, pulling off her tank top and shorts, twisting her hair in a bun.

Georgia stands and shakes her khaki shorts from her hips, then removes her turquoise earrings. “Do you think these will be okay over here?” she asks, placing them on the table along with her shorts.
The earrings look vulnerable to splashes and bumps. “I could put them inside,” Pauline offers.

Georgia agrees and follows her in the house. “Carrie bought these for me in Arizona,” she says.

"That's right, you guys have New York coming up." It is out of Pauline's mouth before she can stop it. Tom and Georgia and Carrie took trips every August, to wonderful places Danny and Pauline can't afford: Disneyland, Vancouver, Mackinac Island. They would bring pictures over and everyone would sit by the pool, squinting at snapshots until sunset turned to candlelight and the girls got antsy. Without thinking, Pauline has mentioned the next trip they'd planned. Carrie had been hoping to see celebrities and, Georgia confided, to be discovered. They were supposed to go shopping on 5th Avenue right away and no one was allowed to wear fanny packs or cameras, or else they'd stick out like dopey tourists. They had snagged impossible-to-get tickets to a Broadway musical. Tom had sent for a subway map. He was learning the routes.

"Georgia, I'm sorry. Danny's right, I talk too much," Pauline says.

Georgia's eyes are bright and moist. Her cheeks are flushed. "Do you have a tissue?"

"Sure. Hang on." Pauline runs to the bathroom and grabs the box. Maybe this is what their evenings will come to, at least for awhile, until things get back to normal: Pauline tripping and spilling wherever she steps, then rushing like mad to tidy up. In the meantime, she is sure there will be things to talk about. Danny's plans to lay the back walkway with paverbrick, for example. Whether or not to incorporate their business. Where to find good deals on hoses and floor cleaners. Conversations usually left to the men.
She walks out of the bathroom and nearly tramples her daughter, who is standing there, hair tangled, eyes vacant. Sleepwalking. It started the night after Carrie's funeral. Pauline was lying in bed, listening to Danny's heavy, wet breathing, when in the bedroom window she saw Ellie's reflection gliding down the hall. It scared the daylights out of her. She called a psychologist friend who told her Ellie was processing the trauma and her reaction was normal; just clear a path and coax her to bed. Now, no matter how exhausted she is, she waits for her daughter to rise and wander, trying to guide her up steps, around corners, without letting her wake.

"Come on now, Ellie," Pauline says. "Let's get you back upstairs."

"It's in the garage," Ellie mumbles.

"Okay. You can get it tomorrow," Pauline says, steering her through the living room. Suddenly, Georgia is standing right in front of them.

"Sleepwalking," Pauline whispers. She hands Georgia the tissue box.

Georgia nods. She stares at Ellie for a moment, then smiles—a tight, almost embarrassed smile—and turns back towards the kitchen.

Pauline guides Ellie up the stairs. Working her daughter into bed, Pauline's throat closes as she thinks of the look on Georgia's face. After shock, before she smiled and turned away, there had been something else, something worse: a small, almost imperceptible, elation. The astonished delight of misrecognition. A blond girl in a hallway when such things seem impossible.
Pauline strokes Ellie's back, hoping her daughter will take root. She looks around the room. On the floor, Ellie's swimsuit lies twisted; her kicked-off shorts still hold her shape. Pauline is struck with a feeling of overabundance, and walks downstairs to shake it off.

Pouring a fresh drink, she looks out the window and sees Georgia at the water's edge. Pauline gathers a new round of beers and walks out. She wades down the concrete steps until water laps at her shoulders. Georgia sits on a step and leans back on her elbows, facing the men in the deep end, who flip and dive to the bottom. After splashing each other, Danny and Tom swim over. They sit on the steps.

"Feels wonderful, huh?" Danny asks. Tom and Georgia nod, floating their arms on the surface. The lights of the pool make their skin seem colorless, almost transparent. Pauline feels her suntan like weight.

Tom cups water and drips it like rain from his fingers. Georgia looks towards the sky, which is scattered with stars. Pauline looks up. If she squints, Pauline can make out the faint clouds of the Milky Way. She searches the horizon for the crooked handle of the Big Dipper, then for the planet she always mistakes for the North Star. She remembers Danny teaching Ellie how to locate Orion: just look for three bright stars together, and you've found his belt.

"Does anyone need another beer?" Danny asks.

No one is quick to respond. Georgia rests her head on the ledge, her eyes on the stars. Tom sieves the water through his hands. Danny and Pauline look at each other. Danny raises his eyebrows in the way they've developed to send messages around Ellie, but the night is so shadowy, Pauline can't comprehend. They have been doing that a lot lately,
missing signals, forgetting simple things. At the greenhouse they've had screaming fights
over yellowing vinca vines, drowned ornamentals, trays of blue moon lobelia left to crisp in
the sun. Afterwards, a hard silence settles between them. Around Ellie, for her sake, they
soften and tease. In the evenings, even though she's too old for it now, she lays her head in
Pauline's lap and makes Danny play this-little-piggy with her toes. Their daughter stretches
between them, a thin, bright bridge with skinned knees, keeping them comfortably linked,
together and apart.

Now, Tom says, "I'm sorry you guys. Today was hard for us. It was real hard for
Georgia." He looks at some far place behind Pauline. "The coroner's report came. In the
mail. You know, right there with the catalogs."

It is unbelievable, Pauline thinks. Who would send something like that in the mail?

"It said that Carrie had brain injuries," Tom says. "Massive internal contusions,
cranial fractures.' All documented, labeled and signed. It broke us. Ridiculous, isn't it? I
mean, of all things to get upset about these days. A stupid piece of paper."

Pauline wants to change subject. But how? Where are the things are they used to
talk about? There must be some way to talk about one of those things again; this can't be all
they talk about now. Window boxes, school shopping, the block party, room additions.
There has to be something normal, something untouched.

Danny reaches over and pats Tom on the back. "I'm sorry," he says.

"Thanks, Danny. I mean that. This is nice of you guys. Really. You've been a big
help to us. Everyone has. I guess some folks put a little marker there, at the intersection. A
wreath."
She focuses on the water, her shapeless body beneath, but Pauline can't distract herself from the scene: the road, the blinding sunlight of evening, the crumpled frame of Carrie's new mountain bike. The intersection, bordered by a pumpkin patch on one side; the pumpkins still small, tucked close to the vine.

"When it gets real bad, like today, we visit her. We visit the grave," Tom continues.

But Pauline wants him to stop. She has already seen it in her head a thousand times: the charcoal gray marble, the etched name, the dates that are too close together to be real, to be right. The sky was cloudless and dazzling on the day of the funeral; a perfect day for the pool, she had thought, dressing Ellie. Surely, Georgia wants Tom to stop talking about it, too, but Georgia’s eyes haven’t moved from the sky, from the stars.

"Visit the grave," Danny says, puzzled. "Does that help? I would think it would just make you sadder."

"No, it actually helps us," Tom says. "We always come away feeling better than when we came. Like we've connected with her in a way, I guess."

Danny nods. "Hey, if you want anything special there, you know, like a small tree or something, we've got you covered."

"Hmm," Tom says. "That's an idea. We'll have to talk it over." He's quiet for a minute. He looks at Pauline. "The other day we saw Jack Wilson, he was visiting Andrew. He's two rows over from Carrie. You remember Andrew, don't you?"

Pauline nods. Andrew was a strapping red-haired boy who delivered the morning paper. But she doesn't want to think about Andrew, swept away in a drainpipe, while everyone on the block waited for news. She doesn't want to remember how she held Ellie
and Carrie, both so little then, as the police car drove up the street and stopped in Jack’s driveway. She doesn’t want to see the girls peeking through the living room curtains, giggling, as Andrew rolled his papers. There was no point in remembering any of it. She doesn’t want to think about Carrie splashing in the pool, bursting through waves, stretching her long, tanned legs to the sky, spitting water through braces at Ellie, laughing. She doesn’t want to see Carrie teaching Ellie handsprings, keeping Ellie from falling, turning her, gently, head over heels. But she doesn't know how to see anything else. She looks at Georgia. Georgia hasn't moved from the step, hasn't even rippled the water. Her eyes remain on the stars.

Georgia whispers, “I still have to do laundry.”

And Pauline understands. She can see Carrie’s jumpers, her pink jeans, her tank tops, her overalls, piled in baskets, waiting to be washed, dried and worn. Carrie’s shoes, wet from walking through the meadow with her boyfriend, still dry on the welcome mat in back of their house. Tucked in the back of a drawer where her mother isn't supposed to look, Carrie's old sweatshirts hide daisy-print push-up bras. Sleek black pants and silky blouses hang in her closet, ready to shine on the streets of New York. Her yellow bikini hangs in the bathroom, on the towel rack; Ellie always stood on her tiptoes to help tie the straps. Nearby is Pauline's beach towel, lent two weeks ago. That is only the laundry.

Pauline slides through the water to sit next to Georgia. She reaches and finds Georgia's hand, and she lifts it, cradling it into her own. Georgia's fingers curl slowly. Following Georgia's eyes to the horizon, Pauline is sure that they're both searching for Orion, for three stars strung together on the black summer sky.
All afternoon, I've watched boy after boy impersonate middle-aged gamblers. I'm helping my friends Alan and Geneva cast the Valley County High School musical. Alan teaches English literature and Geneva teaches choir, while I'm a K-through-6 art teacher next door at County Elementary. Alan wants us to write evaluations in forms on our clipboards—he brought clipboards—and we're supposed to comment on each student's stage presence, appearance, vocal clarity, and so forth. It seems fussy to me, but the County High Spring musical is a pretty big deal. Everyone, especially the parents, goes a little nuts. The last director was fired for putting on “The Fantasticks,” which sounded like a superlative choice, until rehearsals got under way. The show turned out to be some stripped-down, avant-garde production — no splashy backdrops, no hot dance interludes, no sweeping chorus numbers. The parents fumed that their kids were denied their one shot all year to belt their guts out in wigs and boater hats. But they had a point, Alan admitted. “There were just nine characters in the show,” he told me. “And one of them was a mute.”

So this year, it's back to crowd-pleasers, which is why Alan chose “Guys and Dolls.” Besides Geneva and me, two other people are helping with auditions—reps from the parents' association, here to protect their children's interests. Bob and Mary are their names, I think, or something equally upstanding. They're both wearing patterned turtlenecks, one with strawberries, the other golf clubs. I'm nervous sitting next to them, since I'm sort of a scandal myself these days. It turns out that the last director left more than greasepaint in his wake. My baby boy is due in May, and I'm beginning to show under my smocks. The
director ran off to Moab, Utah to photograph the hoodoos. Which makes sense to me. He was the kind of guy you'd imagine would work best with giant rocks.

But that's all over now and only Geneva and Alan know about my situation. Otherwise, I've kept it pretty quiet. Or tried to. I haven't told my family, which technically is just two more people: my mother, who lives hundreds of miles away, and my older sister, Anne, from Albuquerque, who wants to visit in March. That gives me about a month to clean my house and come up with a way to tell her. Anne's been trying to nail down a man and begin breeding for many, many years. Plus, she tends to think I'm the spoiled one, the goody-goody who lands all the jobs and men, even if some don't stick.

Right now, landing our male leads seems completely hopeless. We have them working in pairs on the stage as we sit at a table. Two dweeby freshmen walk in and shake our hands, every one of us in a row, then plod through their lines. “Eensy,” I write on my evaluation form. “Like cartoon mice.” The next two boys wear their jeans so low on their bodies that I can't concentrate. They're gesticulating like crazy and peppering the script with words like “Yo, Muthafucka!” and I keep worrying that their pants will fall down. “Boys,” Alan interrupts them. “These characters are gamblers. Not gangstas. Can you cut the hip-hop crap?” The next pair thinks they're comedians. When Alan gives them the improv assignment— “Pretend you're a teacher at a school for tough guys. You're lecturing your students on how to talk, walk, act. Go with it”— they hear only “teacher” and launch into imitations of Alan, stuttering slightly over their “t”s and talking about phallic symbols. “Don't quit your day jobs,” I write on the form, though I'm blushing on Alan's behalf.
Phallic readings are his shtick. “It's the only way,” he says, “you can get high school juniors to care one whit about Shakespeare.”

Meanwhile, Bob and Mary clear their throats like decent people do when they hear a dirty joke. Geneva is trying not to laugh, and Alan is sort of smiling. He's somewhere between honored, mortified, and flunking them forever. He runs a hand through his floppy blond hair and readjusts his glasses. “That's enough, Chad and David,” he says. “T-terrific work.”

All I write for the next five pairs is “No” in different languages. By evening, it's clear we're getting dispirited. No boy in County High has the height or verve of Sky Masterson, the broad charm of Nicely-Nicely Johnson. When we finish for the day, I see that Geneva has forgone evaluations altogether. On her form is an impressive rendering of Snoopy on his doghouse. A balloon above his head says, “Yo. This Sucks.”

*

When I get home, my sister has left a giddy message with precise instructions about calling her back. It's hard to tell whether she's excited or normal since Anne always sounds happy, or as some say, flaky. She's into sun signs and star charts and feng shui and tarot cards— any boost from the spiritual, she says, to smooth the earthly path. But I know that her mellow act is all a bunch of fizz; deep down, she's still the same bitter Anne who accused me of cheating whenever I won at Scrabble or outscored her SATs. Now she makes a modest living as an interior designer. A designer who wallpapers bedrooms in twigs and leaves for dippy New Age housewives, but it's a job, her first steady job, and this makes our mother happy. You learn to live with the lamps she makes out of deer skulls and junkyard
wire. And for the most part, I admire Anne. They say Picasso looked at rusty handlebars and a bicycle seat thrown together in the trash and saw the head of a bull. My sister and I are scrappers, too, like crows, finding the shiny things in garbage. Not that stapling moss to a wall makes you a Picasso. Or that finding a shiny thing means its anything worth keeping.

I take my vitamins and heat up some creamed corn — it's all I want to eat these days— and thumb through my mail. No letters. Nothing but promotions for tempera paint. I dial my sister and toss a mousie to my cat, Buzz Aldrin, who has been pretty good company since the director moved out and, apparently, forgot how to use a pen.

“So, I've found the One,” my sister says, right when she answers the phone.

We've had this conversation at least thirty times. It does no good to remind her of the last One, who never brushed his teeth, or the One who could sleep only on satin sheets, or the One who received secret messages in songs by Michael Jackson.

“Uh-huh,” I say. “What's this One's name?”

“Now sister,” she chides. “I know you haven't had much luck with men lately, but be happy for your sister.”

She can talk in a way that's both bubbly and biting, like hydrochloric acid. I should never have called her when the director left without so much as a forwarding address. I dread what she'll she say when she sees me now, what weird pity she'll inflict.

“Okay,” I sigh. “I'm interested. Where did you meet him?”

“On a rafting trip. He was a friend of the river guide. He has very sexy forearms.”

“Name?”

“John Calloway.”
This sounds too tame to be true. My sister gravitates towards men named Solarfire or The Dude.

“Hair?” I ask.

“Brown,” she says.

“All of it?”

“It's all brown, yes.”

“I mean, does he have all of it?”

“Yes, yes, he has all of his hair,” Anne says. “It's curly. It's cute.”

“Teeth?” I ask.

“Straight,” she says.

“All of them?”

She waits for the rest.

“I mean, does he have all of them?”

“He's really great, Sam,” she says. “He restores houses.”

“That's a job?”

“Sure. He buys ramshackle old houses and fixes them up. Then he sells them again for lots of money. It's very lucrative.”

I stifle a laugh. My sister, using the word lucrative. There has to be a catch. “His career doesn't concern you?”

“I'm not seeing your point.”

“How do you know he won't make you a project, then unload you for the next dumpy thing?”
“That's not going to happen,” she asserts. “Besides, how could you refuse a man who sees beauty in the rubble?”

“You're gushing,” I say. “You're quoting some poet now.”

“Oh, Sam,” she sighs. “Don't you remember anything about romance?”

I look at my stomach. He's moving like crazy in there, cartwheeling I think. Sometimes when I'm completely still, I see something poking, an elbow maybe, maybe a heel. “I remember,” I tell her. I rub my belly and he settles down. I imagine his eyelids, if he has them yet, fluttering, blinking, closing.

“Well, I want you to meet John,” Anne says. “He's coming with me in March! You have all sorts of space now, right?”

I don't know how to answer. I was turning the spare room into my baby's nursery until I got so tired all the time. Everything is half-painted — the walls are the color of lemon meringue, and I'm thinking of putting clouds on the ceiling, since I've already made the stencils — it's really lovely and peaceful and gender-neutral, or will be when it's done.


“Great!” Anne says. “We're driving and making a whole trip of it. John's thinking about bringing his dog. But he doesn't chew furniture or pee where he shouldn't — he's really good in the house.”

“John is?”

“Sam! You are so funny! I can't wait for you to meet him!”
Since she never asks about me, we say goodbye pretty fast. I look around at the mess of my home, think of my poor cat fleeing from some uninvited Labrador, and consider crying, but I'm too tired. Meanwhile, Buzz Aldrin has chewed off the mousie's tail. He's holding it close and licking its ears in an unnerving sort of ecstasy. I feel for both of them.

*

Just when you think things can't get worse, an old lady will accost you and talk about her vagina.

It's Friday, a week after we finally cast the musical, which ended up fine once Alan did a sly bit of recruiting. It's amazing who will crawl out of the woodwork when you offer free absences in English to every senior who participates in the production. We had lines out the door for auditions, and I have the largest stage crew ever assembled to help me with sets and costumes. Now, I'm walking down the hall to my room, the Studio, which is actually a nice little isolated pair of rooms in the basement, where I hold class. Since I only see the other teachers when they drop off their students, I had managed to keep my situation quiet for a pretty long time. Which wasn't hard. The director was such a lost puppy when I found him—the parents' association was readying the rails—that everything we did had to be covert. We made up ridiculous disguises just for driving around, dressing him as an old lady or Italian barber or British dog show handler. He liked to improvise, in every department, which is how I got in this predicament. In general, I'm the type who sharpens the crayons and caps the glue—I sketch before I paint. As a kid, I prided myself on my erasers, how long I could keep them clean.
Sure, once school started, I could feel the other teachers' eyes on my stomach, and I got a few peripheral questions from Leticia Simmons, who teaches third grade and chain-smokes in her car when her kids are in my class. But until it was obvious, which it is now, everyone was delicate and sympathetic and kept their distance, whispering theories among themselves. I made sure no one knew about the director and me, so they all assumed I was abandoned by some mystery man over the summer. Which is pretty much true, so why embellish. I'm sure their versions are a whole lot more interesting than, “I woke up. There was a note with a smiley face and a ‘Thanks for Everything—’ on his pillow.” No wonder this guy liked mutes.

Anyway, the only drawback to my studio is that it's next to the lunchroom, and pregnancy wreaks havoc with your sense of smell. Everything is amplified. On Thursdays, it's fish sticks and grilled cheese sandwiches, so during my planning hours I head to the library to eat and surf the Internet for set design ideas. This is where Carol Vonderbrink finds me.

“Samantha,” she says, smiling widely, closing in for a hug. She's always pulling people into her huge, pillowy bosom. She's a sweet, apple-faced, twinkly-eyed woman who teaches second grade reading. Unfortunately, she goes heavy on the rose perfume, which gives me a headache. So there I am, with a nose full of cafeteria cheese and processed fish and now, bottled roses from the drugstore, contemplating exactly how to set the Hot Box scenes—like the Cotton Club or something seedier?— and whether to paint hot air balloons on my baby's ceiling before my sister arrives. In other words, I'm feeling a little light-headed when Carol starts in.
“You're glowing these days,” Carol says. “How are you feeling?”

This is the first time that anyone has head-on addressed my pregnancy, and to be honest, I'm relieved. I'm tired of avoiding the elephant in the room—the one in my stomach—so I unburden myself a little. “I tell you, it's been tough, Carol. I'm alone, you know. But I'm really excited, too.”

“Yes,” she says. “It must be hard to be alone through this. Do you feel comfortable… talking about the father?”

I like Carol, so I decide to give her a little something to take back to the whisperers, which is where this will all end up anyway. “Well, I'm not supposed talk about the father anymore.” I drop my voice and make a show of looking around for eavesdroppers. “Since he was deported.”

Carol's eyebrows peak, and she says, “Oh.”

“It was all quite a shock.”

She gasps and reaches for me again, so I hold my breath and go with it. “These foreigners!” she moans. I nod against her shoulder.

Then, she brightens and says, “I notice your ankles are pretty swollen,” which I hadn't really realized. Except for my monthly check-ups, my routine and wardrobe have stayed pretty much the same. I've been wearing my usual jumpers and smocks and cruddy old wool clogs. Now I see that my legs look like fire hydrants shoved into baby shoes.

“I guess they are.”

“You know, when I was carrying my Bill and my Nancy, I had an enormous amount of discharge.” She shakes her head. Her sleek silver bob bounces in emphasis.
“Well,” I say.

“I had to wear sanitary pads throughout the second trimester.”

“Gosh,” I say.

“How’s your discharge?” she asks, in that perky teacher’s voice.

This is not exactly a discussion I planned to have with Carol Vonderbrink. I’m trying to reconcile excessive discharge with this sweet old woman who reads aloud from The Adventures of Squirrel and Nut, when she says:

“And then, once they were born, my vagina got very rubbery.”

“Rubbery—?”

“Like those dishwashing gloves.” Carol sighs. “It was really never the same.”

I stand up. I start collecting my things to leave, but my center of gravity is off, so I sit down hard on the floor. Carol cries, “Oh!” and kneels and frets, pulling me to her chest.

“Are you all right, dear?” The librarian and two parent helpers rush over in a swirl of perfume and concern. After a good deal of talk about blood sugar and blood pressure and fainting and emergency rooms, I negotiate my release. They help me stand and support my elbows as I walk to the door. I make my way to the hallway and step outside, breathing the crisp air, hoping my baby will be okay, apologizing for the scare. I promise him things will get better after lunch.

Instead, my afternoon becomes a parade of wombs and stretch marks and popping belly buttons, as teacher after teacher addresses my stomach. While the students diligently cut colored tissue for a stained-glass window project, out in the hallway their teachers recount heart-stopping stories of gestation and labor. Beth Simmons' nipples grew big as
salami slices and never returned to size; Helen James’ sister got ripped up in delivery, creating what Helen calls “a vaganus.” Jenny Chang delivered cesarean but they put her bladder back in wrong. On a lighter note, Mary Lester's son was misidentified by several ultrasounds as a girl. “We had everything monogrammed, too,” she laughs, “all these adorable pink fluffy dresses. But when he came out, there it was, no doubt whatsoever. A boy.” Then, with obvious pride, she says, “I mean, I don't know how they missed his diddle, because it's awfully honkin' big.”

After school, it's a relief to go next door and see Alan and Geneva, the only two people in Valley County Schools who haven't been pregnant, and whose insides I can't even begin to imagine. We're all heading to the arts supply warehouse to gather stuff for the “Guys and Dolls” sets and costumes. Geneva's choir room is decorated in life-sized photos from Mozart's *The Magic Flute* — heavily powdered actors in wildly colorful bird costumes. So it's relaxing to sit there in relative peace while she berates her altos for numerous offenses. “Slack-asses,” she grumbles when they leave. “Chewing up Latin like it's Juicyfruit. And why bother with tempo or pitch? Like, you know, cause Britney doesn't.” She twists her long, candy-red hair into a knot and stabs a pencil through it. She looks at me. “So how was your day?”

“Carol Vonderbrink has a rubbery vagina,” I say.

She laughs heartily. “Oh, honey, that's such old news.”

Geneva is large and theatrical and I'm thin, usually, and wimpy-looking, which makes Alan say, whenever he sees us, “If it isn't Mutt and Jeff.” Which I've never understood. But as we walk through his door today, he's deep in conversation with Bob and Mary, who are
now weighing in on all aspects of the musical, including set design and costumes. As we all pile into a school van and head over to the art warehouse, it's clear Alan's having a hard time. Apparently, Bob and Mary are troubled by the bawdier aspects of the show. This includes everything that has to do with Dolls.

“Look, the girls perform at the 'The Hot Box.' That is what it's called. It's a nightclub. It's sensual. It's supposed to have lewd overtones,” Alan says, pulling into the warehouse parking lot.

Next to me, in the backseat, Mary asks, “But is it absolutely necessary to use the word 'Box'?” Today she's wearing plaid wool pants and a kitty-cat pin on her pea coat. “It's such a nasty word to use around children.”

“Right,” says Bob, who's wearing, of all things, pink chinos. “Why not call it 'The Hot Club,' or 'The Hot Bar,' or something like that?”

Geneva and I escape the van, and she whispers in my ear, “Why mince words? Let's just call it 'The Hot Twat.'“

“Or 'Carol's Rubber Room.'“ We giggle like juvenile delinquents on a field trip and leave Alan to fend for himself.

The arts supply warehouse always makes me giddy. It's the art-teacher equivalent of a candy store, but better, because everything is weird and new and, most importantly, free. The warehouse is a giant receptacle for the odds and ends of industry — the errors and the overproduced — like dented sheets of corrugated tin or boxloads of surplus shoelaces. I come here once a year or so to collect things for my classes. We wheel our cart past barrels of shiny buttons you scoop out with a sandbox shovel, barrels of plastic Easter eggs, barrels
of broken seashells the size and shape of toenails, barrels of yarn from bad dye-lots, too marbled or ugly to sell. Racks of nicked CDs bounce rainbows in the light. Bolts of velvet, organza, silk, and fishnet vamp and wave as we breeze by. Geneva plucks a huge clam-shaped rattan purse from a heap marked “Damaged-Out.” I stop the cart at a stack of designer interior paint, piling in cans of charcoal, coffee, buttercream, and robin's egg for the street sets: pavement, buildings, sky.

We pull around to Trim & Notions, my favorite aisle, if only for the name, which sounds dirty and prim at the same time, like Victorian pornography. Here, we sort through boxes of feathers and bright cloth peonies intended, it seems, for hats. I'm trying to remember the design of the Hot Box dancers' costumes in the movie. The flowers look a little water-damaged and smell faintly like smoke.

“Factory fire,” says a man behind us. He's about my age, maybe younger, and wearing a warehouse smock and softly faded jeans. I try not to notice how nice his thighs look or wonder about anything else in there, since what's the point now, anyway. Geneva pinches my elbow. She doesn't like men, or women, really, except maybe herself.

“Those are from a milliner's business,” the man says. His voice is deep and slightly accented. He has thick, pepper-colored hair that cries out to be combed by a woman's fingers. I lean forward on the cart and let the folds of my coat hang loose over my stomach.

“What happened?” I ask, stupidly.

“He said there was a fire,” whispers Geneva. “Work with us here.”

His eyes are the color of pennies. “Actually, there is a story,” he says. “Rumor is that the factory owner set the fire. Hat business sinking, big insurance policy. And then he gets
to write off all the damaged goods.” He takes a giant peacock feather and raises it, like a question.

“Shrewd,” I say. For the first time in months, I wonder what my hair looks like.

From the next aisle, I can hear Alan insisting to Bob and Mary that, politics or no politics, the Havana scenes must be set in Cuba. Geneva rolls her eyes and says, “I'll run interference.” She strolls away and loudly asks Alan what we should do for palm trees. The warehouse man and I look at each other. I smile and he smiles back.

“Too many cooks,” I say. “We're doing a high school musical. “Guys and Dolls.””

“A-ha,” he says. “It is always complicated. Have you seen these? They just arrived.” He grabs a box from a shelf above me. In it are slender green and red ribbons, coiled like apple peels.

“What are they?” I ask.

“Bra straps. Surplus from Victoria’s Secret.”

Our hair almost touches as we look into the box. His breath smells like spearmint. Around his throat is a blue clay bead on a leather string. On closer look, it turns out his eyes are flecked with bits of gray.

I have no idea what to do with red and green bra straps. “I'll take fifty,” I say.

Together, Stefan—we introduce ourselves—and I count them out. To be sure, I have him recount them. Then it occurs to me that the Hot Box costumes require around 100 feathers. Not to mention 100 peonies. Standing there, counting and laughing and heaping whimsy like treasure, it's like we're in our own enchanted corner. Stefan bunches a
dozen feathers and offers them like a bouquet. I get silly and tuck a flower behind my ear. The day’s weirdness and noise and bruising candor all but disappear.

When we're finished, my cart is full, so Stefan offers to get me another. But as I wait for him, still leaning on the cart to hide myself, my back begins aching as usual. My baby somersaults and I contemplate my fat, idiotic ankles. I remember all the foolishness that got me here in the first place. What am I doing? Pregnant and flirting with some warehouse stock boy, a foreigner, no less. Carol Vonderbrink would shake her silvery head. Any minute, Bob and Mary might wheel up and scold me, in those pants. Anne would get a good laugh, too, since she's so together now—her perfect little sister, so straight and narrow, trolling the junkstore aisles for any remainder with a pulse and kindly smile. And then I hear something cutting the director said before he vanished: *Why do you always care so much what other people think?*

I hightail it out of there and find Alan and Geneva, who are giving Bob and Mary a task. “We need brass buttons for the Salvation Army costumes,” Geneva says, pointing them towards a barrel full of buttons in every conceivable metal. She hands them a pie plate to fill. “*Only* brass.” We walk away. Somewhere at the other end of the warehouse, a Frenchman is wheeling an empty cart in search of an unwed mother. Oh, well. Probably happens every day. Right now, we have the chance to do some work. We stroll the aisles. For awhile, we lose ourselves among sheet metal, plywood, cracked flowerpots, curtain fringe, and clapperless bells—at home with the dents and scraps.

*
If I don't tell her, my sister will, so the day before Anne comes into town, I decide to call my mother. She lives in a retirement community in Florida. Before that, she lived in this house and worked as a secretary for thirty years. She taught us to be meticulous, organized, and plan everything in life, which turns out to be harder than I thought, which is why I've been putting off calling her. My sister and I get our artistic side from her. After Dad died when we were little, Mom took in sewing for extra cash. But her real skill lies in fashioning charm from disaster, like painting smiley faces in iodine on your bloody scraped knees, or patching your jeans with crackled suede—as seen on all the supermodels—right before your big date. And until now, I've been pretty good at leaving all the disasters to Anne. I met my only other boyfriend, Ned, as a college freshman and thought we'd get married, until last year. Mild, kind, accountant Ned who left me for a man in a chat room. Which turned out to be a good thing, since I'd been trying to end it or get engaged for several sexless years.

There's talking and splashing in the background as they hand my mom the phone, so I'm guessing she's playing cards by the pool. I can picture her wearing Jackie-O sunglasses, smoking as she bids trump.

“Samantha, sweetie! What's going on? Is your sister in trouble again?”

“Anne is fine, Mom. She's coming to visit. She's bringing some new guy.”

“Oh, dear. Better hide your jewelry.”

I tell her what I know about my sister's new man and how I'm working on the musical and general updates about my students. Then I mention I'm painting the house, specifically mine and Anne's old room.
“Really, sweetie. How are you doing it? I always wanted to do pink.”

“Actually,” I say, “I’m thinking of doing it in clouds.”

“Mmm,” Mom says, then under her breath, “Three clubs.”

“And maybe some hot air balloons. With little lambs riding in the baskets.”

This gets her attention. “Hot air balloons and what, sweetie? That sounds eccentric.”

“It's for the baby.” My heart is beating out of my chest.

“What baby? Is your sister in trouble again?”

“No, Mom, I told you. Anne is fine.”

“Because you’re too stable and grounded and orderly about things…”

I take a deep breath. “It's my baby. It's a boy. I'm at twenty-nine weeks.”

On the other end of the phone, she's so quiet I can hear the other ladies making bids.

“Mom?”

She makes a funny whooping sound I've never heard before. “A grandbaby! I'm having a grandbaby! My daughter's having a little boy!” For the next few minutes, she announces this to everyone at the pool. There seems to be lots of cheering.

When she talks to me again, she says, “Well, it's about time.”

“You're not mad?”

“Well it would have been nice to know sometime during the last six months that we've talked on the phone.”

“You're supposed to tell me that I know better and I should have been more careful and now I've ruined our good name.”
“Ah, Samantha, you should hear some of the stories around here. Florence Dussledorf’s sons have made six grandbabies for her, all by different mothers. She never gets to see them. Everyday it breaks her heart. And Bertie Highsmith, her stepdaughter used a surrogate who ended up keeping her grandbaby. Oh, and Myrtle West has that lesbian daughter who—”

“So you're okay with it?”

“I'm fine. What about the father?” Mom asks.

“It’s that director guy I tried to rescue over the summer. But he's skipped town. He doesn't know.”

“Good. He was too quiet, anyway. Faded right into the wallpaper.”

“You never met him, Mom.”

“A mother knows these things. And so will you, soon enough. Oh! I'll have to dust off those crochet needles! You're little boy will need a blankie!”

We talk for awhile about how big I am and how big she got with Anne and me. Since she only half-listens to health news and invents the rest, she offers lots of strange advice, which along with all the other information I've been getting lately, makes me even more worried. “Well, if you get too nervous,” she says, “make sure you drink vodka or you'll go into early labor.” At the same time, she believes in the pyrotechnic power of the body. “You shouldn't eat anything with vinegar,” she warns. “It can make your stomach explode.” Stomach exploding has always been a big thing with her. Cherry pits, baking soda, expired eggs, rock candy—all of these are ticking bombs. On the other end of the spectrum is my sister, who believes internal organs have consciousness, possibly intelligence. “Don't you
feel sorry for your liver?” Anne will ask, just out of the blue, and then go on to explain how hard the liver labors for us, endlessly filtering wine and aspirin and hormones in dairy foods and cocaine and pesticides, and all for what? Is anyone ever grateful?

Mom tells me to forget painting the baby's room if I have to climb up ladders, which I wouldn't dream of now, anyway. “I fell once when I was carrying Anne,” she says. “It scared the wits out of your Daddy, God rest his soul. Oh, your Daddy would be so happy for you, Samantha. He'd give you such a hug.” She sighs. “Right after he hunted down and killed your baby's no-good absent father.”

Dad flew planes for the Air Force and was a starch and polish kind of guy, so I wonder if he really would be happy for me, or just confused and disappointed. Either way, it makes me sad. Mom wishes me good luck in dealing with my sister, and hangs up with promises of booties.

*

On Sunday, a giant SUV pulls into my driveway and my sister comes running out. She's decked out in full jingly regalia—long flowy skirt, beaded blouse, patchwork coat with toggle buttons. Anne isn't much for zippers. Her hair is long and frizzy and grayer than the last time I saw her, but her skin is flawless. You'd never believe she's thirty-three and spends a lot of time playing with antlers.

I stand on the porch, shivering a little, since there's still snow dotting the ground. I'm wearing a thin knit dress that hugs my belly like a net around a basketball.

Anne stops dead in her tracks when she sees me. Her eyebrows arch. “Something's different about you, I just know it,” she says, staring at my middle. “Did you cut your hair?”
“Hey, big sister,” I say, laughing. “I guess I have some news.”

“I'll say you do,” she says. She hugs me as best she can, then pats my belly. “Always have to be the first at everything, don’t you.”

A man's voice calls Anne from the truck. John opens his door. He's tan and tall and gray at the temples, wearing a collared shirt tucked into his jeans. He appears to be showered and shaved, which throws me. Anne's never dated a man with a haircut.

“Samantha, I take it?” He strides up and shakes my hand—firm grip, nice calluses. He smells fresh, like pine needles. He has good presence and wonderful vocal clarity. Leading man material.

“Congratulations,” he says, smiling. “Anne didn't tell me you were expecting.”

“I think we're all surprised,” Anne says in that bright, mean voice.

“How was the trip?” I change the subject.

They both laugh and say, “Muddy.” As they unload trampled-looking backpacks from the truck, they tell me about the weather and camping across the cold, wet Midwest. John is originally from Arizona, it seems, and Anne's forgotten how long it takes for spring to reach Indiana. “I made us stay in a hotel last night so we'd be presentable for you,” she says, and he says, “Made us? It's more like you finally let us!” But for all the dirt and surprises and exhaustion, they seem happy, like they've conquered something together. “It was actually quite nice,” Anne says, loosening up. “The trees were budding, and the browns and greys everywhere gave me some ideas for my next bedroom.” Typical Anne. She gets thrown a curve but rides it out, even makes it pretty. Something ripples through my chest. At first I think it's heartburn or the baby kicking, but as I watch them pulling off their boots
and tapping the muck off and arranging them side by side on the porch, I know it's not a pregnancy thing. The feeling is older and more familiar, like when you swallow something sharp and it takes forever to absorb.

The truck starts barking. John says, “That's my cue,” and pulls some tennis shoes from his backpack. “Sam, how do you feel about dogs?”

“I'm fine,” I say, “but Buzz Aldrin might freak out.”

He looks at me like everyone does when I mention the name of my cat. “My tabby. A stray. He fell onto my roof from I don't know where and decided to adopt me.”

“So he's the cat from outer space,” John says.

“Like the movie!” Anne says. “Remember, Sam? We loved that movie.”

What I remember is Anne telling me, when the theater went dark, that a man with a taste for children's ankles lived under the seats. “Does your dog like cats?” I ask.

“Especially with ketchup, ba dum bum,” John says.

I say, “Don't quit your day job.”

The dog, Murphy, bounds out of the car and pees on my lawn for about a half an hour. Which, since my bladder is now an ottoman, I completely understand. The dog takes a few laps around yard and then all three of them come inside to sniff around my living room. Buzz Aldrin runs for his life. Anne looks over everything to make sure I've displayed her crafts. “Where's the lampshade?” she asks, meaning the lampshade she made from dried leaves, which happen to smolder when heated.

We need to figure out sleeping arrangements so we tour the house, which hasn't really changed since Mom gave it to me years ago. Ned encouraged me to paint the kitchen
a dramatic burgundy, which the director called a rather obvious metaphor for sexual repression. The director prided himself on being hard to interpret. He liked to arrange weird still-lifes, so here and there you'll find a cheap rubber ball on a silver tray, an antique bowl filled with dead bees. But walking through rooms now with John and Anne, who remake houses for a living, I'm struck by how much looks the same as when we were growing up—the dark wool slipcovers, the velvet curtains, mom's handiwork draped like funeral veils. “God, was it always so dark in this place?” Anne asks. “All that's missing is a ghost.”

But John is a good guest and admires the crossbeams, the hardwood floors and scrolled banister. We get to mine and Anne's old room, which is in total disarray. “This must be the nursery,” she says. “So why don't you tell me all about how I'm going to be an aunt?”

John says he'd love to take Murphy on a walk and give us a chance to catch up, so Anne gives him directions to the park. She keeps staring at my belly, sometimes laughing, sometimes shaking her head.

“Was it that stupid director guy?”

“Look, I feel dumb enough already,” I say.

“I don't mean that you're stupid. I mean that he was a pretentious jerk.”

“I know. I messed up across the board.” I feel too heavy to keep standing, but there's no furniture in here yet. I lean against the wall and work my way to the carpet, fumbling to the floor with the grace of a cow break-dancing. Anne stares at me,
uncomprehending, like I'm acting out charades. Then, she arranges herself into a neat lotus position.

“So I'm sure you told Mom already.”

“Yesterday.”

“Jesus, Sam. What's the rush? Why not wait and let your child tell everyone for you?”

“Well, what was I supposed to do? This isn't exactly my style.”

“And what did Mom say?”

“She was happy. Really happy. She's thrilled to be a grandma.”

Anne folds her arms and says in that Sam-always-get-the-bigger-slice voice, “Uh-huh. That figures.” She looks at my belly with such intensity that I look at it, too. “So for the past eight months—when are you due?”

“End of May.”

She’s tapping her fingers on her arms, trying to work out the math. “So for…many months, you’ve been too embarrassed to tell your only sister about the biggest event in your life? In my life?”

“No, that isn't why. That's not it at all.”

“What is it then?”

To be honest, I can't think of any other reason, so I pretend the baby's kicking something vital. I make a face and rub my belly and say a little “oooh.”
But Anne doesn’t bite. “I am going to be an aunt, for heaven’s sake, and you don’t tell me about it for half a year. I can’t believe you, Samantha Jane. Are you really so ruled by shame?”

I look at the carpet, feeling puny, noticing the grit and paint mashed into the weave. It sounds so much worse when she puts it like that.

“And they call me self-centered,” Anne says.

“What can I say, Anne? I’m really sorry. It’s not like I’ve been enjoying this.”

“And that’s the other thing!” she shouts, slapping the floor. “You’re having a baby. You have a job and a house and friends and a family. Why shouldn’t you enjoy it? My god, if I were pregnant, I’d be dancing and singing like something out of Disney.”

“You do that anyway.”

“The point is, I wouldn’t care. It’s not a crime, Sam. It’s not some black mark on your record. It’s a baby.”

“I know.”

“I mean, Jesus, hooray! A whole other person! Your future!”

“I get it, Anne.”

“It’s totally different from here on out. A beautiful, endless, magical journey.”

“Okay.”

“Every single thing in your life is going to change.”

I swear, Anne can vault onto her high horse with the pomp of a circus act. “Well, aren’t you the smart one these days,” I say. “Tell me, have you had a baby? Or are you
channeling some wisdom from the Great Earth Mother? Because last time I looked, I was the only one here actually growing a human being. I think I know what I'm getting into.”

Her eyes narrow like she's going to pull my pigtails. Instead, she stands up. Looking down at me, she says, “No, Sam. I don't think you have any idea what you're getting into. You want everything neat and tidy.” She points to the ceiling, where my cloud stencils are still taped up, some of them filled in. “Look at this. You've always painted by numbers. You can't do that anymore.”

“Oh, go suck an antler,” I say.

“It's true. You've never been able to freehand. You never leave anything to chance.”

“Please! This, from the woman whose last boyfriend wrote a bad check to a prostitute!”

“I'm not ashamed of my past,” she says. “I may not play it safe like you, but I don't hide. And I don't wallow.”

“Right. You just post bail.”

“You can't stand it when I'm right,” she says, heading out the door. “Your fucked-up older sister actually knows how to deal with life. Imagine.”

“Yeah! Imagine!” I wobble forward and reach over to slam the door to our old room, the thunder of ancient battles. Poor old door, probably thought it had retired. A stencil flutters down. I sit there on the cruddy carpet, staring up at a ceiling I've stared at my whole life, at the precise outlines of painted clouds, and wonder how I'm ever going to pull myself back up to stand.

*
Just when you think things can't get any worse, your fucked-up older sister announces she's engaged.

They tell me in the evening, when we're sitting down to a dinner John's made— of course he cooks— of corn chowder and some sort of homemade flatbread. As usual, Anne and I ignore this afternoon's events, Anne because she has to keep pretending she's responsible and nice, and me because I'm the host. With the smell of food, Buzz Aldrin ambles into the kitchen and, without drama, sniffs Murphy's nose, then shoves his face into the dog's ear. Anne looks at me with that see-how-easily-different-species-manage-to-get-along expression, but I continue talking only to John, who has by now told me everything there is to know about joists. Believe it or not, you can completely exhaust the topic of house frames if you have a few hours to kill.

When I miss the chance to fill a pause with yet another question, Anne says, “So, Samantha, we have some news of our own.”

They tell me the story: A campground near the Meramec River. The ring falling in the mud. The frantic, giggly search. Then, of all things, they actually sing the rest of it: Down came the rain to wash the mud away. Then came the sun to dry up all the rain. And Anne and her fiancé got on the road again. They're very amused with themselves. “I guess we had lots of free time in the car to get creative,” John says. Anne gazes at him adoringly. She pulls a necklace out of her collar and the ring hangs from it: a traditional square cut white diamond, about a carat, plain gold band.

I'm dreading they'll start to sing again, so when the phone rings I'm so grateful, I practically hurdle the dog. It's Alan. “Bob and Mary are threatening to shut us down,” he says. “They say there's too much gambling.”

“Alan, this is not a good time,” I say.

“So, I asked them, what did you think these characters did? Their names are Big Julie. Harry the Horse. Nathan Detroit. I mean, they were there at the auditions, right?”

There's no getting out of this. Across the kitchen, John clears the plates and Anne starts rinsing them, dishes passing between them in a quiet, comfortable rhythm. She flicks him with water from her hands. He laughs and pokes at her with a dirty fork.

“So finally,” Alan is saying, “I told them they could have some authority over the music.”

My other line beeps in and I put Alan on hold. “Has that weasel Alan called you yet?” Geneva shouts into my ear. “No wait, weasels have spines. What doesn't have a spine?”

At the sink, John walks up behind my sister and wraps his arms around her waist. He says something in her ear and she laughs. He rests his hands across her flat little belly.

Geneva gives me an earful: Alan gave Bob and Mary control over the songs. Alan is a traitor. Alan is weak. Alan gave Bob and Mary control over the sets. Everywhere I look, wheels are falling off and bouncing willy nilly in the road. I switch the line back to Alan.

“Alan, tell me what's happening with the sets,” I say as calmly as I can.

“Is that Geneva on the other line?”

“Tell me right this minute.”
Alan sighs. “Sam, they wanted to make major character changes. Deep structural stuff. I threw them a bone.”

“So you have me working on the buddy system?”

“They just want to be involved. And see all your sketches in advance. And approve the paint. Sam, it's only cosmetic. They have the kids' moral interests at heart.”

My sister and John are swaying side to side. John twirls Anne around and her skirt fans out. She hitches her skirt dramatically. John claps his hands like a flamenco dancer. Much more of this nonsense and my belly button won’t be the only thing to pop.

I work to keep my voice level. “Alan, this is a goddamn musical about gamblers who end up repenting their sins. In a goddamn chapel. There's even a song about it. Two white, heterosexual, middle-aged couples fall in love and end up getting married. There's even a song about that. Every goddamn thing ends up perfect for every goddamn one. And you're having a hard time making this acceptable for the goddamn kids?”

“Um, Sam, are you all hormonal or something? You're due pretty soon, right?” he asks. I hear a click as Geneva hangs up. “Oh wait, give me a minute,” Alan says. “That's my other line.”

I slam down the receiver and the phone rings again. “What the hell is it now?” I answer. Anne and John stop their little show and look at me, astonished.

“Samantha?” It's a man's voice, slightly accented. “Hello. This is Stefan. From the Art Warehouse. How are you doing this evening?”

“Good, good, I'm good,” I lie.

“I hope I am not imposing.”
“No. I'm just having a little dinner. With my sister. She's visiting.” My mind is racing. I wonder what I must have dropped or spilled or broken. I wonder how he got my number. I wonder if I can go into labor simply by answering the phone.

“Oh. Sorry to interrupt. I wanted to let you know we have some more flowers from the milliner. Another factory, up in smoke. This guy has terrible luck.”

“My goodness, yes, it's dreadful.” I sound like my mother.

“But then started thinking about that song, from your show, what is it, 'Luck be a Lady.' So I thought of you.”

I wonder if he can hear me blushing. “I bet you say that to all the set designers.”

Anne and John just stand there, watching me like I'm television. I turn my back.

Stefan laughs. He asks me if I want to come in and pick up some more notions. Ha, I want to say, that's all I need, a few more crazy notions. Plus, there's no coat big enough now to cover everything up. Talk about terrible luck. So I tell him it's not such a good idea. Maybe Geneva can come in for me, or maybe Bob and Mary. My heart droops like a hundred wilted peonies.

“Oh. I'm sorry to hear you can't come in,” Stefan says. “Is there something wrong with your baby?”

I'm so surprised I can't speak. Either this guy is wonderful or some kind of wackjob. In any case, it figures I'd get more action when I'm knocked up than any other time. With Alan and Anne yelling at me all day, my brain is whirling like a roulette wheel, and I'm so dazed that I say No, everything's fine with my baby, it's very sweet of you to ask. Maybe when my sister leaves I'll get a chance to stop in. He tells me he would like that very much.
When the phone rings again and it's Carol Vonderbrink, I answer all her questions and even ask a few. The conversation grosses John and Anne out enough that they leave to cuddle on the couch. When Bob and Mary call about my sketches, I agree to meet them for lunch on Tuesday. When my mom calls with a list of her favorite names of leading men—Gary, Cary, Clark, Humphrey—I listen and even give the phone to Anne, so she can share her news. I toddle out to the couch and sit by my future brother-in-law, who in the end, seems like a stand-up guy. He asks if he can touch my belly. I say go for it. He reaches hesitantly, then plants his hand right at the equator.

“She's delirious with joy, Sam. This may be the best week of Mom's entire life,” Anne says, walking in. “Oooh! Is he kicking?”

She sits next to me and places her hand under John's. They tell me they want to give their nephew a present—the nursery—they'll take care of everything. I can't imagine how any of this will come together, but I guess that's another thing you learn to live with. “Is there anywhere close we can get supplies?” Anne asks, and I say I know just the place. My sister wonders if the baby can dream yet, what a baby's dreams might look like. Which gets me thinking. I see the nursery walls awash in mud brown or spring green, blooming with tree buds or farm animals or whatever spirit guides Anne's brush. A sky full of stenciled clouds clears above our heads. “Was that a kick?” John asks, though nothing's happened. “Just hold on,” I say. We're all quiet in that funny illogical way, like when Anne and I were little and we'd hold our breath at night, thinking if we laid still enough, we'd conjure shooting stars. We sit like that now, in the dark, and wait for the show to begin.
Hold Fast

Because he worries she might be drinking, Ted calls his daughter on Sunday night. The machine picks up and he begins to speak, awkwardly and with some reluctance, as he always does when he leaves messages. He doesn't trust digital technology and tends to hold on to ancient, dependable appliances until they rattle apart. Unlike his daughters—Joanne, the older, steadier one, and Grace, who he is calling now—Ted believes in upkeep, repair, a code of ownership that seems to be falling out of fashion. It chafes him, the way people today can't be bothered with maintenance, let alone a wrench. They just buy and replace. Percolators, cars, televisions, spouses—anything can be left at the curb. Ted, who fixed vacuum cleaners until those, too, became cheap and disposable, refuses to take part in this new sensibility. He is loyal, though his wife Eloise used to laugh the nobility right out of that word. “Loyal?” she'd tease whenever he'd get self-righteous. “Try stubborn. You've been a codger since you were twenty.”

He smiles, remembering Eloise, and loses track of what he is saying. Luckily, before things get too embarrassing, Grace picks up. “Hi, Daddy,” she says, her voice raspy, like she's been asleep. Grace is thirty-eight but calls him her Daddy, and Ted is glad for it. Joanne started calling him Ted when she was a teenager, which feels wrong, even now.

He had raised his daughters as he thought a father should, with love and sternness, but at a safe distance from their daily dramas. He provided a full table and advice about practical matters, like buying bonds and dressing appropriately on airplanes. When he was young, Ted would tell them, men wore ties when they traveled and women wore stockings,
sometimes gloves. Eloise tended to the details. She knew which boy Joanne liked, which girl was teasing Grace, and consulted him only at a crisis. But while Joanne outgrew the histrionics and is now a cheerful, married mother of two, Grace stayed edgy and dark. She is self-critical and grim and never wears make-up. Ted cannot quite read her.

Now, Grace clears her throat and asks, “How are you, Daddy?”

He replies, “Oh, fine.” He refuses to itemize his aches and pains or discuss his digestion. But somehow, Grace understands sorrow and what it does to the body. So she asks, “How are you sleeping?” hitting the nail on the head.

“That’s a good question,” he answers. “Not so well, actually. On and off. A leaky faucet.” Since he hit seventy, since Eloise passed, sleep has become elusive, unruly, overpowering. It seems absurd to have to work at it.

He asks about her job, and she tells him. At first, she seems all right. True, her diction is too precise and she speaks slowly, like he is losing his hearing (which he isn't), but there could be other reasons for this. For one, his daughter doesn't talk much. She is the curator of archives at a college library in Michigan. Ted thinks such a job can't be good for a young lady, all that hushed solitude and dim yellow lighting, the musty smell of bindings, things kept under glass.

He asks about her weekend and as she talks, some of her words stick together. She is clinging to consonants like toeholds, asking the same questions he's already answered. There is no question—Grace is drunk. What's worse, he believes that this is a pattern, one that organizes and explains some odd moments in the past. It explains why Eloise would hover when Grace came home, why she inspected the trash afterwards, why Grace would turn in
early but wake up late, unsteady and terse and puffy. It explains the urgent conversations that stopped whenever he walked in a room, the never-ending phone calls. Ted's throat tightens as he thinks of his wife, sitting alone on the couch long after he'd hung up the extension. What would she have said? In wondering this, he isn't sure if he means what she may have said to help out Grace, or what she should have said to him.

For the time being, all he can do is keep Grace talking. But he's not good at it. He asks, “Heard from any of your friends lately?”

“Friends. That's a good one. Not too many left.”

He tries again. “What about those girls you lived with back in college? The one with the suntan? Or that big fat smiley girl?

She seems to think about it. “Well, Jennifer got married. You remember her, don't you?”

It takes awhile but in his mind, Jennifer becomes a meek girl with terrible teeth.

“Right. So Jennifer finally settled down.”

“Dad,” Grace says, laughing sharply. “It was a nice ceremony. Everyone was very earnest. The band played oldies. You and mom would have cut a rug.”

She is trying to be bright now, he can tell. He wonders if she got to dance, if anyone asked her. Grace has suffered some awful moments at dances. One Homecoming, her date up and left in the middle of the dance to go play basketball. The boy never told her he was leaving, never came back for her. Ted was dispatched to pick Grace up at the school, where he found her sitting outside on the steps— her hair just beginning to fall from its pins, her dress achingly pretty and crisp— ripping her corsage into smaller and smaller shreds.
Now he moves onto safer subjects. They talk for awhile about her latest decision: buying a new car. It has taken months for her to decide to buy, and she's hemming and hawing over models. But instead of getting irritated—he's the type who asks questions later—Ted looks forward to these conversations. He feels useful, sage. And he is getting out more, too. Every Friday, he walks to the corner bookstore to buy a new round of car magazines. In his erratic waking hours, he researches models, taking meticulous notes. He mails his reports to her from the post office across town, where the perky blonde at the counter calls him by name. “Good morning, Mr. Yates!” she'll say, right when he walks in, and he blushes as the folks in line turn and smile. Before his last trip to the post office, he ironed his collar and trouser pleats, though Eloise always did this for him, and it took awhile to get the hang of it. It surprised him, how much you could wrinkle with the best of intentions, how intricate, how careful Eloise's touch.

“But I like the Korean cars,” Grace protests now in that peculiar starched voice. He gave the Korean cars one star in his last report.

“They crumple, honey. Besides, what do Koreans know about cars?”

“Daddy. It's a new century. Didn't you flip your calendar?”

“I've been researching them, Gracie. Old dad knows a few things.”

“That's right. You do know things. You raised us well.” She takes a deep, dramatic sigh he recognizes and dreads. “At least Joanne turned out well.”

“Now Gracie,” he says. With Grace, talk could turn at any moment, veer off into whines and wallows. He works to right the conversation. “You have lots of wonderful qualities. You help people. You're a smart, pretty girl.”
“Ahh, that's right, my life is perfect. Starving people in China would kill for my life.”

“Well, you do have it good.”

Grace doesn't reply, and Ted hears her breathing. Then she asks, “What am I doing buying a car anyway?”

Ted says, “You need a car. Need to get out of that library and have some adventures.”

He starts to tell her again about his first new Chevrolet, its taillights winking from fins, the rise of brand new highways, the dusty kick of back roads. Driving that big, smooth-handling car, he felt like something launched. A car would be the perfect way to get Grace moving, engaged in the world of living things. Who could be sulky with miles of road in the rearview and sunshine on the dash?

But Grace isn't listening. “Adventures,” she says. “Ha. Who would go with me? Hercules?” Hercules is her dog, a quaking miniature greyhound.

“Well, no. But who needs a dog to drive to Colorado or California or—” he reaches, trying to remember the places she's mentioned, “or Maine?” He realizes he should have said Massachusetts. She’s always talking about some bookish landmarks.

She sighs again and — this time he hears it— takes a drink. “But who do I have to see?” This is the sad voice that always asks why men are such jackasses.

“You can see all sorts of people,” Ted says. “You can meet new people.”

“There's a thought. Who?”

“I don't know. Other people taking trips.”

“Oh, goody. I'm sure there are lots of nice men hanging around rest stops.”
“That’s not what I mean.”

“It's all useless, Daddy. I make bad decisions.”

“Now, Grace.”

“What's the point, anyway.”

“You need a car.”

“Right. To make friends and influence people.”

“Just to get out and see the world.”

“Daddy. Please. Where in the world do I need to go?”

“You need to come and visit me.”

He says it too fast, in a tiny old voice. Like that, he sounds like someone who gloms on to his children. He only wanted to get her head out of her own belly-button, but now he's come off as grabby, like all his helping and researching has been a scheme for his benefit. It is unseemly. It isn't quite true.

Grace is quiet for a long moment.

“Honey?” he asks.

Finally, she says, “You're right, Daddy. I should just drive myself to Maine.” With no trace of gumption. “I have to go.”

“Grace.”

“I'll call you next time, okay?” She hangs up. When he calls back, the line is engaged. It stays that way past midnight, past 4:30 in the morning, when Ted wakes up and tries again.

*
In over forty years of marriage, Ted thought there wasn’t much left to know. He had assumed their secrets were the ordinary kind: his occasional itch for the girl who helped at his shop, his constant wish for solitude, discreet loans to his gambling brother. Certainly nothing with consequence, like a drinking daughter, or imperative, like doctor visits. But Eloise withheld those things from him. She didn't tell him how sick she felt or how deeply Grace was troubled. Now, in the absence of his wife, everyday facts are splitting open into unpleasant mysteries.

He thinks of their last day at the house, how Eloise watched as he hung wash on the line. The young mother next door smiled and caught his eye, and he nodded, embarrassed to be fussing with underthings. Eloise had been tiring easily, he thought from a lingering flu, so she sat by in the shade by the impatiens, telling him his business. Putting him through the paces, almost as if she knew she would be leaving. They had just washed the windows, or more correctly, he had washed while she spotted the spots. Now her voice was high and sharp in a way that needled him. “Higher, Ted,” she shouted as he pinned the sheets. “You don’t want them to drag.”

She could have told him anything then. That it was hard for her to breathe. That in her chest there were pockets of sickness, that he should be concerned. Then he could have told her the things you tell your wife when she’s fading away.

But instead he rolled his eyes and fumbled with the clothespins. He kept her to his back. Before she passed out in the lawn chair, before he watched her heart beat on a screen, before some neighbor unpinned and folded the wash and left it on their doorstep, the only sound between Ted and his wife was the flapping of a sheet.
It's another thing to keep him up nights, that sound, the snap of a line pulled taut.

*  

He has agreed to watch Joanne's children while she and her husband go off to Vegas, so Ted arrives on his daughter's doorstep with his small hard suitcase and favorite pillow. Not that the pillow will make a difference. All week, he's tried calling but Grace won't pick up. Now he's restless and tired and feeling hurt, whittled to a nub.

For the next week, all he can do during the days while the grandkids, thank heavens, are in school, is sit like a toadstool on Joanne's bright floral couch and watch the cable television. It doesn't help. The grandkids poke fun at his rabbit-earned RCA and say he's out of touch with reality, but it turns out that reality in all its screaming color can fast deplete a person. On cable, there are trials of children who kill their parents and skyscrapers collapsing into dust, and at two in the afternoon, you can watch, on several stations, animals of various species being born. Kittens in a crate, human babies in a tub, all making their slimy, squinched-up way into a world of lights and cameras. When his own children were born, Ted stayed in the waiting room and maintained what Eloise called his strong and silent act, even though inside, he quivered like an egg yolk. But he didn't get sappy like these fathers on cable. Times have certainly changed. Young people have gone completely crazy. Young women jiggle their bottoms like chimpanzees and fall out of bikinis. Young men are arrogant or queer. Teeth and hair and belly-buttons all gleam with ornament. And everywhere, cameras go behind the scenes— or worse, under the skin. There are shows where people get fat sucked from their bodies with giant medical vacuums— if only he had applied himself, Ted thinks, amused and queasy, he could have been a millionaire. But who
would have dreamed of using a vacuum for such a purpose? Who looked at a hose and a dimpled thigh and cried Eureka?

Even the actresses of his generation are unrecognizable, old starlets with faces stretched so tight they’re practically looking out their ears. Nothing on cable resembles his life. Over the years, he felt a kinship with Dick Van Dyke; as whining teenagers, the girls called him “Archie Bunker.” But there aren’t any shows about old widowers with drinking daughters who don’t answer the phone. Nothing illuminates Grace's gloom or reveals a way to lift it. Instead, on television, the elderly whisk grandchildren from swings in a haze of pain-free sunlight, or they collapse, alone, in heart attacks, or they sit like lumps as motorized lifts move them place to place. Old age is nothing but steady decline, requiring supplements. Not one old man on daytime television is capable of fixing a thing.

Fed up, he finds Joanne's Dirt Devil and strips it clean, right there on the living room rug. The tools feel right, move easily. Laying out each part, he could be ten again, fooling with his mother's Electrolux, its body sleek and silvery as a flying saucer, its whirling, star-shaped brush. The first time he took apart a machine, he was trying to solve a puzzle.

Watching his grandma’s stand-up Kenmore eat dirt, its two big headlights like alien eyes, he wanted to know, Where does it all go? Show me, he said, Where does it go? and his grandfather answered, In its belly. But Ted's grandfather lied in general, so Ted pulled the machine to pieces. His grandma strapped him when she walked in, seeing metal everywhere, those funny bug-eyes lying in the pile, lost and blind. She said she’d saved a long time for that sweeper and Ted would damn well fix it. He was seven. But he did it, fine-tuning the intake port and speeding up the motor. Tinkering proved to be his first and only skill. He had
terrible vision for far away objects, couldn't see a football until it hit him, and even with
glasses, blackboard figures got jumbled in his head. But vacuums had parts that you could
hold in your hand, pieces you could see. Put them together, they made a tangible whole,
something that helped to keep a home.

It strikes him fresh, though not for the first time, how differently men and women
are assembled, and that maybe one reason he's stumped about Grace is that he doesn't know
how she's put together. In fact, at this moment he is pretty sure that women in general are
designed to mystify. On the one hand, men are easy: men are like motors— their parts
visible, all laid out. They don't have agendas or hide feelings. But women seem to have
compartments where they stored every grudge and disappointment: the reel-to-reel tape
recorder you salvaged and fixed up nice for your daughter's sixteenth-birthday party, the
times you said no to a Disney vacation, or ridiculed the latest fashion.

He's thinking about all this when the phone rings. The machine picks up and he
hears Grace.

“Hey, Jo,” she says. “It's my lunch hour and I'm calling to say hi. You're probably
out doing interesting things. I'm just here in the stacks, collecting paper cuts.”

Ted's knees creak as he stands up, and he stumbles over the Dirt Devil. He makes
his way to the phone.

“Anyway, just wondering how you are. I'm okay, I guess. Missing Mom, you know,
all that. Dad keeps calling and leaving these awful rambling messages. It's sad but making
me sort of nuts. It's like he's stalking me. But Dad is the only guy who calls.”

Ted hesitates, wanting to make her stop, wanting to hear what she confides.
She says, “He wants me to visit, but God, what a thought. Can't you picture us, gaping like a couple of gutted fish, making small talk in that kitchen? I'm depressed enough in my own place.”

Ted's heart sinks, and this dislodges a memory from the time Grace was a bitter teenager: Eloise, trying to cheer her up, saying, “Why don't you have one of your friends over? It might be nice to have a visitor.” And Grace, miserable child, answering, “Oh, Mother. And make my friends suffer, too? Why would anyone want to be here?”

Now Grace says, “Anyway, call me, Jo. I'll be home tonight.” The machine beeps.

Ted leans against the counter and plays the message back. Grace's voice is clear and sober, but that's cold comfort now. He's tempted never to call her again, this ungrateful, sullen daughter. He's spent all this time worrying, and for what? So she could call him obsessive. But as he simmers down, he realizes there is a lot she isn't saying. He remembers how years ago, Eloise could have slapped their daughter when she ridiculed their house. And yet, Eloise didn't react at all, didn't even demand an apology. She just shook her head and said, “Grace lashes out when she's vulnerable, Ted. I don't think she has any friends to invite.” What riled him, Eloise could see right through, hold up for him like a road map.

Ted thinks about putting pieces together and suddenly feels tired. Scattered everywhere on the rug in front of him are the entrails of the vacuum. On television, a salesman opens the door to a Honda Accord. Four stars, Ted remembers. Reliable. It occurs to him that he should visit Grace, take a look up-close, for himself. She needs a good firm talking to. Deciding this weighs on his bones, but at the same time, he feels charged. He will have to put the Dirt Devil together and plan the trip and take a nap before the
grandkids rush home. First, he deletes Grace's message—the push of a button, every bit of it, gone.

*

Opening the door, taking his coat and umbrella, Grace is animated, hostessy, a person not at all his daughter. She's wearing ruby-red lipstick and a mannish turtleneck and a long, black witchy skirt, and she looks heavier around her chin and hips, older, more severe. It's bewildering to see her primped like this, colorful and smiling, her hair swept into a librarian's bun, stuck through with shiny chopsticks. Clearly, she's been warned of his arrival—Joanne's eyes widened, alarmed, when he told her—but Ted expected that. Driving up, he thought of that jungle show, Wild Kingdom, where they set up cameras in the brush to capture lions hunting and nursing their cubs, all in their natural habitat. He realized that's what he's hoping to do: see Grace in her natural habitat. It would be harder, of course, for him to blend in and observe, especially here in her weird, stark home. The bathroom door is painted purple, hanging over it, a gargoyle.

Harder to handle is Grace's good cheer. “Well, isn't this a lovely surprise!” she says. “I'm so glad you've come to visit!” She claps her hands like Bess Meyerson opening the door to a Westinghouse.

“Same here,” Ted says. To show he means it, he pats her on the shoulder. And truly, he is happy to see her; his heart feels fluttery, light. He last saw her at Eloise's service. They look at each other with tight, expectant smiles.

“Gosh, when was the last time you were here, Daddy?” she asks. “It must have been when I first moved.”
She deposits his suitcase in the den, a shadowy room that smells like bleach. When Grace moved in, Ted thought her apartment was bleak, in need of Eloise's embroidered touch, but he soon realized its dark wood floors and heavy doors held a sunlessness that suited Grace. There's something different about it now. It's shiny. Every surface gleams with effort: the veneer of settling doubts.

Ted asks, “How is this beast?”

Hercules minces up and licks Ted's hand, and Ted allows this. If fragility could take a shape, it would be this teacup of a dog. Grace smiles and calls the dog, who walks everywhere on tiptoe. Hercules follows them into the living room and nibbles a squeaking rubber turtle. Ted and Grace sit on hard-backed chairs. Ted looks around. The walls are the color of Grace's lipstick and decorated with paintings of fruit in bowls. The single painting of a human being is of a glowing white, naked, bleeding man draped, dead, over the edge of a bathtub. No wonder his daughter dissolves into drink each night, he thinks, in this room without so much as a cushion.

“I would have cleaned if I'd known you were coming,” Grace says, when obviously, she's scrubbed all morning. “The place is such a mess.”

“Gracie, please. The place looks fine. Your mom would have liked that statue.” He points to a bust of a strapping male torso, its genitals exposed.

She flushes and laughs too hard. “See what I mean? I'm not used to visitors.”

“Oh now, I'm not company. I'm family.”

There's a long moment where they don't say anything. Then Grace remembers to ask about Ted's drive, which was rainy and harrowing. His tiny Dodge was constantly nudged
by trucks, his windshield sprayed, like spit. He doesn't tell her that he confused her street name with one from his childhood and exited the interstate early, how he drove, lost, for nearly thirty minutes before he realized his mistake.

Grace is talking about her schedule. “And I don't know if I can take a day off, so I'm not sure what you had in mind to do.”

“Don't fret about me,” Ted says. “I'll just putter. Need anything fixed?”

Grace's smile looks ready to crack. “Well, I'll have to think about it. Just how long did you plan to stay?”

“A short while,” Ted says. He can see what she's thinking: her father nosing through closets, ferreting beneath the countertops. And who can blame her? He remembers how the girls used to mess with every brush and fan blade in his workshop until he installed a lock. Drove him crazy, little hands on his screwdrivers, turning washers into earrings for dolls.

She says, “Because I have some deadlines and maybe some meetings and I don't want to bore you all the time.”

Ted sees that his daughter is puffing her feathers, making a show of good intentions. Her hostess act is really plumage—resplendent, distracting, big and grand, keeping him at bay. If he wants to fade into the woodwork and see the real Grace, he will have to smooth her ruffles. But how? As she offers him pillows and snacks and ice water, and he declines, Ted realizes two things: one, that Grace thinks she's being charitable, doing her duty, by keeping her old man company. And two, that his daughter's better, kinder instincts might be used to his advantage.
So he says, in a small voice, “I know you're busy, honey. I won't be trouble. It's just quiet at home, by myself. Tough-going without your Mom.”

She stops her list of things to do. Her face takes on the look of eight-year old Gracie, finding a stray cat.

He sighs. “Guess I got so caught up missing her, I forgot about your schedule. But don't you worry, I can go as soon as I rest up from the drive.”

That's all it takes. “Oh Daddy,” she says, rising, giving him a quick hug. “It's no trouble at all. I'm glad you're here. Really. I'll make time. I mean, the things I work with are centuries old—what's a few more days?”

For the rest of the evening, as they share a soggy lasagna she's baked and talk about dying relatives, Grace still burns a little bright, though at a lower wattage. He notices a two bottles of wine by the sugar jar, which she makes a point of ignoring. There's almost nothing in her refrigerator: ketchup, Pepsi, gourmet dog food. Before turning in, she gives elaborate instructions for using the shower, and Ted observes the leaking spigot, the wobbly curtain rod: ways he can simplify her life. With these hardwood floors, he's sure she doesn't own vacuum. But between walking Hercules tomorrow while she is at work and poking around and tightening screws, there will be plenty for him to do.

That night, Ted dreams he is pushing baby Grace in her stroller, Eloise by his side, down the long steep street where he once lined up his brother's aggies and watched them roll downhill. It's late afternoon and the moon is high and he points it out to Eloise, but she is quiet and when he turns, he realizes she is gone. Grace's stroller makes a sudden squeak.
One wheel starts wobbling, then another squeaks, and then the handles slip away. The stroller races down the sidewalk, squeaking, squeaking, out of reach, and he runs to catch it before the axles break and Grace is thrown into the street. Traffic whips by and the stroller is squeaking and he leaps and grabs and misses. Squeaking, squeaking, the stroller rolls and teeters to stop. Finally, Ted can breathe. That’s when he sees the truck bearing down on her, too fast for him to move. He wakes up, stunned to find himself on a black leather couch in a blood-red room, sun under the shade, a dog in the corner chewing on what looks like a little rubber turtle.

He bangs his knee against the table and his back throbs from the drive, and he walks around in a cloud all day, rooting through Grace's cupboards for oatmeal, picking out the raisins. He walks Hercules to the corner, where a group of teenagers shouts things like “Yo Cujo!” and “Grrr!” until he crosses the street, and he's too caught up in the leash to grab a newspaper before the machine door slams. After tinkering with the shower, he sits and waits. His urgency is fading; it's difficult to fix someone's life when nothing is apparently broken.

Then Grace comes home restless, unwilling to sit or cook, and she suggests they go out. She takes him to a museum on campus where they stare at paint spatters and pornography. He can't make sense of art, it seems— lip prints on a toilet seat, jars of blood or urine or worse. He grunts whenever she tries to explain some jumbled mess she seems to like. His feet grow tired. Later, she drives his car around the city and points out dull attractions, acting like the Grace he knows and will never understand. “To your right, it’s the Country Kitchen buffet. Ooh look, tonight's special is yams,” she says. After dinner at
a foo-foo restaurant — curly salads and runty steaks and mashed potatoes in swirls, like icing— they drive by a long line of adolescents with shockingly colored hair. Grace laughs, and in her tour guide voice says, “Now on your left, it's the undergraduates lining up at a local club for their nightly ritual of thrashing, copulating, and puking.” Ted doesn't know what stuns him more: the children, or how she puts it.

The next day, with his digestive tract in a tangle from dinner and Grace taking the day off, they go to a movie, and Ted is just happy to be somewhere not eating, not talking, and not walking through her dirty neighborhood. She chooses a thriller set in Alaska, where the sun apparently doesn't set, and it's a good movie although Grace complains about lots of things he hadn't noticed.

“Leave it to Hollywood,” she says as they walk out into daylight. “I mean, are we really supposed to believe Hilary Swank would just wander into that cabin?”

“You talking about that girl cop?” Ted asks.

She says, “Yes, Daddy. The 'girl cop.' The boy cop is the one that saves her.”

Lighting a cigarette— has she always smoked?— she adds, “But who's surprised by that.”

That night, they have spicy, ethnic take-out food and run out of things to talk about. Grace makes faces as she sips her ice water (she says it tastes like rust) and sits on the balcony, smoking, and constantly taps her large, unfeminine feet. They bump elbows in the hallway and open doors into each others' faces. The radiator clanks out heat. Throughout the evening, each of them steps on Hercules, who yelps and wags his slender tail. Apologizing.

*
By the middle of the week, nothing is getting accomplished. Without his noticing exactly how, the wine on the counter has vanished. He thinks she sneaks it on the fire escape, or pours it in her thermos. He is losing time, losing her. Now they're about as far apart as poles on an electric motor: north and south. They need a project, something to spin between them like a rotor. He decides they should go to a car dealership, and this is where things take a downturn. Later, he realizes he must have expected some grand adventure: a salesman greeting them, presenting car after shining car like a Busby Berkeley musical; Grace delighting in the one she'd buy; Ted approving; and a current passing between them, the way it did when Ted gave her Eloise's photo albums for Christmas.

But what actually happens is quite annoying. The salesman is pushy, and from the start, Grace despises him.

“Now at our dealership, we customize each vehicle. It's a mandatory package,” the salesman, Darius, says.

“And a mandatory kickback for you guys,” Grace says, folding her arms.

“Well,” says Darius, smiling at Ted, who must seem, in comparison, downright affable. “We provide wheel locks and mud flaps and undercoating for half the retail price.”

“Right,” Grace says. “Because you care so much about my needs, you're willing to make the sacrifice.”

“Grace,” Ted interrupts. “You live in Ann Arbor. Undercoating is important.”

The salesman looks at Ted, imploring, but the matter is out of his hands. He doesn't know what, if anything, will satisfy his daughter. As they walk the lot, Grace nay-says sticker prices, colors, highway mileages. She guffaws and snorts. Ted imagines his research, his notes carefully folded in envelopes, fluttering piece by piece into the sky, like ash. After an hour, Darius shrugs. “It sounds like you've made up your mind,” he says, handing Ted his card. “Sir, don't hesitate to call if you're ever interested for yourself.”

By the time they leave, Ted is ready to blow a gasket. All he wants is untroubled sleep and bland soup from a can. But Grace insists they stop for dinner at a place near her apartment. It's a dark little joint that's more Ted's speed, where a hamburger is called a hamburger. Grace makes a production of greeting the hostess by name, waving broadly to the bartender. “I'm a regular,” she announces, with all the pride of being in a place where people should recognize you.

And here, for the first time since he's been keeping watch, Ted sees Grace drink. She starts with a glass of merlot. He is so worn out from bickering and coaxing and walking around, he can't help but order a beer. As it happens, this is a bad idea, since it seems to give Grace a kind of springboard. After their appetizers, she orders another merlot; with dinner, another still; a slight lift of her finger, a nod and smile, and glass after glass appears. All the while, she gets looser, more chatty with the waiter, a polite young man with an earring in his nose.

“Steve, Steve, you're always so good to me,” she says.

The boy raises an eyebrow. “You've been here before, ma'am?”

Grace flushes and looks at Ted. “Steve, my man. You served me last week.”
Steve smiles vacantly and holds the tray to his chest.

“Grace Yates,” she says slowly, like he’s a foreigner. “Cheeseburger, merlot, sometimes pie? Corner booth with the good light for reading? I'm always reading. I've seen you when you get off work— I walk my little greyhound.”

Steve lights up. “Oh! That funny dog! I didn't realize that was you.” They both laugh and then it's quiet; what more can they say?

Steve takes their plates and, no dummy about tips, makes an effort to call Grace “Miss Yates.” But as he and Grace work through pieces of pie, Ted feels embarrassed. It's the same feeling as when he picked her up from the Homecoming dance after her date abandoned her, the feeling he's had whenever he's seen her alone and vulnerable in public. He remembers her awkward stab at musicals when she was in high school, how his breath caught when saw her in the spotlight, hoping she'd be transformed. But she was just Grace, a gawky kid in a bright pink halter top, a beat behind the music, leaden and pale beside her castmates, her lips moving instead of smiling. “She's counting, Ted,” Eloise whispered as they sat in the crowd. “Oh dear. Just like her father.” By this, Eloise meant Grace was hopelessly earthbound, utterly deliberate in all things. Ted felt her pain. He had, in fact, met Eloise because of such traits. Running his business from his neighbor's garage, he finally saved enough to buy a good suit, which meant he could go to a YMCA social and find a girl he could, perhaps, marry. He was twenty-five and moving past the decent age of courtship. But he'd never danced at a function before, never danced much at all, and almost couldn't form the words to ask anyone to two-step. It took Eloise, so much younger and bolder, to grab his hand and drag him to the floor, where he, like a doofus, stared at his feet and
counted until she crouched into his sightline. “Lose something?” she asked, laughing, when the situation was quite the opposite. He had found her. Her dimples, lopsided, disarmed him.

But their daughter has no one to soften her edges, he realizes, watching her clean her plate. Her emptiness fills him with aching. How often does she go unnoticed, he wonders, or hope to catch someone's eye? She raises her finger and before he knows it, Ted is reaching out.

“No, Grace. You can't keep doing this. You need to stop. That's enough for tonight.”

She shakes his hand off like it's dirty. “For God's sake, Daddy. I'm getting the check.”

He folds his hands on the table like a child. She glares at him. Something sharp and steely is aimed directly at his heart.

“Sorry,” he says. “Thought you were having another.”

“Pie?” she asks. “Gosh, Daddy, you're a watchdog.”

But they both know what he means. She counts out cash and hands Steve the bill. “See you next time, Miss Yates,” he grins. She puts her billfold in her pocketbook, looks ready to stand, to go.

Ted feels the moment slipping. He needs to say something wise and fatherly, something to fix the mess she's in. So he tells Grace she's heading for danger, that her mother would hate to see her like this. He describes the many times he could have thrown in the towel but soldiered on. He never once felt sorry for himself. He starts off stern but
words begin escaping, out of order, in a rush. He tells her he might have built walls and he's sorry for that, sorry if she felt shut out. She has to understand, things were different for him. His parents were farmers, salt of the earth. He only saw them smile once, on his wedding day. What a day that was, Eloise laughing all through the ceremony. But his point was getting away, what was it? That she shouldn't think everyone else was perfect. Joanne has problems—she yells at her kids, who never do chores, and her husband is a lunkhead. Everyone has problems, he says, even him. And that's his point. The point is he found ways to handle things, like planning his parents' funeral, or that awful time he had to identify his brother's body, beaten to a pulp by debt collectors. It hurt like hell when business fell off and he had to close up shop. And it was almost unbearable, listening to doctors apologize for fixes that didn't work. Almost unbearable, holding fast to Eloise's hand, her small pretty hand, as it grew cool.

By the time he stops talking his eyes are wet and his nose is runny. Grace slides him a napkin. He blows his nose in a honk. People look, then look away. He's shot through with a kind of trembling. Everything inside him feels loose and wobbly. He's afraid to open his mouth, what might rattle out.

"Ready to go, Daddy?" his daughter asks. Her voice is kind. She catches his eye but then, for his sake, busies herself with the zipper on her purse.

He nods, trying to focus. So many thoughts flickering by. He hasn't been the least instructive, hasn't said one sensible thing, and soon he will leave here, just as he came, make his way back to an empty house. He stands and takes his coat from the rack by their booth, concentrating on its buttons. Like a tap on the shoulder he hears a voice, a child's voice,
like his grandson’s. *Show me,* the voice is saying. He looks around but no one is talking to him. *No fooling this time,* the voice says. *Show me. Where does it all go?* But before he can answer, Grace takes his arm, and they brace each other for the walk.
The “Larger, Unfinished Story” of Contemporary African American Short Fiction
In Percival Everett's 2001 novel *Erasure*, Thelonious “Monk” Ellison is a black professor, novelist, and short story writer whose experimental fiction is constantly rejected by publishers. “It's challenging and masterfully written,” one editor says of Monk's latest novel, “but it's too difficult for the market. Who is he writing to?” (Everett 42). At the same time, Monk is bombarded by hype over a bestselling novel entitled *We's Lives In Da Ghetto*, which is hailed as a “masterpiece of African American literature” and praised for its “haunting verisimilitude.” As one reviewer enthuses, “The ghetto is painted in all of its exotic wonder. Predators prowl, innocents are eaten. But… we leave the story with Sharonda trying to raise enough money to get her babies back from the state. Sharonda, finally, is the epitome of the black matriarchal symbol of strength” (40).

Strained by financial failure and disgusted by *Ghetto's* success, Monk experiences a frightening epiphany:

The pain started in my feet… and I remembered passages from *Native Son* and *The Color Purple* and *Amos and Andy* and my hands began to shake…tree roots trembling on the ground outside, people in the street shouting *dint, ax, fo, screet*, and *fabvre*! and I was screaming inside, complaining that I didn't sound like that, that my mother…and father didn't sound like that, and I imagined sitting on a park bench counting the knives in my switchblade collection and a man came up to me and he asked what I was doing and my mouth opened and I couldn't help what came out, 'Why fo you be axin?'

(62)

Soon after, writing as “Stagg R. Leigh,” a stoic ex-con, Monk pens an outrageously stereotypical novel entitled *My Pafology*, which is immediately accepted by Random House, optioned by a major Hollywood director, selected by an Oprah-like book club, and short-listed for a national literary prize. As it happens, Monk is the only non-white member of the
prize committee, and he finds himself arguing against his own secretly-penned book: “I would think you'd be happy to have the story of your people so vividly portrayed.' Hoover [one committee member] said. "These are no more my people than Abbot and Costello are your people,' I said…” (261). Over his objections, the book wins the prize. *Erasure* ends with Monk approaching the stage to reveal himself as Stagg R. Leigh, trying to reconcile his identity with the stereotypical image he's sold, his thoughts consumed by the machinery of image-making itself— the gleam of cameras, flashbulbs, mirrors.

A writer of thirteen books published by university and small presses, Everett would seem well-positioned to criticize the mainstream literary market. In *Erasure*, he satirizes stereotypical markers of literary blackness (heavy dialect, struggling characters, ghetto and rural settings) within a postmodern framework, interweaving Monk's memories with his mother's dissolution into Alzheimer's, the full text of *My Pafology*, and imagined dialogues between famous intellects. Not surprisingly, Everett's short stories also challenge conventional “pafologies” of black literary style. Concerned with the lives of cowboys, drifters, and painters who are often isolated from their loved ones, his spare, evocative stories often do not delineate “race” at all. Few epiphanies occur for his deftly drawn characters; some concept-driven stories make no attempt whatsoever at “haunting verisimilitude.” And much as Monk's work isn't “black” enough to sell, Everett's stories are seldom published in literary journals.

Indeed, while *Erasure* is a novel about the marketing of novels, the difficulties faced by black writers of short fiction could easily fill another book. According to numerous authors, critics, and editors, short fiction by African Americans is rarely sought out or
selected by mainstream publishing houses, magazines, academic anthologies, and annual “best-of” collections. What's more, the short stories that do reach wider audiences are often by established novelists and tend to present well-wrought images of black life in a colloquial, conversational literary style. Widely published, for example, are the multi-vocal, autobiographical short fictions of John Edgar Wideman and the folksy domestic tales by Alice Walker, as well as the talky, epiphany-driven stories of Toni Cade Bambara. Following this emphasis on narrative voice and contemporary settings is Dominican-born Junot Diaz, a younger writer whose work often appears in *The Best American Short Stories* series. Yet like Everett's struggling writer Monk, there are plenty of lesser-known African American short story writers whose work challenges convention. Along with Everett, Randall Kenan and Maxine Clair are accomplished, award-winning authors who write stories of primal Midwestern schoolteachers and talking hogs and philandering mothers and fathers. They are minimalists and maximalists, chroniclers of rebellions both childish and grand. And to most readers of literary short fiction, they are entirely unknown.

To paraphrase Wideman's “Introduction” to the *Best American Short Stories of 1996*, these lesser-known authors raise questions about the “larger, unfinished story, the collective, collaborative utterance never completed because there's always another voice worth hearing” (xvi). If, as Wideman asserts, there are other voices worth hearing, why aren't writers like Everett, Kenan, and Clair—to name a few—being heard? Who is failing to listen? What accounts for the dearth of published short stories by African American writers? To address this issue, we might first tally the number of stories by African American writers collected in literary anthologies published during the mid-to-late 1990s, since this period correlates to
what *Publisher's Weekly*, *Black Enterprise*, *The New York Times*, and *American Visions* have all identified as an “explosion” in African American publishing. In fact, an analysis of the *Best American Short Stories* and *O. Henry Prize Stories* annual anthologies reveals that the industry boom seems to have altogether missed short stories by African American writers. Moreover, when we peruse contemporary anthologies commonly used in college classrooms, the number of black writers dwindles—particularly if we seek African American short fiction published since the 1970s. Yet, since statistics tell only part of the story, we must also examine the kinds of stories that achieve critical success and the ways they present images of blackness. In this context, the absence of writers like Everett, Kenan, and Clair from mainstream venues becomes all the more keen.

Because the books taught in college classes shape the literary aesthetic of future editors and agents, another chapter in this larger, unfinished story must investigate the infrastructure of the literary marketplace, which, it is important to note, rarely favors short story collections by writers of any color. Nevertheless, from agents to editors, few African Americans occupy top positions in the industry. In fact, according to *New York Times* columnist Martin Arnold, “Not a single black person in book publishing has the authority to write the check that buys the book” (“Explosion” 1). Still, with the launch of several new African American imprints, and with mainstream publishers taking note of black consumers' tastes, it would seem that opportunities are improving for black writers of short fiction. Yet as Everett so astutely observes, big houses, established forums, and black imprints alike have little interest in short fiction by African Americans unless the story—or the writer—“sounds” black, or conforms to image of “pafology.”
Contemporary Standard-Bearers, From O. Henry to W.W. Norton

As guest editor of the Best American Short Stories of 1996, John Edgar Wideman did not, as many guest editors do, praise and summarize the works he selected. Instead, he criticized the forces of editorial selection:

What you'll read in this volume are not the best stories of 1996, but twenty or so stories distilled from a group submitted to me by the editor of this series [Katrina Kenison], a group itself drawn from the pages of approximately seventy journals that someone has deemed as serious and national. Of course, the stories that appear in such journals are a small sample of the thousands of submissions received...A sort of roundabout way of saying that the stories here must survive multiple ambushes and interventions. Not the least of which is the current reigning idea of what a story is or should or can be. Surviving to this stage...depends nearly as much on accident as on intrinsic merit. (xvii)

After focusing upon the margins of the Best American series— the editorial battles, networks, hierarchies, literary fashions— Wideman addresses what is missing at the center:

As I read the selections culled from seventy A-list publications, I was disappointed not to hear from more African American voices. I felt an even deeper dissatisfaction in not finding more of what African American voices emerging in the sixties seemed to promise— reinvigoration, renaissance, an alteration of what generally was conceived as literature. Minority voices, voices the majority perceived as marginal, by their very definition carried immense potential to vary the script. (xviii)

Throughout his introduction, Wideman implies the dearth of African American voices is not a matter of material or writers, but exclusion. Other writers concur. In 1996, the year Wideman leveled these charges, the fourth National Black Writer's Conference took place at Medgar Evers College in New York, where Terry McMillan, Amiri Baraka, Walter Mosley, and Paule Marshall, among others, debated “The Politics of Publishing” (Nunez and Greene 205). Here, like Wideman, Ishmael Reed asserted that “although black writers are experiencing a renaissance, there are still many who are unknown...only those who can
appease a white public are chosen to represent and speak for the majority” (Nunez 5). What's more, whereas black writers sell books in bursts labeled “renaissances,” Reed observes that “It is assumed white writers steadily produce work…Their writing doesn't need a talented tenth that shows up from time to time to sustain it” (165).

Reed's quip about a “talented tenth” became strangely literal in 2001, when Dorothy West was one of the two black writers included in that year's edition of *The Best American Short Stories*. While the discovery of West's work is valuable, is it really the case that current, well-crafted African American writing is so hard to come by that “the best” of the year is a story originally written in 1938? Just one year after guest editor E.L. Doctorow (in the year 2000) selected six stories penned by African American writers, the situation in 2001 looked comparatively grave. A survey of the annual short fiction collections the *Best American Short Stories* and the *O. Henry Prize Stories* series reveals that over the past five years, fewer than twenty of the estimated 205 stories selected for inclusion were penned by black writers — about nine percent. Included in this statistic are writers of African descent living in the United States, which encompasses the annual appearance of Junot Diaz as well as the frequent inclusions of Edwidge Danticat, Michelle Cliff, and Thomas Glave. Like West, literary leaders and accomplished novelists such as Walter Mosley, Clyde Edgerton, and Wideman often made the cut. More than this, when one wants to predict who will win those *O. Henrys* and *Best Americans* year after year— those associated with “The Best,” masters of the form— certain repeaters leap to mind: Alice Munro. Joyce Carol Oates. John Updike. Tim Gatreaux. But with the exception of Diaz, no writer of African descent has appeared successively in these annual prize-stories collections.
These trends in the contemporary short fiction market pre-date the 1990s, and they inspired Terry McMillan, in 1987, to remedy the situation with her own anthology of African American short fiction. At that time, according to McMillan, most of the students in her fiction workshop didn't read much serious fiction, so she “combed through the last seven years” of *Pushcarts, Editor's Choice, O. Henry,* and *Best American* anthologies, only to find that she “could count on one hand the number of African-American writers who were in the table of contents” (xviii). At the same time, she found that no anthology devoted exclusively to African American short fiction had been published since 1970. The making of McMillan's anthology, *Breaking Ice,* reveals not only the state of the market, but also how African American writers themselves may restrict their efforts to one, more commercially popular, genre. After issuing a call for African American short fiction, McMillan—herself famous for her novels—was surprised to find a large number of novel excerpts in the pool. She comments:

Some [writers]…have been discouraged from writing in [the short] form and were encouraged to write novels if they ever wanted to “make it” or be taken seriously. Of course, I disagree with this notion, but it is for this reason that I think we have more novelists than short story writers. How many African American stories have you seen in *The New Yorker? The Atlantic Monthly? Grand Street? Q? Redbook?* (xxii)

In compiling a collection of African American short fiction, McMillan's goal, then, was twofold: first, to establish the merit and breadth of literary short fiction by African American writers who fall below the radar of story publishers and editors; and second, to offer contemporary, non-canonical models of short fiction in the classroom. But in the ten years since the publication of *Breaking Ice,* the range, number, and selection of short stories presented to college students appear relatively unchanged. Indeed, when we examine the
selections in academic anthologies marketed for classroom use, the story of the black short story writer takes a dramatic downturn. For example, the second edition of the *Norton Anthology of Contemporary Literature*, edited by Joyce Carol Oates and R.V. Cassill, features five African Americans out of 45 writers. The sixth edition of *The Norton Anthology of Short Fiction*, published in 2000 and edited by R.V. Cassill and Richard Bausch, features oft-reprinted stories by Toni Cade Bambara and Ralph Ellison, among others, and a newer story from Edward P. Jones—for a total of nine African American writers out of 115, or about seven percent. What is more distressing is the fact that neither Cassill nor Bausch seems to read or think much of contemporary black writers: Kincaid's “Girl,” Walker's “Everyday Use,” and Baldwin's “Sonny's Blues” are wonderful pieces but seem almost hoary compared to the fresh new selections by David Leavitt and Amy Tan. In addition, of the eighteen writers interviewed in this anthology, two are African American; of the critical pieces penned by writers about other writers, one critic is African American; and no African American writer has more than one story included or is the subject of critical study. Other anthologies of “American” short fiction fare only slightly better: Tobias Wolff's edition of the *Vintage Anthology of American Fiction* features works by Kincaid, Wideman, and Jones; as does Richard Ford's edition of the *Granta Book of the American Short Story*. And with relatively astonishing breadth is *Scribner’s 1999 Anthology of North American Short Fiction*, with seven out of 50 (about 14%) of its selections penned by United States writers of African descent, including Reginald McKnight, Wideman, Toni Cade Bambara and Junot Diaz.

**Images of Blackness in Anthologized Short Fiction: Worn Out by ‘Everyday Use’?**

There has been an understanding that many African American writers write out of our Africanness...However, our visions, voices, outlooks and
even our experiences have changed and/or grown in myriad ways over the last two decades. 

( McMillan xx )

One can actually hear the voices of her people as they make their way through the experience which is and can only be Black America.

(Everett 39)

What kind of fiction by African American writers is published in academic and annual anthologies? As Everett contends in Erasure, it seems that book editors of all sorts believe that a “realistic” literary representation of “Black America” consists of idiomatic dialogue, a folksy first-person narrator, and overtly racial conflicts— and that only this image sells. At the same time, Everett identifies an approach to reading black writing for its ability to open a “window” on black life. This reading strategy conflates fiction by black writers with reality, ascribing to it a representational, sociological purpose; paradoxically, such readers turn to black-authored fiction to be educated about the “truth.” As one member of the white literary establishment says in Erasure, “I learned a lot reading that book…I haven't had a lot of experience with color — black people— so [ My Pafology ] was a great thing for me“ (261).

This leads to what we might call the “Everyday Use” paradigm, since Alice Walker's 1967 story is perhaps the most anthologized short story by a living African American writer, and as such, the story has influenced generations of writers and editors alike. But while this story may, for our purposes, be viewed in terms of what have become its stereotypical qualities, it must be said that the story itself is neither simple nor stereotypical. Narrated in the first-person by the mother of two very different daughters, “Everyday Use” encompasses themes of sibling rivalry, pragmatism, heritage, homecoming, and personal
ambition: when daughter Dee returns to her rural home with a new name, a Muslim husband, and a political imperative, conflict develops over a family quilt intended for daughter Maggie's everyday use, but which Dee/Wangero wants to hang on the wall. Interestingly, this conflict doesn't surface for several pages, after the narrator has revealed other particularizing details, like Mama's fantasies of a televised reunion with Dee, Maggie's disfigurement, Dee's materialism, and a burned down house. Indeed, Walker embeds several seeds of conflict — individual, familial, social, and political— in the battle over quilts. For these reasons, the story may be read in various ways: for its mastery of technique, the trajectory of its plot, its multiple ironies, its political critique, and so on.

Yet these complexities are often overlooked by readers who focus on the story's racial conflict and sociological context— the battle between activist, urban Dee and the pragmatist, rural Mama. Read in this manner, Walker's story dilutes in scope and richness— as do most works by black writers when they are “read as a work of sociology, anthropology, or as a political statement of some sort” (Charles Johnson, qtd in Boccia 611). Also easily reduced to type is Walker's vernacular style. In this story, Mama's voice is imbued with idiom—

> From the other side of the car comes a short, stocky man. Hair is all over his head a foot long and hanging from his chin like a kinky mule tail. I hear Maggie suck her breath. “Uhnnnnh,” is what it sounds like. Like when you see a wriggling end of a snake just in front of your foot in the road. “Uhnnnnnnh.”

—which is appropriate to her rural, formally uneducated character. Read against John Updike's oft-anthologized “A&P,” for example, Mama's comparison of a beard to a mule tail is just as character- revealing as Sammy's comparison of Queenie's breasts to two scoops of
vanilla ice cream. But at the same time, comparing Walker with Updike underscores the representational quality ascribed to *Everyday Use*. For, generally speaking, readers do not look to “A&P” for a sociological snapshot of white life. To paraphrase Everett's character Monk, Sammy is no more representative of his “race” than Abbot or Costello— and Updike's style in “A&P” is no more representative of Anglo American writing than anthology staples by Flannery O'Connor, Tobias Wolff, Tim O'Brien, or Joyce Carol Oates. Perhaps this is because in anthologies, Sammy's voice joins forty to one hundred other Anglo American voices, in a splendid cacophony.

But the oft-anthologized “Everyday Use” is one of the few widely distributed examples of African American short fiction, and as such, its voice is reduced to a single note. When featured alongside other anthology standards like “The Lesson” by Toni Cade Bambara (“Back in the days when everyone was old and stupid or young and foolish and me and Sugar were the only ones just right…”), or “Girl” by Jamaica Kincaid (“Wash the white clothes on Monday and put them in the stone heap; wash the color clothes on Tuesday and put them on the clothesline to dry; don't walk barehead in the hot sun”), subtleties in voice, character, and style are compressed into a paradigm. Judging by this sample, African American short fiction is chatty, political, often didactic, and replete with characters with menial jobs in ghettos, dirt yards, or fields. Of course, individually, these stories are richer and more complicated, but taken together it is easy to see how certain editorial expectations develop. What's more, this sample is not even representative of each writer's body of work. Thus, a few techniques selectively employed by a handful of authors bear the standard for black short fiction. As Wideman writes in his “Preface” to *Breaking Ice*, “Magazine editors
know their jobs depend on purveying images the public recognizes and approves, so they seldom include our fictions, and almost never choose those which transcend stereotypes...Framed in foreign, inimical contexts, minority stories appear at best as exotic slices of life and local color, at worse as ghettoized irrelevancies” (vi).

Given Wideman's assertions here and in other forums, one might think his short fiction transcends the stereotypes of his critique. However, Wideman’s fiction is often praised for its “honesty,” and it was his most literarily (and culturally) stereotypical short story, “Weight,” that was selected for first place honors in O. Henry's Prize Stories, 2000. In fact, “Weight” presents a number of recognizable images—and does so sentimentally, and without irony or counterpoint. For example, in this passage, the narrator discusses the burdens his mother has shouldered:

In spite of a son in prison for life, twin girls born dead, a mind blown son who roams the streets with everything he owns in a shopping cart, a strung out daughter with a crack baby, a good daughter who'd miscarried the only child her dry womb ever produced, in spite of me and the rest of my limp-along, near to normal siblings and their children—my nephew doping and gang-banging, nieces unwed, under-age, dropping babies as regularly as the seasons—in spite of breast cancer, sugar diabetes, hypertension...in spite of corrosive poverty and a neighborhood whose streets are no longer safe even for gray, crippled up folks like her, my mom loves her god, thanks him for the blessings he bestows, keeps her faith he would not pile on more troubles than she could bear. (6)

Felons, crack babies, unwed mothers, poverty, and a mother who is “the epitome of the black matriarchal symbol of strength” — Wideman offers the very picture of literary “pafology” lampooned by Everett. And precisely like “a slice of life,” the story has no discernable plot; its action is that of accumulation: a man re-imagining moments from his mother's life, her encounters with racism, and her death.
In the end, it is not surprising that judge Michael Cunningham explains his selection in terms of Wideman's verisimilitude: “'Weight' is moving, in part, because the writer has not distanced himself in any way from his subject. Wideman lets autobiography and fiction spill over into each other because the story's messy, deeply personal emotions require it” (3). Even more disturbing, the author himself claims in his “Contributor's Notes” that the story represents the truth about all of “Black America”: “Turns out [“Weight”] was about my whole life...Mother love, of course, is the defining feature of African American males. We are stone mama's boys...Mama worship a cliché amongst us maybe” (364). For a writer interested in challenging stereotypes, these comments seem, at the least, counterproductive. In the end, Cunningham admires “Weight” in terms of the window Wideman opens on his “real” life; Wideman, in turn, claims to open a window into every black male psyche in America.

Exotic locales, racial mountains, menial jobs, and vernacular style typify other stories selected for annual anthologies. For example, in the *Best American* 2000 volume, black characters impersonate Elvis in urban blues-and-rib joints (“Black Elvis”), start a race war with white girls at a summer camp (“Brownies”), capture flies in unused crack vials during their off-time from the mail room (“Pet Fly”), and conjure spells in the West Indies (“Basil the Dog”). This is not to reduce the work by Geoffrey Becker, ZZ Packer, Walter Mosley, or Frances Sherwood to these simple elements—individually, each story both incorporates and transcends the images of our study, and again, these writers' other works encompass various and wide-ranging situations, characters, and themes. Still, like all the Junot Diaz stories selected for inclusion by the series, his contribution in 2000 is first-person colloquial
(as are Packer’s and Mosley’s); and in this and other Best American volumes, the stereotype of black American short fiction is, on the whole, confirmed.

Even innovation is couched in convention. “Brownies,” for example, focuses our attention on a racial epithet, but when the black girls discover their white enemies are mentally retarded, Packer complicates a race war with questions of intent and culpability. And while 1997 O. Henry Award winner Thomas Glave writes in a Bambara-like voice (“And whether or not Duane had really made a beautiful or no fly corpse or not with all of his fingernails and fierce teeth intact beneath the lid of that closed coffin, and why the fuck his mother had just had to wear that shit-colored crushed velvet or whatever it was tacky suit” [305]), his story addresses homophobia and black homosexuality—unconventional subjects in mainstream contemporary short fiction. But of the Best American and O. Henry series winners in the past five years, only one selection by an African American writer overlooks the subject of race altogether: Percival Everett’s story, “The Fix,” never identifies the ethnicities of its characters, whose only concerns are the repercussions of repair.

Everett’s story limns the pattern in other ways—it is concept-driven rather than sociological, exploring a worst-case scenario against a non-descript middle-class backdrop. Rarely do we see a story-of-ideas by a black writer in mainstream presses; rarer still are the character studies in psychology and motive, the revisions of history, or the experiments with short story form. Not surprisingly, Charles Johnson—whose collection The Sorcerer’s Apprentice re-envisions the stories of slave traders and presidents’ wives—criticizes the sameness of black stories published in mainstream forums: “The attitude always has been since, God knows, the days of Frederick Douglass, that, instead of richness and diversity, we
see one level of expression” (qtd in Newton E1). Like Everett, Johnson observes a publishing interest in “black pathologies… rats, roaches, drugs… [when instead] hundreds of stories could be written about black professionals, black people who are mayors of cities” (E1). Similarly, African American literary agent Marie Dutton Brown notes that “success for black writers is almost assured by themes that are heavy on high levels of abuse, whether it's drug or physical—dysfunctional or pathological behavior. [Publishers are] not comfortable with the black writers I represent who are writing just, you know, good stories about everyday dilemmas in the lives of ordinary people” (French C1).

Yet one might argue that since the Prize Stories and Best American series are guest-edited, and since academic anthologies are often compiled by multiple editors, the patterns we've seen can not be solely attributed to mainstream literary fashion. We might then infer that the truth lies with its creators—that black authors generally write talky stories about absent fathers, saintly mothers, no-count siblings, and racial conflict, in the idiomatic voices of black protagonists. But a glance at the non-anthologized fiction of various writers reveals sweeping breadth in plot, character, and style. Indeed, as we've seen, anthologies only sketch the outlines of the larger story of African American short fiction. For development, we must turn to writers judged perhaps “too difficult for the market,” like Maxine Clair and Randall Kenan.

‘Everyday Dilemmas’ and ‘Ordinary People’ in Tims Creek and Rattlebone

Of the eleven stories in Maxine Clair's 1994 collection Rattlebone, only one was originally published in a literary journal⁶. Similarly, according to the acknowledgements pages of Randall Kenan's 1992 Let the Dead Bury Their Dead, none of the collection's twelve
stories appeared in literary journals prior to publication. Despite this fact, both collections garnered critical praise from reviewers, were nominated for national literary awards, and were produced with the support of numerous arts councils and fellowships. Since both writers spin stories from a single geographical axis—Kenan imagines life and death in Tims Creek, North Carolina, while Clair explores love and betrayal in Rattlebone, Kansas—critics have compared their collections to Sherwood Anderson's *Winesburg, Ohio* and Faulkner's *Yoknapatawpha County* trilogy. Yet each writer transcends literary market paradigms in different ways.

Set in the 1950s in the mostly black town of Rattlebone, Kansas, Clair's stories focus on the lives of a school-aged African American girl, Irene Wilson; her parents, Pearl and James; her friends and classmates; and other neighborhood characters of various ethnicities, including a German piano teacher and a fundamentalist sect of African descendants, the Red Quanders. Through characters who shift alliances and pursue secret love affairs, Clair renders a collection full of “good stories about everyday dilemmas in the lives of ordinary people,” as agent Marie Dutton Brown might put it. For example, the story “October Brown” unfolds through a series of betrayals: eight-year-old Irene admires her colorful, stern new teacher, October Brown, until her father flirts with her; then, “by a happenstance unclear” to Irene at the time, her mother “steadily grows a baby inside her, aggravating my father in the process” (Clair 6); next, her father accidentally knocks her mother down the stairs; shortly thereafter, her father moves out and is rumored to be sleeping with Brown. Powerless in the midst of this upheaval, Irene betrays her teacher when Brown berates a student who later accuses her of physical abuse. Called as a witness before Brown, the
student, his mother and the principal, Irene decides to lie: “‘Yes,’ I said... ‘She hit him’” (19). As the story ends, Irene observes: “Spring was unraveling everywhere. Summer was coming when I would go hunting wild greens with my father...Summer was coming and maybe my father would come back” (20). Throughout the rest of the collection, Clair returns to these themes of betrayal, departure, and homecomings that, in contrast to the peace imagined here by Irene, are far less than idyllic.

In other stories, Clair explores this specific betrayal—James Wilson’s affair with October Brown—through various points of view, uncovering motives and consequences over a period of several years. In “Water Seeks its Own Level,” James is sandbagging a town riverbank against a rising tide and thinking about the year he spent away from his wife, to whom he has returned, and who now “watched him like a hawk” (44). Despite his fond recollections of the affair with “his school teacher woman. His chocolate covered cherry,” when James slips underwater and loses consciousness, he thinks only of coming home to Pearl, whom he envisions waiting with a big table of food, testing “his thoughts with a smile” (45; 51). Like “October Brown,” this story leans heavily on images from nature—here, tides that are difficult to reverse and “the natural collision of two rivers”—and ends in a state of hopeful suspension as James searches for dry land, walking “a roundabout circle home” (52). Yet as we learn in “The Great War,” Pearl feels her entire life with James has been spent waiting for him to return home, and “what good is love when you sit alone and wait?” (117)—especially when another man has noticed “the wait getting short in her, [and] has seen her on her porch with her bowl of ice cream” (118). In “The Roomers,” James’ affair is recounted by October Brown’s landlord, Lydia Pemberton, who learns of Brown’s
pregnancy. Lydia evicts Brown over the objections of her husband, Thomas Pemberton, who packs his bags and rides away in the back of Brown’s truck full of boxes. Although another marriage has been rocked by a clash of wills—and by the presence of October Brown—again, a return seems inevitable: “Pemberton will be back,” Lydia asserts in the story’s closing lines. “He acts a fool sometimes but he’ll be back” (91).

Although “The Roomers” is narrated in a folksy first-person voice, it is the only story of its kind in the collection; Clair’s preferred first-person narrator is Irene Wilson, whose language is decidedly more polished. This is not to say that Irene’s voice is lofty—Clair’s technique of splicing words with hyphens adds flair to her descriptions. For example, there is the strange white lady dressed in a “long-sleeved, church-usheriong dress,” who drives up in a “raggedy-trap old-time car with no top,” in the story “Lemonade” (23); the “Nick-smells-like-Dixie-Peach things” Irene writes about boys in her diary in “Cherry Bomb” (57); the dress that shows off her “slinky-but-not-skinny figure” in “The Creation” (158). At the same time, Irene’s insights are elegant and precise. In “October Brown” she deftly sketches the family tensions over her mother’s pregnancy:

They were on opposite ends of the same track, and I knew from time and again that they would both speed up, bear down until they had only inches left between them, then they would both fall back and rumble until silence prevailed. Later my father would bring home orange sherbet and my mother would rub his back and they would both be laughing. (8)

And in “A Most Serene Girl,” Irene imagines the tragedy of a fellow student who was “so brave, so calm in her suffering, I wanted us to be best friends” (96):

I always wondered if she saw her father’s eyes in that split second before she saw the knife. Did her mother scream, or whimper, or silently consent? Did she see black-red bloom into the fabric of her mother’s dress? …The
crimson bud opening just above the belt with its flower-covered buckle, the bright red on the handle of the knife, on his shoes—did she see? (95)

Along with her focus on the ordinary dilemmas of Irene and her neighbors, Clair’s diction is consistently more poetic than chatty, even in the first person point-of-view. What’s more, Irene’s experiences are often complicated by — and interwoven with—the stories of her parents and friends. In “Secret Love,” for example, two stories play off the title. Foregrounded is the story of Wanda Coles, Irene’s best friend, whose mentally retarded brother, Puddin, has to be institutionalized. By snooping through Wanda’s diary, Irene discovers that the night before Puddin’ was taken away, Wanda’s mother tried to poison him— an act which Wanda secretly prevented and confessed only to her diary. At the same time, Irene has a secret she never discloses: that her mother has divided up the house so she can keep a lover upstairs. Such complexities typify Clair’s storytelling—and defy easy categorization. Overall, the stories of Rattlebone offer nuanced, multi-faceted, psychological pictures of middle-class Midwestern characters who happen to be black. There are no saints here, no sentiment— and neither is there stereotype.

Rattlebone’s stories are interlinked more by common characters than a common setting; in contrast, Let the Dead Bury Their Dead encompasses numerous lives, historical moments, and episodes that occur in the fictional town of Tims Creek. And while to a person, Clair’s protagonists are African American, Randall Kenan’s characters are ethnically diverse and, sometimes, otherworldly. In fact, in Let the Dead Bury Their Dead, Kenan hands out speaking parts to human and beast alike. Visitations— by apparitions, talking hogs, lost loves, and mystical strangers— recur throughout these stories, which constantly blur lines between real and imagined, sane and insane, past and present. Indeed, in Kenan’s world,
ordinary characters experience extraordinary revelations. In this manner, Kenan enlarges the contours of literary “Black America” with characters who are troubled or oddly gifted, but never “pathological.”

On the contrary, many of Kenan’s stories concern spiritual healing. In “Clarence and The Dead,” for example, a gossipy, unnamed, first-person-plural narrator describes the short life of five year-old Clarence, who becomes a kind of conduit between the living world and the dead. At the same time, other strange happenings are afoot: “On the day Clarence Pickett died, Wilma Jones’s hog Francis stopped talking. Now of course, no one else had ever heard the swine utter word the first, but Wilma swore up and down that the creature had first said to her ‘Jesus wept’ on a sunny day in June” (1). By coincidence, Francis the hog began talking the day Clarence was born—but unlike the hog, when Clarence himself starts talking at age three, “it wasn’t the talking itself that caused the problem: it was what he said” (5). When neighbors drop by, the boy begins articulating secret grudges and desires of both the living and the dead—information revealed to him, he says, by their dead relatives. The story takes an original and funny, if disturbing, turn when the local drunk, Ellsworth Batts, visits Clarence and receives absolution from his dead wife, Mildred. “She wants you to return to the world of living folk,” says Clarence. “You have an eternity to be dead” (16). But Ellsworth can’t distinguish message from messenger, and soon he begins visiting the boy every day with flowers and candy in a perverse attempt at courtship. This doesn’t sit well with the townsfolk, who chase Ellsworth to his suicide, and then before he starts kindergarten, Clarence dies of a weak heart. By the story’s end, Francis (whom only Wilma
heard) has stopped talking, too; he is slaughtered, then Wilma opens a shoe store—and the narrator ends the story there, without explanation or interpretation.

While the point-of-view in “Clarence” is first-person vernacular, like Clair’s first-person story “The Roomers,” this is the only narrative in this particular style. The story is also unique for its lack of interiority; every other story in Kenan’s collection focuses on the inner workings of a single character who, in many cases, is trying to understand an unusual visit or visitor. For example, in “Things of this World,” a “man of a decidedly Asian aspect” appears one day, face down, as if he fell from a great height, in Mr. John Edgar Stokes’s front yard. For most of the story, Chi, as the man calls himself, serves as a companion as Stokes cooks and tries to interpret the stranger’s appearance—until Stokes’s dog is shot by the wealthy white landowner in town, Percy Terrell. Vengeful, Stokes shoots one of Terrell’s dogs as his friends and Chi look on; later, he is sitting in his living room, awaiting trial, when he says to Chi, “I wish I could die. Die right now to spite [Terrell’s] sorry ass. Yes sir. To show he ain’t got no power over death. Yes sir. I could die right now—content” (48). “Could you?” Chi asks. When the story ends, they find Stokes dead, “his eyes stretched wide with astonishment”—and no sign of the man called Chi. The mysterious stranger theme recurs in “What Are Days?,” when a sexy nineteen year-old man, Shang, spends the weekend pleasuring Lena, a fifty-one year-old widow. When Shang disappears and Lena learns he has lied about his address, she is enraged, until she realizes his attention to “every part of her” had remade her, “like the Tin Man…bit by bit, bite by bite…She loved her new neck…her new breasts” (217). Like Stokes, Lena’s deepest needs have been fulfilled by a perfect stranger, and in the end, she “snicker[s] at her old existence,
sexless, joyless, barren—what she had allowed her life to become... she watched the idea of
Shang, like a bird released from captivity, unfold wings and take flight” (219). Through
strangers who apparently have no past—or young ethereal characters like
Clarence—ordinary folks find release from earthly conflicts and life-long guilt.

Yet in Tims Creek, not every encounter with a mysterious stranger is peaceful or
liberating. In “Tell Me, Tell Me,” an elderly white widow, Ida Perry, wakes to see a black
boy standing in her bedroom. Later, driving one day, she wrecks her car swerving to miss
this boy; another time, he appears behind her lunch guests. As Kenan unravels the layers of
this lonely woman’s life, we learn that years ago, when she and her fiancé were making love
in a field, they were surprised by a black boy. Then, enraged, her fiancé and his friend
chased, beat, and tossed the boy into the ocean. Now, as the story ends, the boy appears
again at the foot of Ida’s bed, and she runs out of the room, out the door—planning to
“run till the sun comes up, run till the boy was gone. All are guilty, none are free” (269).
Also noteworthy about this story is how Kenan writes with sympathy through the eyes of
this white, racist woman—a complete departure from the anthology paradigm of black
short fiction under discussion.

Kenan assumes the vantage point of a white character who is a mysterious stranger in
“Run, Mourner, Run,” in which the white trailer-trash loser Dean Williams is paid by Percy
Terrell to meet and seduce the richest black man in Tims Creek. As with “What Are Days?”
and several other stories in this collection, Kenan writes in vivid detail about the sexual lives
of his characters; here, tender fingers explore “the joints and hinges” of bodies, and there are
“bites and pinches” between two men. Yet despite his intentions, Dean falls in love with his
victim and later suffers a crushing rejection. On his way home from the store, another chance meeting occurs when Dean is given a ride home by his lover’s unsuspecting wife, and echoing the thoughts of Ida Perry, he laments the way past and present keep colliding: “This is a road of ghosts… Spooks don’t like for a soul to know peace. Keep on coming to haunt” (190). Haunted, too, is Maggie, the black grandmother of another homosexual man, now dead, as she invites a white stranger—her grandson’s lover—for a visit in “The Foundations of the Earth.” Consumed by mysteries she is only now solving, Maggie muses, “How strange, that at seventy, when she had all the laws and rules down pat, she would have to begin again, to learn” (72). Yet unlike Dean and Ida, Maggie is willing to embrace the conflicts of past and present, to demystify—and know—the stranger.

In addition to exploring vast psychological terrain, Kenan transcends mainstream literary boundaries in other ways. For example, in the title story, “an annotated oral history of the former maroon society called Snachit and then Tearshirt and later the town of Tims Creek,” he experiments with footnotes, metatexts, and historical documents. In addition, the story “This Far” is a second person address to Booker T. Washington that describes the “Wizard’s” (fictional) pass through Tims Creek — and not surprisingly, as Kenan imagines him, Washington is haunted: “You will die on November 15 of this year, at a quarter to five in the morning. You will become more tired, sicker; you will try to rest but It will continue to spur you on, to cajole you to move” (162). Thus, by creating empathy for a wide range of characters—male, female, black, white, old, young, heterosexual, homosexual, loser, and celebrity — and intrigued by the power of intervention, Kenan’s writing is difficult to classify. Like Clair, he is concerned with ordinary dilemmas of average people and their unresolved
tensions. Overall, both writers are concerned with less with social ills than with the healing of individual, psychological, and spiritual rifts.

The Big Picture—Players and Stages Shaping the Short Fiction Market

As we have seen, Clair and Kenan are just two African American short fiction writers who are “not willing to make blackness a defining point of their [work] or of themselves”—writers “for [whom] blackness is only one possibility” (Rowell, “Bold” viii). To be sure, other African American writers are exploring unconventional human experiences. For example, while Anglo American writer Andrea Barrett has seen her historical-themed fiction selected for numerous Best American awardsvi, African American writer Collen J. McElroy never has, despite the fact that her complex, ambitious stories reimagine history just as elegantly.vii Percival Everett’s minimalist stories in Big Picture follow an African American cowboy’s showdown with a passive bull, a suicidal artist who eats paint, and middle-class men who wander cross country and experience strange visits from handymen. The list goes on. For every well-circulated story that offers images of pathology, purports to represent the truth of “Black America,” or unfolds through a first-person vernacular point of view, there are countless others that do not confirm, to paraphrase Wideman, the reigning idea of what an African American story is or should or can be. But while anthologies and literary journals are important forums for short fiction—and conversely, while short fiction is often the only example of black writing many readers, especially undergraduates, might see—these forums are merely the culmination of myriad market forces, conflicts, and players. For the real story of African American short fiction, we must start at the beginning, where many short fiction writers start: the academy.
According to a recent study, almost 800 college English departments offer fiction-writing majors and minors. And it is in the college classroom that future editors of literary journals, publishing houses, and “American” anthologies are born. In the college classroom, English majors learn to assign greatness, mete out judgment, and develop their literary aesthetic; they learn what's possible, what's delightful, and what they themselves might do on the page. From the classroom, students learn, quite simply, who and what is worthy of study, compare their work to the writers we teach, and judge others' work by what they read. They develop a taste for their favorite writing, perhaps enough to seek out — and buy— more of it. And, perhaps, they decide to nurture their talents in an M.F.A. program.

Since the mid-1980s, M.F.A. programs have been criticized for numerous weaknesses, particularly when it comes to the short fiction produced by graduates. The loudest and crankiest of these critics may be John Aldridge, who in *Talents and Technicians* writes that M.F.A. students mass produce stories with domestic settings and bland language, which are apolitical and undramatic, and whose slick veneer glows with the florescence of television and the lights of the local Piggly Wiggly. Now, while Aldridge critiques the specific style of Anglo American short fiction of the late 1980s and early 1990s, the creative writing workshop often becomes its own entity, creating its own paradigms based on what “reigning idea of what a short story is or should or could be.” Encouraged to publish, and to work on program-based literary magazines, emerging writers seek out models from anthologies and journals. More than this, graduate fiction workshops traditionally emphasize the production of *short* fiction; after all, reading a novel chapter out of context requires writers to furnish lengthy backgrounds and explanations. While there exist “novel
workshops,” for the most part, because of its brevity and self-containment, the short story is the fiction genre best suited to the workshop format.

Given these elements, we might consider how the fashions of literary short fiction complicate the story of the black writer. For example, what happens if, in the creative writing workshop, as African American editor and writer Jewell Parker Rhodes writes, “never [in my post-secondary education] was I assigned an exercise or given a story example that included a person of color” (ii)? On the other hand, if workshop students are given stories by people of color, what sources are they using? A *Norton Anthology*? The most recent *O. Henry Prize Stories*? Writing against, or perhaps towards, these popular models, how do M.F.A. students of color challenge the conventions adopted by their peers?

Beyond this, their workshop peers and faculty will most likely be white, which engenders its own difficulties. Poet Toi Derricotte observes that “Usually, black students at many of these writers’ workshops…are uncomfortable, just by the fact they may be the only black or one of a few” (Arnold, “Black” B3). In fact, such isolation within a workshop led Tia Shabazz to found the Black Writers Reunion and Conference. Shabazz states, “One of the biggest problems I encountered [in the Houston Writers League] was that when I went to the critique group meetings, no one could relate to the issues I was writing about…Everyone kept asking me to explain this and to explain that” (O'Keefe B7). Indeed, heightening the tension of the story of the black short fiction writer is the fact that very few African Americans are enrolled in creative writing programs, and fewer still lead workshops. According to a 1992 study, blacks made up only 3 percent of the creative writing majors at roughly 170 institutions surveyed (Magner 1). Along these lines, in an interview, ZZ Packer
states that at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, she was the one African American writer for her year—and that “every year there's one more” (Interview).

Distressed by these numbers, some faculty are making more aggressive attempts to recruit black students to M.F.A. programs. Noting the few black students enrolled in the M.F.A. program at George Mason University, Marita Golden was inspired to “provide a pat on the back for younger black writers” (Ambrose 1) by establishing the Hurston/Wright Literary Award, the only award of its kind. Each year, the foundation awards national prizes—money and publication in literary journals—to two short stories. With the publication of a past winner’s first collection of stories in press—William Henry Lewis’ In the Arms of Our Elders—Golden sees progress towards her goal of enlarging the concerns of black literature. She states, “My frustration is in the lack of things the black literary community has institutionalized to protect our writers from being vulnerable to the fads and fashions that dominate the publishing industry”—trends that pigeonhole stories by content or literary predecessors like Walker, Toni Morrison, and Terry McMillan (1).

But beyond Golden, few black fiction writers teach in creative writing programs across the United States. In 1993, The Journal of Blacks in Higher Education reported that “only two percent of all the creative writing faculty at institutions of higher education in the United States [were] African American” (“Creative” 21). Furthermore, not one of the 117 historically black colleges or universities offered a degree program—or even a minor—in creative writing until 1996, when with AWP assistance, six institutions organized and initiated programs (Magner 1).
You Want to Be a What? African American Writers, Agents, and Editors

But before the campus, the classroom, the teacher, the M.F.A. program, and the forces of editorial selection, there are other obstacles facing writers of all colors: being a writer is difficult, unpopular, and is often one's last resort. Yet it may be that for black writers, being a writer is more difficult, more unpopular, and harder to justify to one's family.

As ZZ Packer observes:

It's important to consider what happens before college, in high school. A lot of the winnowing away of what could potentially be great African American writers, particularly short story writers, occurs earlier than the graduate level workshop. If you have gone to college and you're talented, then the pressure—or at least this is how it was in my case, and several friends' cases—was to try to get that good job. My mother would tell me, 'Look, you've been talking about being an engineer—be an engineer!' Other parents say, 'Be a doctor.' I can understand that. You scrimp and save, and you don't want your kid to go off and sit in a café all day, write stories and be impoverished. (Interview)

Similarly, Marita Golden suggests, “Economics is one reason there aren’t many black students in creative writing programs. As a people, we've had to be practical, so we encouraged our children to go to school to major in skills where security was the main factor” (qtd in Ambrose 2). Indeed, even after the success of Let the Dead Bury the Dead, Randall Kenan's family wondered when he’d find “a real job.” He states, “I think any parent in this day and age, especially of a black child, especially a black male, is given to worrying about that child's being able to find his way, about his making choices...[They want] to guide him into something that is self-sustaining” (Hunt 411). Like Packer, Kenan assumed he would be a scientist or another more respectable occupation: “I had grown up with teachers.
I had grown up with military men. But I had not grown up with writers” (411). Similarly, Jewell Parker Rhodes was an “African American woman who was not surrounded by a family of books, not surrounded by my vision or the role model of other writers. It was very difficult for me to even say, 'I want to be a writer'” (Ramsay and Rhodes 593).

What's said even less in African American households is “I want to be an editor.” Or, “I want to be an agent.” According to a federal survey, only 3.4 percent of book editors in 1996 were African American (Thompson 10F), while that same year, only six full-time black-owned literary agencies were in existence (Brown 108). While we may assume that these percentages have increased since then, the gains are apparently small. Chris Jackson, an editor at Crown, noted at a 2001 party for New York publishing’s “Black Pack,” that “it's important [to] nurture and work with each other, since there are still so few of us” (qtd in Smith-Passariello 14). In fact, the numerous articles touting the black publishing boom usually refer to the same five acclaimed black literary agents: Marie Dutton Brown, Faith Childs, Tanya McKinnon, Lawrence Jordan, and Denise Stinson. And at literary journals, Colleen J. McElroy (at the Seattle Review) and Charles Rowell (editor of Callaloo) are the only African American editors-in-chief, and both earn salaries as tenured professors of English.

This raises another issue which may steer African Americans from the profession: the low starting salary of editorial assistants — between $18,500 and $20,000—seems about as sustaining and practical as becoming a short fiction writer. According to a report in Publisher's Weekly, “getting a foot in the publishing door often requires financial support from the family…a luxury many minority families simply cannot afford” (qtd in French C1).

Columnist Martin Arnold concurs, noting that “the shortage of black editors is acute, and it
is not a result of discrimination but economics” (“Advocates” E3). Others see it differently. According to some, another deterrent to a career in publishing is the “cultural chauvinism” that exists within publishing houses. In such settings, as with M.F.A. programs, “black employees are often the only ones of color in their departments…bearing what one black editor at a large trading house described as 'the added burden of having to educate colleagues above and below about black history’” (French C1). Indeed, many workers agree that “the big houses are simply not engaging to anyone who does not fit the stereotypical publishing background: white, privileged, with Ivy League tastes and habits” (Brown 108).

At the same time, an increase in black agents and editors doesn't guarantee that black writers, and specifically black short story writers, will be published in greater numbers. Most black agents have a number of clients of various ethnic backgrounds and “do not practice apartheid agenting” (Arnold, “Advocate” 3). And while agent Lawrence Jordan believes more blacks in the industry could help “push the envelope to publishing places we cannot now imagine” (3)— for our purposes here, towards more story collections— others assert that “it is conceivable to have greater minority representation in the industry and have more crap published” (Erroll McDonald, qtd in Brown 108). Indeed, regardless of literary merit, the bottom line for publishers is profits: “Publishers are looking for material that can have a 100,000 copy first printing. Few African American commercial writers can get that. Most are in the 30,000 to 50,000 first-copy range” (Stinson, qtd. in Arnold, 3).

When it comes to short story collections, high advances and large first-print runs are notoriously scarce. But even the occasional fantastic deals brokered for debut fiction collections are far more numerous for white American writers. For every Nathan Englander,
who received a rumored $300,000 advance for his collection *For The Relief of Unbearable Urges*; for every Nell Freudenberger and David Schickler, each offered $500,000 for two-book deals (starting with short story collections) with major presses; for every Thisbe Nissen and Erica Krouse and Marisa Silver, all young writers with buzzed-about and extensively-reviewed first collections; there is usually just one (if that) ZZ Packer, who nets a $250,000 advance from Riverhead for her upcoming debut. In addition, white writers like Krouse and Schickler may be “safer” if they fail to produce big profits for their publishers. According to Walter Mosley, “white writers who put out less-than-quality books or who don’t earn back huge advances still continued to get nurtured and signed to new books” (Brown 108).

And when a short fiction writer of color does manage to land the big contract, pathology and race may still be highlighted as part of a promotional package. For example, when ZZ Packer's short story appeared in *The New Yorker’s* “Debut Fiction” issue, it ran alongside her picture. As she states,

> They took a series of pictures, but the one that ran was the shot of me as sort of a mean, tough, black woman, sitting on a stoop, with some girl in the background playing with a hula hoop. And we were at that place, Ocean Beach, for not even fifteen minutes. The rest of the pictures were in cafés—what I thought of as being normal pictures of me. Somewhere in the production of the magazine, someone felt the need to have that picture be a representation. And then even beyond the idea of race is the idea that they’re going try to conflate the narrator of the story with the author.  

*(Interview)*

In this instance, Packer's image was urbanized, perhaps “pathologized,” by forces higher up the editorial ladder, conveying a recognizable, stereotypical, and seemingly “authentic” photograph of a black writer.
Along these lines, we might consider the marketing blitz for *Sap Rising*, the recent story collection by Christine Lincoln, who has been profiled in *The Washington Post, The New York Times*, and *The Baltimore Sun*, and appeared on “Oprah.” What was it about Lincoln’s writing that made her so compelling? Nothing— the media was fascinated with Lincoln’s tragic origins and stereotypical rise from drug-addiction and teenage motherhood to award-winning writer. As the *Post* reports:

Just seven years ago, Christine Lincoln had nothing but a sick child and a far-off dream of being known as a writer. 'I had lost my car, lost my house, cleaned out my savings account,' she says. Yesterday during commencement at tiny Washington College in Chestertown, Md., Lincoln, 34, was handed the Sophie Kerr Prize—and a check for $54,266—as the graduating senior who shows the most literary promise. After the ceremony, the single mother thanked God several times, hoisted her now-healthy son, Takii, into her lap and buried her tear-streaked face in his shirt. Her dream had come true. (Weeks C01)

Overshadowing Lincoln's writing is her personal pathology, which rings like a hymn of uplift— the “epitome of the black matriarchal symbol of strength” in Everett’s fictional *We’s Lives in Da Ghetto*. But less intriguing to the media are Lincoln’s stories, which constellate around a fictional place. Unlike Kenan and Clair, Lincoln apparently does little to complicate well-wrought images of black Southern rural life. According to various reviewers, “Lincoln's language can be trite and self-consciously folksy,” and her plots are “frustratingly skeletal. Several of her offerings read as vignettes or fragments” (“Sap”; Asim C03). Despite Lincoln’s apparent conformity to literary stereotypes, the reviewer for *Publisher's Weekly* predicts that *Sap Rising* will have a tough time on the market: “A 12-city author tour and national print advertising are supporting this title, but it may fall between the
cracks, being too literary for readers of commercial African-American fiction and too soft focus to succeed as literary fiction” (“Sap”).

**Collections Overlooked by Black Imprints and Major Houses Alike**

At the Fifth Black National Writers Conference in 2000, critic Stanley Crouch decried literary “pafology,” saying “We have a crisis in this culture right now, which is a limited definition of African American reality” (Lee E1). Crouch's words not only describe African America reality— the vast number of non-fiction offerings from publishers— but also offerings in African American fiction. In fact, a glance at *Publisher's Weekly*'s list of “African American Titles” from September 2000 to March 2001 (Patrick 44), reveals that of the 227 total listings from 84 publishers (including subsidiaries of major houses, black imprints, and university presses), non-fiction accounted for 73% of the total offerings— 167 books. Of the remaining 60 books, only two were single-authored collections of short stories: Jamaica Kincade's *At the Bottom of the River*, which was originally published in 1978, and *Despair and Other Stories*, by Andre Alexis. For the record, the ratio of literary short story collections to books on African American hair is 2:5x.

At the same time that stories are becoming more one-dimensional, the offerings and the houses that produce them are actually proliferating. Since the early 1990s, a number of major publishing houses have launched independent African American-focused imprints. The launching of these imprints would seem to be a happy ending to the story of the black short story writer in the literary marketplace, but instead, most industry watchers are settling for a qualified “to be continued.” This is because while leadership roles have opened for black editors who head the seven African American divisions of major publishing houses,
three of which were created in the last two years (Ballantine has One World Books, Doubleday has Harlem Moon, Random House has Striver's Row), the formation of imprints engenders anxieties for many writers. One fear is that many the books issued by these imprints will be paperbacks, which “traditionally mean smaller author advances and smaller advertising budgets and smaller book tours, if any” (Arnold, “Voila!” 1). Moreover, the offerings from these imprints are almost all novels, again diminishing the likelihood that fresh images will enliven short fiction. In addition, black writers of various genres seem troubled by the separation —some say ghettoization— of their work from the mainstream literary market. For example, David Levering Lewis, who won a Pulitzer Prize for his biography of W.E.B. DuBois, is concerned that grouping books by race risks limiting their potential, since most writers “aspire to address human themes applicable to any race, whatever the color of their subject's skin” (Kirkpatrick C1).

Lewis raises a longstanding issue among writers of color— literary segregation. Indeed, the new black imprints could deepen an already well-worn divide at most bookstores, where books are categorized on shelves marked “African American,” “Asian American,” “Homosexual,” and “Literature.” In fact, Junot Diaz has declared his relief that “They want me mainstream” — suggesting that by not relegating his collection to the specialty shelves, the publishing industry is saying to him, “you are one of us now” (Cespedes and Torres-Saillant 905). As Carolyn Reidy, president of Simon and Schuster, a house that opted not to create an African American imprint, states, “There is a danger of creating the impression that these books and authors [published by imprints] are only of interest to African Americans” (Kirkpatrick C1). At the same time, imprints stand to lose
profits if they too-narrowly define “African American interests.” For example, one of 2001's biggest sellers among black readers was a picture book entitled, “In Our Own Image: Treasured African-American Traditions, Journeys, and Icons,” distributed by Running Press—not an imprint. Instead of the hip hop or pafology or “sister-girl” themes splashing the imprint catalogs, the book offers images of “the people next door” to most black Americans: high school bandleaders, hikers, hostesses, marchers—healthy, black, middle class suburbanites after World War II (Arnold, “Still” 1). Images of everyday people from various walks of life, much like the inhabitants of Tims Creek and Rattlebone.

The success of this book of images underscores the observations of Marie Dutton Brown, John Wideman, Terry McMillan, Charles Rowell, and countless other African American editors, agents and writers: that non-formulaic portrayals of African Americans do, in fact, have commercial appeal. Likewise, the stories of Maxine Clair, Randall Kenan, Percival Everett and Colleen J McElroy illuminate the rich fictional landscapes now cast in shadow by the spotlight. Instead of the flash of “pafology,” or a lens on the “truth” about “Black America,” these lesser-known writers reveal numerous fictions of possibility. Their multiple perspectives encourage us to enlarge our focus, to sharpen our powers of perception and, in turn, to envision a satisfying conclusion to the larger story of African American short fiction. As we have seen, it is a story of many conflicts and many characters, in need of an epiphany. But as Colleen J. McElroy reminds us, while some insights are sudden and blinding, others require quiet reflection (Interview). On a journey to the Gardens of Kyoto, where sand is raked into patterns, the writer describes how she found herself staring at the sand. A gardener approached her and asked what was wrong. “I just don't get
“Look,” she replied. “What is there to see?” He responded, “Look.” She stared and waited.

She shook her head. He pointed at the raked designs and told her, “You must look beneath the pattern.” And so she looked at the lines drawn, erased, redrawn by human hands.

Patterns etched into shifting sands. And so, with time, she looked again—and understood.
The Best American Short Stories series generally features twenty-one stories; the O. Henry Stories series includes twenty. The selection process begins with a series editor, who culls a group of stories from literary and mainstream magazines, then forwards these to the guest editor or jury. I arrived at this number by either knowing the writer's ethnicity or reading the contributor's notes of each volume for certain kinds of information—awards designated for black writers, or the authors' statements about their backgrounds.

It might also be noted that neither of these stories was published after 1978. “The Lesson” was published in 1972; “Girl,” 1978.

Another element that shapes the content of academic anthologies is copyright permissions. Certain stories may recur in numerous anthologies because the authors or authors’ estates continue to approve their usage and make only those stories available for inclusion. My thanks to Mark Winegardner for pointing out this dimension of anthology editing.

According to the acknowledgments page, “October Brown” appeared in Antietam Review.

However, “Run Mourner, Run” was reprinted in the African American arts journal Callaloo.


See, for example, “The Woman Who Would Eat Flowers,” in which a Chinese restaurant owner, his teenaged daughter, a black middle-aged waitress, and black rail workers all converge in a masterfully imagined love story; “Sister Detroit,” in which an African American woman joyrides through traffic in her MIA husband’s Gran Turismo Hawk in 1964; or “A Brief Spell by the River,” originally published in Confrontations, in which white outlaw deflowers a black teenage girl in the 1800s Missouri countryside.


On the other hand, outside the workplace, networking offers a unique advantage to African American agents and editors, who tend to value community networks over media hype when it comes to starting the buzz over a particular book. For example, Anita Diggs, Senior Editor and Director of One World/Ballantine Books, admits her emphasis is on creating “more effective grassroots marketing campaigns” for black readers who sometimes by books in the street (French C1).

Indeed, black editors are no less likely to seek formulaic writing. For example, in 1992, Essence magazine announced a contest for the “great African American Short-Short Story,” with a prize of money and publication. The guidelines: “Send us a story with a positive plot about a contemporary Black woman.”
xi The offerings present, to paraphrase Crouch, a severely limited definition of black life: 55 books concern historical figures, mostly males, and mostly the already well-chronicled lives of jazz musicians and civil rights activists; 42 are self-help titles; 29 are encyclopedias, compendiums, and collections of facts on black culture; and 40 titles are of scholarly interest. A sizeable number of fiction and non-fiction offerings concern the topic of slavery, which, in the words of Carol Hall, editor-in-chief of general interest books at John Wiley publishers, “is the ultimate crossover topic” (qtd. in Jacques 35).
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